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FOREWORD

A national seminar was organised in the Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology to discuss the topics, (i) Guru Padmasambhava and Sikkim, and (ii) Cultural Aspects of Sikkim.

Of late a number of people have been expressing their concern over the lack of interest in the religion, culture, language and tradition of the State and it is in response to these anxieties that a seminar was organised with the participation of scholars from within and outside the State. This volume produced by the SRIT seeks to record the important deliberations on the seminar.

TASHI TOBDEN 1 A S
DIRECTOR, SRIT
Resume
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Mahavira Buddhism, assimilated with Vajrayana and spread far and wide of the land and following with the royal patronage during seventeenth century, Nyentu (ancient) order of the Guru Padmasambhava and Kangyurpa sect of oral tradition took firm foundation and edifices of Buddhist monuments, like monasteries, stupas etc. holding the vigorous honor of Buddhism were established.

The Guru is said to have concealed several hidden 'Treasures' (gtér) in the form of precious scripture, many other revealers (gtér-pran) made an earnest endeavor following the prediction of Guru to trace out the source of these treasures for the benefit of posterity. Guru's different manifestations which adore the sacred sites of monasteries is Sikkim are of great importance in various aspects of rituals. Lama dagyes and Thanka paintings. These figures of Guru actually inspired the devout followers to follow the trodden path and re-capitulating heroic and courageous deeds of Guru in subduing the malevolent forces which create obstructions in the path of mystic awakening expounded by Guru in vast literature. The eight different manifestations are:

1. Padmasambhava 5. Loden Chokth
2. Sima Hoser 6. Padma Gyalpo
3. Donji Drolo 7. Shukya Sangé

The significance of the eight forms are explained in Guru's Biographies, ritual ad prayer books which are daily recited all over Sikkim by monks and laity.

Some lama scholar from different institutions of Sikkim made efforts to explain how this compassion of Guru entrusted the protective deities of 'Gangchen Linega' as guardian deity of Dharma and material for the posterity.

He converted Tuk-Kong-salung, a Lepcha chief of Sikkim in Buddhism and made him in charge of Dharma centers of the land. Consequently the land of Sikkim was sanctified as 'Bayal Demphong', literary meaning of which is the hidden valley of rice or bounty. Urgyen Rinpoche, the second Buddha after over 1400 years of the Parshavara of Buddha Sakyamuni blessed the land.

The pride of Sikkim has been her god-fearing, peace loving, deeply religious, humble and gentle people. They worship Guru with utmost devotion for external peace and happiness and internal awakening.

Among other contribution of Guru is discovery of four major caves, namely (1) Chang Thang Nyongphug, (2) Sharcho Kyaangphug, (3) Lho Khando Sangghug and (4) Nub Dechen Phug which are located in four direction around Sikkim to facilitate Sadhakas to go to retreat in meditative contemplation in the holy caves.

The monastery, Dhukkar Tashiding as the centre of pilgrimage and religious place of worship was blessed and consecrated by the Guru. The stupas at Tashiding specially honoured as the 'Thosgoa Rangjung' meaning one is released from the cycle of existence by mere sight of this stupa.

The holy water-vane 'Namchi' festival on the 15th day of 1st month of Tibetan almanac was also blessed by the Guru 'Khaochogpa', the holy lake, occupies a special place in the history of religion of Sikkim and hok sphere of divine play of female deities.

The missions began by Guru and pursued by other sects, prominent among whom is the Lepcha Chief 'Thokong-Teg' and his finance 'Nye-kong-Greg' who appear from 'Kabi'
in North Sikkim. The memorial event took place when the process of long making was finally accomplished following the prophecies of Guru in 17th century, with the meeting of the 'Nam-bYor Meded bZin' the four brother yogins at Yokeam in 1641 A.D., and enthronement of first Chogyal Phuntsok Namgyal of erstwhile Namgyal dynasty at Norbugang.

Gyalwa Lhatseu Yerpo, Kothok Rigzin Yerpo and Nadak Sepma Chalo were among the nobles present on the occasion of enthronement and consecration of Denzang Chogyal. With their centralized administrative setup under the four jewels, the establishment of Buddhism was institutionalized and the construction of several monasteries were commissioined as the corners of learning of Mahayana Buddhism.

In recognition of Guru’s contribution towards promotion of Dharma, he is worshipped in the monasteries, where side by side of Buddha Shakayamuni, Guru and his consort’s images are enthroned and worshipped on every tenth day of the month. Even in Sikkim and other Himalayan region, special ‘Tib-chu’ association are organized by the Buddhists for performance of ritual worship.

One paper made interesting analytical study of Shiva and Buddhist tantra in reference to Guru. It is a fresh attempt of the author on archaeological, geographical perspective but assertion of topics required to be bawed of historical texts. One of the most important features of Surnman was the active participation of novices as well as elderly Sikkimese monks for the first time in Sikkimese history in lively deliberations at the National Seminar. They came into contact with veteran scholars of Indian Universities and had exchange of thoughts. The Sikkimese monks divulged many so far unknown data, chronology of pureb Sikkimese siddhas like Rigzang Glozema Tan, Lhatseu Namkha Jigme, the revealers of northern hidden treasure/chanters about which very little is known in the modern literature. The monks also shed new light on monastic education from original indigenous Namthar (Biographies) scripture mystic literature for modern scholar which established a new dimension in the field of research, close collaboration of traditional and modern scholar for sustained research.

- B. Ghosh
INAUGURAL ADDRESS BY HIS EXCELLENCY
THE GOVERNOR OF SIKKIM, PRESIDENT,

Distinguished guests and delegates to the National Seminar. Seekers of Truth, patrons of learning, friends,

At the very outset, I congratulate all of you being with us this morning to participate in the National Seminar organised by the Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology of Sikkim. At a time when men are mostly engrossing themselves in the pursuit of materialistic gains and selfish pleasures, only the fortunate and chosen ones are endowed with the desire and will to utilize their time in fruitful search for higher knowledge and transcendental wisdom. The sublime sagacity of so many eager seekers as well as erudite savants and sages who have congregated here today to mark a brilliant chapter in the annals of this land brings me infinite joy and aesthetic delight.

The subject matters chosen for this Seminar are most relevant to the proper study and understanding of the history of Sikkim. Despite all the sociocultural changes that have affected the traditions, folkways and polity of the land, Sikkim is even today known to be a bastion of Buddhism, a veritable cradle of Buddhist thoughts and practice.

The Great Guru revered and devoutly worshipped by the tenoning millions of sentient Buddhists all over the world and especially in the Tibetan world as Lopen Chempo Rama Jungne or Guru Padmasambhava, the Lotus born is unequivocally accepted as the second Buddha (Singywnypa). Tradition has it that in the 8th Century A.D., He was born most immaculately from a Lotus which was blossoming amidst the lake Dhanakasha. The historical legend of His birth has been depicted here in this Institute in the form of the colossal Statue of the Master seated on a Lotus pedestal amidst the waters of the lake. This exquisitely carved Image is a befitting tribute to the Guru inspired by His own Compassionate Grace. The place of his birth has been sanctified as Odyana in the Swat Valley which now falls in Afghanistan. From the very beginning, he was a precocious child with an innate propensity for renunciation and inner search. He did renounce at a very early age and proceeded to Bodhigaya (Vajracarya) where he performed the most arduous austeritys and penance for 35 years all he attained complete enlightenment. Thence, he went to Maudi in Himachal Pradesh where he converted many ascetics and set them on the righteous path of Dharma. When he was at Nalanda as the Principal Tantric Teacher (Vajracarya), he was invited by the Tibetan King Thar Stong-gri-pi-bshon to visit Tibet and establish the Buddha Shasana, at the behest of the Royal Preceptor Pandit Shantaraksita. He proceeded to Tibet via Nepal and established the 1st Buddhist Monastery known as Somye thereby laying the foundations of Buddhism in Tibet.

From Tibet, he made his way to Sikkim which was known to the Tibetans as Byesl Demjong as described by the Master himself. Etymologically, Byesl meant Hidden Country or Land and Demjong meant The Land of Rice which figuratively meant the Land of Plenty and Prosperity. In the apotactical works ascribed to the Guru, Byesl Demjong was to be regarded as the most sacred and land of pilgrimage. The Guru, accompanied by Pandit
Shantarakshita and his disciples of twenty-five cardinal disciples known as 12 Bang Nyet Lha, visited Dhatuk Tamding in Western Sikkim where the importants of their foetal and physical body can be seen even today, clearly inscribed on stones and rocks as living testimonies of their historic visit. Furthermore, he taught and exerted the mitigant spirits that were afflicting the land and entrusted them with the responsibility of safeguarding the Dharma in the town of Dhimapalas (Nag Sung). The principal Dhimapalas guarding the northern, middle, and the southern parts of the land were Gharg-Chen-Zo-Lha (commonly known as the mountain deity Khirsamungma in the North, Pao Hungri in the middle and Yab-Od or Mahakala in the south, Monastic potenates depicting these three manifest themselves wearing their respective masks during the monastic dance like Pang-Lha-Sol etc.

The Guru further consecrated four holy caves in Sikkim situated in the four cardinal directions with Tamding at the center. These caves are Be Plug in the east, Dchen Plug in the west, Lhari Nying Plug in the north and Khando nying Plug in the south. At Khando nying Plug, the entrails, blood and inner organs of a witch can still be seen in the form of fossils, who was tamed and vanquished by Guru Pimsambhava. At Tamding, the Guru sat in meditation at the cave called Techo Plug where he materialized a potential source of sweet nectarine water to quench the thirsts of the natives inhabiting the adjoining area.

TEACHINGS: it may not be necessary to dwell upon the teachings of this great Master since days and months of deliberations on his teachings may not perhaps suffice to satiate our thirst for the sweet Wisdom taught by him. Nevertheless, I will contend that the essence of the Guru’s Teaching is what is universally known as ATI YOGA or Zoppa chempa. We all know that the entire doctrine can be classified into four categories: KRIPA YOGA, CARYA YOGA, YOGA TANTRA or ANUTTARA YOGA and ATI YOGA. Auto Yoga thus is the culmination of all of the Tantras. While at the Shuglagkarma sanctuary in Bodhgaya where he was performing penance, he had the vision of eight knowledge-holders (8th Rigden Gyes) who imparted to him their respective teachings. These teachings later on formed the eight-anchoring his doctrine known as Dag-pa-Rag-Gye. The Guru manifested himself in eight different forms collectively known as Guru Pim Sang Gye while performing the miraculous acts ofsubduing and vanishing devils and propagating the Dharma.

You will all agree with me that the entire gamut of Sakya’s vanguard culture has had and indelible impact on Buddhism. It is in this context that we gratefully acknowledge the gargantuan contributions of Guru Pimsambhava in shaping the religious-cultural tapestry of Sikkim. Way back in circa five centuries, there lived a Tibetan Chieftain named to be the protector of immense strength equal to that of a hundred thousand iron. He was Khun Banra, who in his anguish for not losing any issue to continue his progress, met the 8th Anchoring Thokding Tag and he went Nekang Nyet at Kabri Longasok as North Sikkim where a blood-covenant was made by these two chieftains to consider each other as authentically bound together. The Tibetan Chieftain was duly blessed with three valiant sons among whom the youngest one named Myen Kab (Leader among men) became the progenitor of the ruling over the land for three centuries and three decades.

In the mid 17th century A.D. Drok Sadhas or Yogpya met at Yutok Norbugang as pre destined by the Guru’s Prophecy. These Yogins collectively known as the Nal-Jen-Chech-Chen were Lhasub Namtok Kabring Rigden chempa, Ngagpang Stonge Chempa and Phungten 70
Namgyal. The former three deliberated together at Yulsham and crowned the fourth one as the first consecrated Dharma Raja of Sikkim. These Siddhas laid the foundations of cultural centres like monasteries, stupas, temples etc. in Sikkim and also consecrated the four holy caves besides many other subsidiary caves and shrines.

Thus we find that the Tibetans were the first migrants group of people who came to Sikkim form the early part of the eight century. Although the main bulk of the Tibetans reached Sikkim only after the advent of the four Yogins, Guru Rangpoche’s sojourn to this land prove it in ample measure that there did exist some type of social-cultural intercourse between Tibet and Sikkim form the early 8th century A.D.

The next group of people to come and settle in this region were the Nepales form the early part of the 19th century though sections like the Tsongs and Limbus who were really mongoloid did anticipate the Novars by atleast five centuries approximately. The beginning of the 20th century marked the influx of settlers from the plains of India who were predominantly Marwaris and Biharis. Although the early history of Sikkim is marked by the influence of Buddhism, the racial influx of the later times ushered in many cultural streams which got amalgamated with the existing system in a splendid process of acculturation. Today, there are Hindus, Buddhists and small cross section of Muslims and Christians too who are co-existing together in a unique atmosphere of accommodation, tolerance and harmony.

Dear friends and fellow pilgrims, to me all these appear to be the logical sequence of history. Tibet which was once inhabited by shamansists and neomaneers derived the soothing and enhalming doctrine of the Buddha from India. In eternal gratitude, the Lobsangs or translators while translating the voluminous treatises from either Sanskrit of Pali inot Tibetan always prefixed their work with the legend - Gyagar Kyed Du followed by Bed Kyed Du which meant ‘in the Indian language known in the Tibetan language thus’. I may not be wrong if I further enumerate this by contending that what is now extant in the Tibetan Translational Works are more or less extinct in their Sanskrit originals. In this broad way, Tibetology is verifies the study of Indology.

Sikkim is thus the cauldron in which the great cultures of Tibet and India have been synthesised together to evolve as a land of variegated cultures and traditions.

Once again I congratulate you all to have come from various parts of the country far and near to this unique land, the State of Sikkim to take part in a Seminar which will be immense fascination to all historians and scholars. I am also confident that much of the unrecorded facts and conventions would be gathered during the personal discussions. There is a lot to be written and told about the profound cultural links of this place with the rest of the country which stands unique in many ways. Perhaps this is for the first time in the history of the Institute that a scholarly deliberation and exchange of thoughts on the historical perspective of Guru Padmasambhava’s Contributions to Sikkim and also Cultural Aspect of Sikkim is being organised. I need not remind those who are present here today of the tremendous impact that this beautiful Himalayan State has had in shaping the history and culture of our country through the ages. I do sincerely wish that you will all leave the State with more enlightened views about Tibetology and the Historical perspective of the Himalayan region.

TASHI DELEK, JAI HIND
ML KHANGCHENDZONGA
GURU PADMASAMBHAVA'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF DHARMA TRADITION IN SIKKIM
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(b) Teaching of dharma to Maha Pandita Vimalamitra, the Tibetan king Khri-Srong Idc’u-btsan and his retinue.

The middle phase: Approximately 15th century A.D.

(a) Guru’s manifestation as Khri-Srong Ido’u-btsan.
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World peace through the teaching and the blessing of Guru Padmasambhava.
Om Sūk涎 tā

Today in front of the presence learned gathering, I shall try to present a short commentary on the unique and well known saint, Guru Padmasambhava, who is symbolised with the wish granting tree with countless leaves and flowers of peace strewn everywhere.

I would like to concentrate on Guru Padmasambhava who is the embodiment of compassion, power and action of all the Buddhas. I will narrate a short explanation on all the miraculous deeds performed by the Guru in this hidden land, Sikkim.

Guru Padmasambhava is the epitome and manifestation of supernatural deeds and divine powers, eulogised as the second Buddha whose advent has been prophesied by the Buddha Himself. In the 8th century, the Guru came to Domo-gong and travelled all over the land. He blessed and sanctified this land as the most extraordinary sacred hidden land. He announced that this land is no different from "Zangthok Palri" (heavenly paradise). He further named this land as second "Hog min pal gyi Hbras Mo izongs". It is because of Guru Rinpoche that this land is famous as the spiritual centre of the world. The prophecy is written in the scriptures of Sutra and Tantra. To quote a few examples from PARINIRVANA SUTRA.

"12 years after I pass away, a person more extraordinary than myself will be born in the lake of Dhana Kosa.”

From PHUGTYP TSHAL SUTRA

"12 years after I pass away, a holder of the Tantric tradition (teachings) will naturally be born in a Lotus in the lake of Dhana Kosa.

From TANTRA

"ARTA MANUSHRI: NAMA SANGTI" "The one who is equipped with all wisdom, will be born in a Lotus. He will hold the treasure of all omniscient wisdom.

From ANUTTARA PARINIPARA ARTH TANTRA

"After I pass away from here at the end of the 12th year, I will have the rebirth of one who is the most extraordinary Buddha in the whole world in the land of Uddvata. That man will be known as Pema Jungnyin, (Pema-b'byung-gras) who will be the holder of Tantric teachings."
THE BEGINNING PHASE START WITH GURU RINPOCHE OPENING THE GATE TO THE SACRED LAND OF DEMOJONG.

He blessed and showed us thousands of caves and rocky terrains as places of meditation. The four known caves in the four directions with Bray-dikar Tashiding as an option, are Sharchok Banyag in the East, Khandro Sangphug in the South, Dechen plug in the West and Lhari Nying plug in the North.

In order to cure countless number of diseases, Guru Rinpoche transformed leaves, roots and fruits into medicines through his spiritual powers. The Guru also transformed hot and cold springs into medicines (manchu). To name a few hot springs are Khandro Sang grub, Ranlang, Rabop, Tag-ram, Yumthang, etc. The cold springs are available at Tik-koshka and Gro at Kabi, and Bakhkha.

The hot and cold springs are clearly mentioned in Dzong gNeyag and Lama Gongduke Ka Gya Ma.

There are one hundred and nine large lakes blessed by Guru Rinpoche, the prominent of which are Phu Tsuo Karpo, Bhur Tsuo Marpo, Da Tsu Gnyenpo and the famous Khechog Palri, Guru Dongmar, etc. The details of the lakes are given in the Dzongg Na Sol and Gongduke Ka Gya Ma.

All the area beyond Tsug in the North Sikkim cannot grow paddy because of cold weather. However, in Tsung Thang, a small hamlet blessed by Guru Rinpoche, people can grow rice. At the same place there is a tub-like stone beside a huge rock on which rice is grown naturally.

During the time Tibet was ruled by king Thrising Dutsen, Guru Rinpoche came to Sikkim along with Mula Pandita Vimalamitra and other disciples and disu the kind thansong Detsen. The Guru gave them empowerment and teachings of Lama Gongduke at Tashiding. During that time, Guru converted many spirits of the land into the protectors of the sacred land and the teachings. To mention few of them are 90-nga Taktse and Thangla who were entrapped to protect the peaks of mountains and the hills. Powo Hungri and others were made the guards of the middle-lands of the mountains and hills. Tsu Mon-gyalmo and others were asked to keep vigil over the valleys and the harrets.

Guru Rinpoche prophesied that the practice and meditation of Lama Gongduke is especially meant for the well-being of the people of Sikkim. Whoever practices and meditates Gongduke will realize the path of early enlightenment. This aspect of the prophecy is written in the Dzongg Na Sol, page 41.

There is no place on this earth where Guru Rinpoche has not travelled and performed miraculous deeds. Especially for Tibet, the Guru was the most illustrious teacher who illuminated Tibet with Dharmma at the invitation of the King Throng Dutsen.

When Guru Rinpoche was giving Tantric teachings to the king, Thron Dutsen and 25 disciples at a place called, Tsung Zab Bu Lung, the Guru prophesied that five hundred years later, the good tradition and culture will degenerate and bad tradition will gain popularity. The countries will fight amongst themselves and there will be no peace. At that period the Tibetans will suffer. The king sought for solutions to the people’s problems. The Guru as-
sured them not to worry as they could go to the Hidden Land of Domozong. He further said that there are four major hidden lands out of which Bayal is spacious inside and rugged outside. The land is peaceful and blissful. This land is located on the southwest of Samye Monastery. When one reaches there, one's mind will calm down and attain peace. If one is able to go to Drag Kar Tashi Ling, even once then one will not be reborn in the lower realms. One can undoubtedly attain Buddhahood in one lifetime by practicing meditation in that land.

These facts are written in Llama Gongthar Ka Gya Ma and also in Rigzong Sokrub Ka Yang Yedk.

The life-history and the accomplishments of Guru Rinpoche are referred in the following books:

1. Kaa Thang Shel Dhark
2. Kaa Thang Zang Ling Ma
3. Kaa Thang Serthreng Tharlam Selzhed
4. Kye Rab Norbuc Thang Zedk
5. Namkhen Ter zoc Kaa Poej ka pa

Guru Rinpoche’s specific contributions to Sikkim are elaborated in the following texts:

1. Lampa Gongthar Poej Choe Pa
2. Dzunzong Nya Yedk Gnoorstan Terzood
3. Lung Ten Shel Koe Me Long
4. Thangdak Lung Ten Dhrimiced Yee Koe Dzungiel &
5. Ringzog Sokrub Tsa Ma Poej

MIDDLE PHASE: APPROXIMATELY 15TH CENTURY

The great Ter Ton Rigzong Gyoedem can who was the manifestation of Guru Rinpoche, came to Sikkim and preached Dharma extensively. He built a monastery at Pamo Haprub and established meditation centres in different places. He entrusted the responsibility of protecting the Dharma traditions to all the priests of the land. This reference is mentioned in the book-Kun Chok Chodbucan-page 68. We have to do more intensive research on the deeds and works of Rigzong Gyoedem can in Sikkim.

The PRESENT PHASE starts in 1642 with the arrival of Naclor Choe Yhec four brother yogis. The excellent yogins were the manifestation of Guru Rapche and assembled at Yekuma Nor Bu Gung where they started the dissemination of Dharma tradition. The masks of which are still prevalent in the said place.

I shall explain clearly how the yogins illuminated the Land Of Boons with the Dharmic tradition. The four Naclorpas were:

1. Lampa Nam Kha Jigned
2. Ka Thok Rigzong Kurt To Zangko
3. NgDa Dhak Sam Pa Phuntsok Rodzang
4. Choegyal Phuntsok Namgyal

During the assembly of the first three Lamas, they decided that the hidden land needed
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a host of patron in order to propagate the Dharma and provide support for the practitioners. The patronage was essential to complete the TENDREL (auspiciousness) for the spread of Dharma and its continuity. For example in India, when Shakyamuni Buddha was living the king of gods, Indra/Gya Jom and Tshang Pa/Brahma requested Buddha to preach Dharma constantly. When Buddha agreed to preach, the two kings-Sel Jay and Zoe Gnyenpo became the hosts or patrons. Similarly in Tibet, the king Thsrong Deutsen patronised Lobsang Pema Sambhava to turn the Wheel of Dharma.

All the four Nal Zorpas realised that they got together as a result of prayers from the previous lives. The three great Lamas coronated Phuntsok Namgyal as the religious king of this hidden land of Sikkim. The king accepting the role of a host or patron, collected samples of earth and stones from all over Sikkim and built a stup a called Chiang Chub Chorpe Tashi Hood Bar. After the completion of the “Chorten”, the four Yogas consecrated the Statue. At the time of consecration ceremony, the whole area was covered by dome of rainbow and many other miraculous signs.

One can still see the thrones of the four Yogas. Lha Tsun Chengpo entered the hidden land of Sikkim from the Northern Gate. When he arrived here, he met many spirits of the land and appealed them by transforming the spirits into protectors of Dharma traditions. He discovered many Termas (treasures) and preached them throughout the land. In order to benefit and dispel the doubts of future generations in the spiritual powers, Lhatsun Chengpo left behind a clean footprint on a piece of hard-rock. He established the famous monastery “Drub De”, the first of its kind in Sikkim. Ka Tsh Rigzang Kun Tu Zangpo founded a monastery called Dhok Gom. Besides which he created a lake through his spiritual power. This lake can still be seen at Yuksum Lha Dhak Sempa Rigzang Phuntsog established a monastery named “Lha Khang Marpo”. After heasting many millions of “OM MANI PAD ME HUNG HRO” mantras. Nga Dhak displayed miraculous power by creating a “VASE”. A few drops of water put in this VASE will not go dry; instead the volume of water will increase to fill up the VASE.

Once in every year on the full moon day of CHOCTRUL DABA the Buddhist year, the water from the VASE is mixed and distributed to all the devotees. This practice is done at Tashiding monastery. After the ceremony is over, the VASE is filled up with little bit of water which will become full after a year.

The Chogyal, Phuntsog Namgyal built a palace called Tashi Tenka. Meanwhile, all the four Nal Zorpas worked very hard to spread the message of Dharma throughout the land. Because of their efforts we find monasteries on every important moun- tains and hills.

IN CONCLUSION: The achievement in the spread of Dharma tradition in Sikkim were caused by Guru Padmasambhava through his compassion, blessings and manifestations. This is clearly illuminated through the Buddhas Prophecies and our own research works.

Precisely, the Guru Rinpoche’s Dharma activities are as vast as the sky. There is no time to narrate all that. This narration is only a drop of water from the vast ocean
GURU PADMASAMBHAVA'S CONTRIBUTION: The Genesis of Buddhism in Sikkim.

-Chewang Arkarya

1. Some views and opinions about the time and place of Guru Padmasambhava's birth.

When the Buddha was about to pass away at Kushinagar and his disciples were weeping, He said to them, "The world being transitory and death inevitable for all living beings, the time for my own departure has come, but weep not. For twelve years after my departure, from a lotus blossom in the Dhanakosha Lake, in the North-Western direction of the country of Ugyen there will be born one who will be much wiser and more spiritually powerful than myself. He will be called Padmasambhava and he will transmit the Exoteric Doctrine to the world." These were the last words predicted by the Buddha Gautama just before the day of his Parinirvana. These lines were based upon a passage in the Tibetan Canonical KANJUR Buddhist Canon of Tibet.

Padmasambhava himself is quoted as having said it was 6 years after the passing. Similar prophecies are recorded in the Sutras like "Parinirvata Sutta" and "Lankavatara Sutta" and in Tantric Treatise like "La-med Thon-'d苯 Kshyap (Gyatso of Buddha's teachings.

The supernatural birth of Padmasambhava from a Lotus blossom signifies immaculate incarnation, that is birth unassisted by a human womb. Such birth is the Karmic account's imprint, is essential to Tantric incarnation or emanation of the Buddha essence.

In many of his Biographies, the great Guru is having flourished in India and elsewhere in the human world for many centuries. He being a master of yoga, lived, as been already suggested above in a non-fleshy body, immune to illness, old age, and death. He is thus realized living exponent of Buddhism practically applied and in this respect, the second Buddha is more powerful than the Buddha Gautama, as the Tibetan Buddhism believe.

It is uniformly mentioned in all the biographies of the Guru revealed by many Tertons that the Guru's Day of Birth is held to be the Tenth of the Fifth Month of Tibetan Calendar, this day, the Tenth is called "The Blessed Day for the World" and corollatively, the Tenth Day of every month of Tibetan Calendar is observed as the Great Guru's Day and the Tibetan call it "TSE-CHU" which means "The Tenth Day."

Amdo Gedun Chopel was a renowned scholar who spent his life in writing about and travelling almost all Buddhist Holy places said that Oddityana the land of Yavan is situated in the North-West of Bodha Gaya. He said that modern Swat Valley in Pakistan is the right place of Guru Ranpoche i.e Oddityana. Gedun Chopel personally visited and had seen the ruins of stupas and other evidences from the Swat Valley.

Even in the memories of Alexander the Great and Fa Hian Travelogue, Swat Valley, in Peshawar was described as Oddityana where Dhanakosha Lake was.

Note: Terton is an accomplished being who reveals the Hidden Treasure.
No matter where and when the great Guru was born his teachings and sacred holy places where he resided were the real living proof and evidence. Because of his Tantric teachings many of his disciples attained the highest stage of Buddhahood.

2. A brief account of the Founding Fathers of Tibetan Buddhism in Tibet:

When Padmasambhava was at Bodha Gaya strengthening the Doctrine, the thought came to him that the time had come for him to proceed to Tibet, the Land of Snow and established Tantric teaching firmly. In eight centuries, King Tri-Stong Dvo-Tsan, the 10th ruler of the royal lineage, took action to bring the full blessing of the Dharma to Tibet. The king invited Bodhisattva Shantarakshita from Nalanda University, India’s foremost scholar, to come to Tibet for the purpose of establishing the foundation for a Stupa and transmitting his Vinaya lineage to first Buddhist monks in Tibet. When difficulties arose in establishing Buddha Dharma, the king invited Padmasambhava, the most powerful master of Oddiyana, from Buddha Gaya to dispel and subdue evil spirits. These three Bodhisattvas built the great Monastic University-Samye and established a firm foundation for the Dharma in Tibet.

The king invited many more scholars and pandits from India and Nepal working with Tibetan Translators had rendered into Tibetan almost the entire bulk of the Buddha’s teachings. These Translations were preserved in the Tibetan Canon; Kanjur (108 Vols) together with a large number of commentaries and treatises (Tengyur-225 Vols) that supported the four major Buddhist philosophical schools. During this time, the great Vidyadhars, bearers of esoteric knowledge, transmitted Mantrayana teachings to their Tibetan disciples Guru Padmasambhava and the masters like Buddha guhva. Vinuata Mita and Tibetan Lotsawa Varrochana conveyed the realization of the Tantras, the outer Tantras of Kriya, Charva and Yoga, the inner Tantras of Mahayoga, Amogoh and Atiyoga.

Therefore Khenchen Bodhisattva Guru Padmasambhava and Chegyal Tri-Stong Doken as known as the “Khro-Lop-Chos-Gsum” (Abbot Master and Dharma King) became the founding fathers of the Dharma in Tibet.

The teachings established by the early masters, transmitted unbroken from masters to disciples for nearly twelve centuries have come down to modern times through the Nyingma Tradition, the oldest of the four major Tibetan schools of Buddhism that survived today. The Tradition that preserved the lineage since Buddha, and Padmasambhava introduced earlier in Tibet is known as Nyingma, the old school and the schools that developed from the lineages brought to Tibet after the 10th century became known as gNarma or the New School. The three major gNarma Traditions that continue today are the Kangyu, Sakya and Gelug.

3. Padmasambhava’s visit to Beval Demejog and His Blessings:

Demejog is purely a ‘land of peace and prosperity since the establishment of Buddhism in the mid 17th century. It is historically known as Beval Demejog. The Sacred Hidden Land: as soon as Guru Padma visited personally, and blessed in 8th century by meditating in its four corners and fortifying it against all the obstructions of human existence and establishing Nyingma order of Tibetan Buddhism here. Many of his teachings compiled and left behind his teachings and guidelines in sacred safe places under the care of Dharmagopas and Dakinis.

Joma Yeshi Tsegyal requested and received the essence of the Tantric Teachings from Guru Rinpoche. With an unflagging memory, she transcribed his teachings reduced their mean...
ing to symbolic form in a calligraphic script (khaden nga), Yiga known only to the inner circle of initiates. She prepared three 'Terma' texts or special yellow garlands, some of which were abbreviated to one page, while others contained many folios and were much more extensively detailed. Hundreds of these Texts were then carefully wrapped in immune to the hazards of weather and natural deterioration and hidden areas for safe keeping in specific locations designated by Padmasambhava in different places of Tibet, Nepal, India, Sikim, Bhutan and Afghanistan etc. These are to be discovered, deciphered and interpreted later by dedicated persons of Tibet who have powers to discover and bring forth the secret writings.

Because of the discovery of such hidden texts, Sikim was once again introduced Buddhism during the time of "Nal-jur Cho-sku" the four legendary masters from Tibet whose name and time were mentioned in one of such "hidden" texts, discovered by pioneer lama Lhatran Chosgru in 17th century. By this time Buddhism had become a most powerful hierarchy in Tibet and was extending its creed among the Himalayan and Central Asian tribes.

4. The Spread of Buddhism in Sikim.

The name of "Nal-jur Cho-sku" is very famous in the history of Sikim. So it is must and most important to explain its brief account how these four legendary masters followed the guidelines given in the Holy Prophecy of Guru Padmasambhava, and establishment of their respective centres in this holy land.

As mentioned above, all the works of Padmasambhava which were secretly hidden in order to preserve them for posterity, and which were to be revealed to the world when the time was ripe. So accordingly, the time came for establishing Buddha Dharma in this part of the land when the four masters found the Tenga of the Guru and opened the gate of the Dharma in Sikim.

The first Lama Lhatra Namkha Jungre was a native of Kongpo, South-Eastern Tibet. He started his mission from the Northern Sikim traversing the Kangla Nangwa and finding no road beyond the cave, flew meanderingly to the upper part of the Khami Mountain (24,000 ft) and opened the Northern Gate via Dzongri and reached modern Yoksum, West Sikim. The Northern gate according to Guru was the most difficult pass among the four Gates (mentioned in the prophecy).

The second Lama Khashi Rapan Chendo who followed the Western route, Single-La through Dzongri and opened the Western Gate, entered the holy land and reached Yoksum, West Sikim.

The third Lama Nga-Tag Sangpo Chendo who opened the Southern Gate through Namchi and reached Yoksum West Sikim. All the learned Lamas met together at Yoksum.

1. Dakini - an excited class of fairy-like spiritual beings
2. Yesha Keoggal - was Guru's closest disciple and who mastered the great Guru's entire teachings. She did not die but disappeared in a radiance of rainbow light. She symbolises the wisdom of the great Guru.
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Norbu Tung in mid 17th century. Therefore the place where these three enlightened beings met was called by the local Lepchas, "Yuksum" which means "the Three Superior One" or "The Three Lamas." Among the four noble brothers (Nai-jor Che-Siu), the fourth one was called Phuntsog by name who was a descendent of bruce ancestors of Kham in eastern Tibet. He possessed all the qualities that were mentioned in the prophecy. He was found from Gangtok, East Sikkim and finally invited to the Yuksum. The three learned Lamas traditionally enthroned him as the first Chogyal of Sikkim in 1641 A.D. In the presence of many local people and named him Chogyal Phuntsog Namgyal. So the Namgyal Dynasty came into being.

5. Consolidation of Nyimgma Order of Tibetan Buddhism by establishing religious centres thereafter.

The first and the oldest monastery Dupde Gompa was established in the year 1701 founded by the pioneer Lama Lhatsun Chempo at Yuksum and it is still intact and its wall painting are superb. Its sanctity is maintained for it is the oldest gompa in the history of Sikkim. Then followed by Sang-Nga Choling Gompa and Pema Yang-Tse Gompa in 1705. Pema Yang-Tse Gompa is the biggest and the most honoured Gompa in the history of Sikkimese Gompas. Many gompas like Enchen Gompa, 1840, Phensang Gompa, 1840 and other also adopted the same Terma of Lhatsun Chempa and Rzigzin Tserdu Lungpa that were practised and preached by Mingroling Monastery, one of the main Nyimgma Centres in Central Tibet for their ritual practices and traditional system.

Tashiding Gompa, 1716 A.D. and Zilmon Gompa, 1716 A.D. were built by Nga-Dag Setupa Chempo in West Sikkim. Many gompas like Namech Gompa and Thangmoed Gompa followed the same ritual practice and traditional systems as Tashiding and Zilmon Gompas. These gompas adopted and gave pre-eminence to the Termon work of Rzingzin Go-Dom Can as a code of ritual which is preserved in Dorje-Bag Monastery one of the main Nyimgma Centres in South East, Lhasa.

Kathog Gompa, 1840 A.D. was established by the follower of Kathog Rzigzin Chemo at Pakyong. East Sikkim and Doling Gompa 1840 was the site of Terton Dorjechompo at Southling, South Sikkim. Those gompas adopted the ritual system of Terrsa works that are preserved by Kathog Monastery at Dirgo in Kham, eastern Tibet.

Since then the reincarnation of Lhatsun Chempo and other learned Lamas came into Sikkim and consolidated Buddhism every corners of this land. Till the date of 1884, it is said that there are more than 40 Gompas all over Sikkim.

5. There are eight or nine main gompas in Sikkim. They are mainly Pema Yang-Tse and Tashiding Gompa in the West Ralang and Doling Gompa in the South. Rumtek Gompa, Kathog Gompa and Enchen Gompa in the East, and Phodong Gompa and Phensang Gompa in the North. Each of these Gompas have their annual function during which they organise Chara i.e. Mask Dances and Black Hat Dances to dispel obstacles and bring peace for all.

Name of the monasteries in Sikkim are mostly in Tibetan language and are of an ideal or mystic nature, but some are physically descriptive of the site. Few are Lepcha place names which are also of a descriptive character.

According to prophecy of Guru Rinpoche, there are four main holy caves where Guru had meditated and consecrated. Some of his secret writings were revealed from these caves by Terton Rzigzin Go-Dom Can and Terton Lhatsun Chempo. These holy caves are now being
the objects of pilgrimage for all. People form all over India, Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan and others visit these holy places and seek blessings.

Finally, the principal abode of Sikkim is "Gang-Chen Zod-Nga" who was entrusted as the guardian God of Demchogy by Guru Rinpoche. He dwells in a snow mountain. The Mt was named after the name of the God as Khanchenjunga the second highest mountain after Everest.

Gangchen Zod Nga literally means the five repositories of the lodges of the great snow. It is clearly described in the "Demchog Lamgig" of Guru Rinpoche revealed by Lhasar Champo. The five repositories are real staterhouses of the god's treasure. (1) The staterhouse of salt. (2) Gold and Turquoise. (3) Secret writings of Guru and various methods of increasing wealth. (4) Different kinds of useful arts and weapons etc. (5) and the store house of grains of every kind and all kinds of medicines. It is believed that Guru had hidden many treasures in different parts of Bazel Demchog.

Padmasambhava's contribution to Bazel Demchog and Tibet cannot be discussed within a short record. There are hundreds of voluminous Terma of his teachings, for instance, "Rinchen Terzo" is one of them. It has less than 66 Vols which three Vols were once published from Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology.

Guru Rinpoche made detailed predictions or prophecies about the future of Sikkim as to how and by whom Buddhism would be consolidated and preserved peacefully. Accordingly, in the later centuries, Naljor Che-Lu, the four masters came and established Buddhism smoothly. Its rules and practices which in due course of time were adopted by the inhabitants of this Holy Land becoming an integral part of their life then onwards.

Padmasambhava's teachings are deeply rooted in the minds of Tibetans. Sikkimese, Bhutanese, Chinese, Mongolians and the like. It has deeply influenced the cultural aspects of entire Himalayan regions including Nepal. Many important holy places in Nepal are directly related with Guru Rinpoche, right from the great stupa Boudha Nath, Kathmandu to Yolmo and Yanglesho i.e. Dakshinkali.

In modern times his teachings have transcended all natural barriers and reached the remotest corners of the world. There is far greater awareness and understanding of his teaching today in even the so called advanced countries of the world. It would be no overstatement and exaggeration to say that Guru Rinpoche and his teachings can be one of the main sources of peace and prosperity in today's disturbed and destabilised world. This can act as a greater cementing force among different races, creeds and castes. They do have the potential for ushering in an era of ever lasting peace, prosperity and harmony.

May Buddha and Padmasambhava bless all.
The most important seven line prayer to Guru Rinpoche

HUM
ORGYEN YUL GYI NEB CHANG TSAM
PEMA KESAR DONPO LA
YA TSEN CHOG GI NGO DRUP NYE
PEMA JUNG NE SHE SU DRAG
KJOR DU KHANDRO MANG PO KOR
KHYE KYI JE SU DAG DRUP KYI
CHIN GYI LAP CHIR SHEK SI SOL
GURU PADMA SIDDHI HUM

HUM

In the North-West of the country of Oddiyana
In the heart of a lotus flower
Endowed with the most marvellous attainments
You are renowned as the Lotus-Born
Surrounded by many hosts of Dakinis
Following in your footsteps
I pray to you to come and bless me with your grace! GURU PADMA SIDDHI HUM
A BRIEF HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION OF THE ESOTERIC BUDDHISM IN KOREA

-Sang-Kyun Sun

It is my pleasure to be in this prestigious assembly. I would like to introduce myself as Sang-Kyun Sun a Buddhist priest and a lecturer in Janggak College, which belongs to Janggak Sect of Korean Buddhism. It is also my pleasure to let you know that I am a Ph.D student of Delhi University in Department of Buddhist Studies under Prof. Sangha Son Singh. I am thankful to respected Prof. S.S. Singh who introduces me to this seminar.

I also would like to pay my heartfelt thanks to the organizer for giving a chance to read my paper though my paper is not concerned to the topics of this seminar.

My paper is entitled as “A Brief Historical Introduction of the Esoteric Buddhism in Korea”. In fact, it is not a seminar paper but an information of Esoteric Buddhism in Korea.

Generally, it is believed that the Esoteric Buddhism was appeared during seventh century A.D in India as the further development of Buddhism. In this context, the term of Esoteric Buddhism used by me here is as synonymous of terms such a Tantric Buddhism, Mantrayana and Vajrayana etc. The esoteric Buddhism had been succeeded to occupy an exalted position in northern countries such as Nepal, China, Tibet, Bhutan, Mongolia etc.

In Korea, Buddhism was first introduced in fourth century A.D. Later on, during seventh century A.D. Esoteric Buddhism was introduced by Korean monk Myungryung from China, and named Sinma Sect or Mudra Sect in Korea. It is believed as the Earlier Esoteric Buddhism which is based on the Korea Tantras.

In course of time, Chonggi Sect of Dharani Sect founded by monk Hyeong in Korea. It is regarded as the Middle Esoteric Buddhism which deals with Guru and Sutra Tantras. These two Korean monks namely Myungryung and Hyeong are paid respect by country people as the founder of Esoteric Buddhism in Korea. Here, I would like to say that as Padmasambhava (Guru Rinpoche), the founder of Esoteric Buddhism in Tibet, Sakya and other places has occupied a prominent position in Tibetan history. Likewise, the two Korean monks have also occupied an exalted position in Korean Esoteric Buddhist history.

In course of time, a number of Buddhist sects had been appeared. In this way, total 11 sects were in practice till 1406 A.D. as the further propagation of Buddhism in Korea. These sects merged into seven, and again into two sects in 1424 A.D. and finally into one without any particular name. Thus, decrease of the number of the sects shows the declination of Buddhism under the policy of Chosun Dynasty in Korea. And Confucianism was growing under the patronage of Chosun Dynasty. Though the Esoteric Buddhism was almost disappeared from country due to policy of Chosun Dynasty, yet it was under practice in Buddhist society. The practice remained as seed of Esoteric Buddhism in Korea.

Finally, the restoration of the Esoteric Buddhism in Korea was attempted 50 years ago by a Buddhist scholar named Hoedang. He who formerly a layman, was initiated in Sino-Syllabed Mantra OM MANI PADME HUM. He, who founded Janggak Sect as the Esoteric Buddhist sect in Korea, is regarded as the Chief Buddhist Priest of that sect.

Nowadays, there are 50 Buddhist sects in Korea. Among them, three Esoteric Buddhist sects namely Janggak, Jincon and Chonggi are in practice. Jincon Sect and Chonggi Sect
are those which appeared as sub-sects of Jogak Sect. Those three sects which differ from traditional Esoteric Buddhism system, try to implement the Esoteric Buddhism in modern society of Korea.

Buddhism is the proper way of life rather than the worship of God and the preservation of tradition. Its aim is to make all beings happy and to purify the society. The society is changing rapidly and becoming of habit of new system. In this context, though the Esoteric Buddhism is the further development of Buddhism according to the time changing, but it seems to me that certain changes should be brought again. Nevertheless, I don’t mean that the fundamental principles of Buddhism must be modified.

The following few points are given here in the respect of modernization of Esoteric Buddhism not as any final conclusion but as means for discussion.
1. Importance of Esoteric Buddhism in modern society should be clear.
2. Secret way of initiation of Esoteric Buddhism should be modified.
3. Esoteric Buddhism should be institutionalized with the modern concept of education.
4. Further study and publication of texts in regular journals of Esoteric Buddhism seems to be very limited. I think that further research works, publication of texts and journals should be brought in to light.
The stanza from the text of Mangashri-maya-jala tantra denotes that
The Lotus born; the embodiment of Buddha and
Omniscient possessed with different supernatural
manifestation of king and the quality of having
extraordinary tantric power.

The founder and the pioneer of the tantric doctrine of Buddhismo was originated from
the province of Odyssey the land adjoining to 'Srin-Yul (Demons country). He was born in a
hollow stalk of variegated coloured Lotus flower in the Lake, 'Dwaqa Kosa', IN A POSTURE
LOOKING A SPIRITUAL NLP. He' 'Dorje' and Padma 'Lotus', communicating a profound
religious tenets to deities and dakinis dwelling in the oceanic realms.

1. At the time, a childless king, Indrabhuti, devoutly worshipped and even exhausted his vast
treasure generously for unlimited charity for the sake of a child and once on his returning
after obtaining the 'Norbu' (Cintamani with fulfilling gems) from the Dhanakosa, his spirit-
ual follower and minister 'Trinakarn' was fortunate enough to cast a glance: a first sight of
a child in Lotus. The king than realizing his fortune of blessing with a child, jubilantly
adopted him as his heir prince, who was there after popularly known as Padma Jungne and
Tibetey Dorje.

2. In the course of time, he (Guru) renounced the kingdom and instead sought the ascetic life
in performing austere penance in the eight great historical cemeteries like Silwachal forest.
located in the southern Magadha, where he was blessed by the immaculate visions of wis-
dom-Dakini. Vajrabarati. Propitiating individually, the mandala of Sgrub-chen bka '-bras-pa
(Eight pronunciation) and attaining perfection is sadhana, he became inseparably the food
and the Master. Thereafter, studying enthusiastically under the illustrious master Prahladav,
he absorbed in perfect enlightenment with the vast yogic doctrine and widely known by the
name 'Shakyen Sorg'.

3. He visited several holy places of India and under the tutelage of various Vidyadhara
Siddhas, he clearly dissolved his doubts in the study of three divisions of Yoga Tantra and
sutra yana, thus raising his fame to an exalted position, he was the- known by the name
Mikhas-Pa Blo-Ldun Mchog-Srid

4. Attaining immortal form after accomplishing the sadhana of longevity at the cave Mattika.
within a short span of time, realizing the befitting time for the conversion of Maudri, when he
set-off, an amazing miracles destructively vanquished the ignorance of acceptance and avoid-
ance that slumbered obsessively the natives of that vicinity and repleted the entire region in
adherence towards the holy doctrine of Buddha, and thus, he retained his popularity and

* The article was originally written in Tibetan and the English Translation is done by
Tenzin Samphel and Lama Tulku Dam Gyatso of Tibetology, (Editor)
known as Paduma Sarthuva.

2. Later on, when he again visited the Odyanas, the demons further inflicted upon him a huge fire with his supernormal power transformed forthwith into a sea and situated illuminously on the stool of Lous, and led the king Indrabhuti to tread on the path of conversion and salvation. He was thus widely known by the name Pema Gyaltso.

6. Contemplating in tranquil atmosphere near the self-created and originated stupa like Lhun-Grub-Brinbas, he employed the Dakinis and Dharma-palas to serve as Tantric protectors. There, he consumed five hundred Khals of liquor at a time and promised to pay the cost after sunset, but since he was unable to manage the cost, he suppressed the sun miraculously for a week and assumed the form of Heruka. so he was known and associated by the name Nyima Hser.

7. He defeated the host of blasphemers in southern Ishka by means of his spiritual commands and teachings. Blessed by the Dakini (Du-Dul) he gained resounding victory on miracles over the teams with magicians who later on became his followers, hence, he was mostly recognized as Song Dadek.

8. In the rock-cavern (Yang-rin-shrot) located at Nepal, the Guru performed a meditation on Samyuk-Tukta-Garbha (Yangdzok Bde-galegs snying-po) and received the great Seal of supreme consummation. The sullen and dastardly land of Tibet too was demystified by disseminating the holy religion where especially the industrious king and subjects were converted into the mantra of eight instructions of meditation (gnyen-chen blo-ba-btse-gyud). At Samye chen-rezum-phu, such limitless contribution and kindness of the Guru towards this holy land is far inconceivable. He even vanished the demons (Dam-sri) at Stag-chang sengs-htus-sgrub. Considering the further benefits of degenerated beings, he compassionately concealed tremendously profound treasures underneath the snow, caves and lakes of Tibet. Moreover, his wonderful actions like the indelible imprints of his foot prints on rocks, caves etc. proved great astonishment and therefore he was again popularly known as Rdz-sje Gro-lop. Although, the mtsho-rjeed rdo-rje, the second Buddha’s sphere of conversion is eternal, his manifestations in rendering religious service in conformity with his own mind for leading the sentient beings in the right path of conversion and emancipation is boundless and until now he was collected conspicuously in the undestroyed crystal mansion.
GURU PADMASAMBHAVA’S CONTRIBUTION TO SIKKIM

-Acharya Dugspa Lopa

I consider it as a rare privilege for me being in the midst of distinguished gathering at the sacred location Deorali-Sanga Dul-Dul-Ling chorten monastery. May I also take this opportunity to felicitate the organiser of this National Seminar for choosing the topics on Sikkim Cultural Aspect and the Guru Padmasambhava’s contribution in this Himalayan region. I feel honoured to find myself in this seminar to join you all for the accumulation of good deeds, especially with the topics of Lord Padmasambhava. In fact, this occasion not only brings awareness about the rich heritage of culture and spiritual aspect of this hilly state, but also inspire to follow strict human nature among our generation for the development of our society through love and compassion.

Buddhists all over the world agree in defining Dharma as the teaching of Lord Gautam Siddhartha who preached about 2500 years ago. When Lord Buddha was about to pass away at Kushinagar, Buddha told to his grief-stricken disciples about the birth of Lord Padmasambhava, who would be the more powerful and established Exoteric or Vajra Yana doctrine in the world.

Accordingly after 12 hundred years of Lord Buddha’s Mahaparinirvana Padmasambhava was born from a lotus blossom in the Danakoo Lake in the northwestern corner of country of Uddhyana. Soon Lord Padmasambhava spread the secret doctrine all over the Asian countries as well as in the world. He spent day and night in preaching for the welfare of all being and also established the Vajra Yana doctrine. Sometimes meditating as a cave and rock in the form of very common saint. When he was meditating in a cave and was preparing to spread the same doctrine at Rewalsar in mandi H.P., Lord Padmasambhava was punished to be burnt alive on the pyre of ferocious fire by the then King Indrabhuti of Shakor, at present commonly known as mandi. But all of a sudden after 7 days one of the king’s man found the crematorium where the Padmasambhava was burnt alive was completely turned into beautiful lake where on the lotus flower 8 year old young boy was found playing. When the king Indrabhuti heard this along with his all ministers and royal subjects rushed to the spot and regretfully paid saluteation and at once invited to the royal palace and placed him on the lion throne and offered invaluable things including kingdom as a great atonement. This great historical spot still visible today where many pilgrim visit from time to time in commemoration and to pray and pay respect to this holy place of great Guru. From that day onward the Guru is known as Lotus-born teacher, in Sanskrit Guru Padmasambhava, and Guru Chokhye Dorje or Pema Zangney in Tibetan.

The growth of Buddhism and its journey across the Himalayas is no doubt started when the 37th king of Tibet Thi-song Dara-can invited Lord Padmasambhava to remove all sorts of hindrance put by the evil spirits and to established firm Buddhism in Tibet. The Guru accepted the king’s invitation and along with the great Indian scholar, Pandit Acharya Shanta Rakshita started Dharma work for the development and prosperity of Tibet.

When the Dharma work was being progressed in Tibet Lord Padmasambhava at the same time visited Sikkim in 8 century. Sikkim is known to its inhabitant as Dremojong. The state recount its history from the 8th century A.D. When Guru Padmasambhava named it as
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“Bay-Yul Demojong” which means the hidden valley of treasures. The Guru personally consecrated this land and concealed a great deal of major and minor treasure including holy scriptures. The treasure are to be preserved for the future use when the Dharma will reach at the edge of destruction due to the calamities from the stir of five impurities. Maha Guru left these words in some secret scripture that in that dark age of distress living being of this land will enjoy over these hidden treasures in the future. The great Tantric Guru converted the demons of Sikkim, daemons of space, goddess of medicine, gods of land and water, arrogant spirits and bound them under solemn oath. The demons were appointed as guardian deities of hidden treasure and protector of holy Dharma. The converted evil spirits were not only instructed to grace the land with good harvest and timely rain but also to prevent all sorts of natural calamities. Guru Padmasambhava also warned the people that the worship of these local deities would prevent unnatural calamities and wars in “Bay-Yul Demojong” and ordered the people to observe the rituals with faith and sincerity. Guru told that a long as people keep up this order and observance would keep the land of Hidden country of Demojong peaceful where religion will flourish and harvest be bountiful.

After the visit and blessing of Guru Padmasambhava in this himalayan kingdom primitive religion called Bonhthingum continued to be followed by the thin community of lepcha. Later in accordance with Guru Rinpoche’s prophecy four saint appeared in 1604 and enthroned Chiogyal Pinto Namgayal as a first righteous ruler of Sikkim. Under his leadership Sikkim spiritual democracy was established in the year 1642. In the due course all the communities converted into Buddhism and its way of living. The Sanskrit word Dharma is an omni-bus term meaning Law, Religion or way of life. In local view Dharma is not only way of every aspect but also the very breath of life. Lord Guru Padmasambhava came to be adored as saviour of Dharma especially in our snowy land or hilly country. Though Guru Rinpoche is not seen anywhere but his mentor of speeches and scripture is enough to represent the foot of our identity or precious Dharma. An incarnation is timeless and its manifestation are countless. I may mention here in this Bay-Yul Demojong or Sikkim we are fortunate enough to have still the true incarnation of Maha Guru Padmasambhava who have dedicated their lives to this holy Dharma for the benefit of living being and progress of every aspect in one’s life span. We pray and still pray for the repeated rebirth of Guru Rinpoche who is already a Buddha. Thus Guru Rinpoche or previous teachers play the very important role in our society.

Therefore in all the time past present and future there is need for the message of Guru Padmasambhava. It is deserved that we should remember the message today and we should study it fully in all its implication. In this way we can spread a greater understanding of the Guru’s message.

With these word, I once again would like to extend my thanks to the organiser under the president ship of His Excellency the Governor.

And I pray the blessing of Guru Rinpoche rest on this instante and the living being of this hidden valley of treasure, of Bay-Yul Demojong-Sikkim. Lead to the path of peace and understanding.
THE CONTRIBUTION OF GURU RIMPOCHE TO SIKKIM

Pinto Bhutia

Today, the world, our mother earth, is hanging on the threshold of a big threat for destruction. The staggering call of cold war, disease, famine, environmental degradation, social-economic and political upheavals have been pushing not only the human beings but all living beings to the horizons of complete annihilation and extinction. The survival of this universe and its inmates is endangered so much so that it would be impossible to think of its continuance for a longer period. No one knows where this process of existence on the edge of the sword would lead to. Would it lead to the 'Tonggarpay', the 'Nihilism', commonly understood as the 'Shunyata'. 'Shunyata' as we often hear from the learned one's during our discourse with them, in the true sense, is the beginning of the realization of the truth beyond this physical existence. It is the most profound and fascinating enigma wrapped in a mystery, the rational recasting of the life and living in a different mystic world.

The unique feature of the practice of Mahayana Buddhism is the systematic and logical development of the theory of 'Shunyata' and of 'Karuna' compassion. The universal affection of treating all living beings as one's own kith and kin, in a way that it is evolved into a philosophy, controlling the mind and action of the followers and practitioners. Thus the Mahayana Buddhist scholars, such as Guru Padmasambhava, Atisha and Vasubandhu, had through rigorous meditation and practice transformed it into a method of metaphysics and direct experience in their life time. The realization of Shunyata and compassion is the visualization of the conscience that remains hidden within the individual. This leads to the revelation, illumination and emergence of the real and ultimate truth from within the four noble truths propounded by Buddha that would unveil the path for the attainment of nirvana-the supreme liberation of all sentient beings existing in this universe.

Padmasambhava is one of the staunch practitioners of Mahayana Buddhism, who emerged as the sole authority of this faith in the Northern India. Popularly known as 'Guru rimpoche' was famous Indian Buddhist scholar and saint, born in swat valley, Udayana Province (now in north west province of Pakistan). He is known by various names, mainly eight names such as: 1) Padmasambhava, 2) Nima Tengri, 3) Dorje Drolo, 4) Gampopa, 5) Lodden Choksch, 6) Padma Gyalmo, 7) Shalva Singh and 8) Padma Jyeje. He is known to have introduced Buddhism in Tibet, Sikkim, Bhutan and the northern India during the eighth century and at that time as the Mahaguru, a great tantric saint of his time. Being a professor of Tantrism in Nalanda university he had the distinction of having conquered the evil spirits and finally established the great seat of Buddhist learning 'Samye' the first monastic university in Tibet which later on become the greatest centre of Mahayana Buddhism. This tradition of Mahayana Buddhism was spread throughout northern regions of India, Nepal and Bhutan.

Sikkim had the opportunity of being the meeting ground for different streams of religions of great significance. It was through this tiny Himalayan state that few of the learned scholars, including Padmasambhava imparted to travel upholding and preaching the sacred message of truth, peace, non-violence and sanity enshrined in the Buddha Dharma. originated
from the land of the Aryans in India into Tibet, the land of Himalayan Plateau, and further to central Asia and China. The Mahayana Buddhism was introduced in Sikkim by Guru Rinpoche who had sojourned all the sacred places ordaining and initiating his followers and blessed them with his mystic power. Bonism used to be in vogue prior to the arrival of Padmasambhava, as a few of the local people were conversant with this practice. The greatest contribution of Padmasambhava had been the suppression of this age old tradition of bonism and transformation of this prevailing practice with Buddhism. Guru Rinpoche during sojourn happened to meet the Guardian deity, 'Khangchen Dzonga' who is worshipped in some of the monasteries, particularly, at Gangtok on the 15th day of the seventh month of Tibetan calendar in the form of offerings and dance called the warrior dance, 'Pang Tod' every year. At that moment there was one lopsha leader known by the name of 'Tek-kong Salong' who was made in charge of the Dharma centre in Sikkim. In this effort of establishing Mahayana centre in Sikkim, Guru Rinpoche had to tol the hard day and night to subjugate the evil spirits and thus change the outlook of the hill people particularly, the tribes; in their religious beliefs and rituals. Eventually this is the reasons which indicate a conspicuous amalgamation of rites, traditions, belief and ritual with the practice of Buddhism in Sikkim and its surrounding areas. In fact, the revered saints and scholars from Tibet passed through our state to the prestigious centres of religion and learning in India in search of the ascetic faith and philosophy. Having thus been fully sanctified and blessed by the holy Guru and his followers, Sikkim has abundantly discovered the sacred places of pilgrimages. These undoubtedly bear the evidence of the holy sojourn and blessing of the great Guru Rinpoche, the pioneering saint and teacher of the Mahayana faith, the saviour of all sentient being after Buddha.

Consequently our land, Sikkim is honoured as the 'Baysal-Drempojong' literally meaning the hidden valley of Reo, sanctified by 'Ugyen Rinpoche' who was no other than Padmasambhava himself, the second Buddha after the Parmiavna of the great Buddha. The pride of Sikkim has been her god fearng, peace loving, religious, humble and gentle people

Regularly worshipping and propitiating Guru Rinpoche all their life and aspiring for the external peace and happiness had been the endeavour of the Sikkimese people.

Among the other contribution of Guru Rinpoche are the four major caves namely: 1) Chu Ghar Ningsphuk, 2) Sharchoe Baxyphuk, 3) Lho Khado Sangphak and 4) Nub Dechen Phuk which we located in the four directions bordering Sikkim. 'Dakkar' Tashiding is regarded as the centre of the pilgrimages and religious place of worship blessed and consecrated by Guru. The stupa at Tashiding in specially blessed as the 'Dongwa Rangdol' meaning there by that one gets rid of his sins on seeing it and a large number of people from far and wide are found flocking there on the 15th Day of the first month, 'Iwaw Dango'. 'Khechopar' lake occupies a special place in the history of pious pilgrimage in this part of the lake occupies a special place in the history of pious pilgrimage in this part of the world. Similarly in Chungthang, a valley situated at a height of 1601 metres in the upper reaches of north Sikkim, there stands a unique rock on a piece of flat land on which once Guru Rinpoche happened to rest and ate his meal of rice. The peculiarity of this place is that rice grows and matures on this land. This wonder deed is the precious contribution of Guru Rinpoche. Besides the other places of pilgrimage and worship frequented by people from far and wide, the discovery of the spots of hot spring along the Teesta and Rongat valleys. Possessing medicinal and healing value are of special significance. The mission began by Guru Rinpoche.
was later on pursued by other patrons. Prominent among them is the Lepcha Chief, 'Thukong-Itshung' and his fiance 'Nokong-Qnal' who were operating from Kabu, North Sikkim. Kabu was the centre of auspicious occasions leading to the visit of 'Khe-Bumda', the Tibetan governor of Sikkim deputed at the moment to rule Sikkim in the beginning of the 17th century. This process of King making was finally accomplished with the meeting of the 'Nal for Chok Zhi' the four noble heads at Yaksom in 1642 and enthronement of the first chogyal Phuntsog Namgyal at Norbu gang. 'Gyalwa Lhakthsun Chhenpo' 'Kathok Rinsen Chhenpo and 'Nadak Sonpa Chhenpo' were among the four noble heads present at the coronation and consecration of several Monasteries were commissioned as centres of learning of the Mahayana Buddhism. The most special feature of this state is that there is a monastery is every village, which forms the nucleus of the people's learning and action. In recognition of his contribution Guru Rimpoche is honoured in the Monastery where a superheated room is provided to house his golden statuette for worship and performance of religious ceremonies. This is called 'Guru Lhakhang' and it constitutes a permanent element in the monastery plan. Besides, it is a common feature to find the 'Lhakhang' the altar of every house of a Buddhist in Sikkim decorated with a statue of Guru Rimpoche evidently signifying that he had graced the land during his life time.

Now to conclude it may be appropriate by pay a little tribute to the fore runner, venerable Guru Rimpoche, by uttering the Mantra 'Om Ah Hung' Vajra Guru Padma siddhi Hung' and also the in-depth realization of the fact that it was through his tireless effort that our eyes had been opened. In true sense we are fortunate enough to have been acquainted with the theory and practice of the Mahayana Buddhism for the liberation of our souls for attainment of Nirvana.

Reference
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GURU RIN-PO-CHE AND LAMAISM IN SIKKIM

-Dr. Narendra Kumar Dashi

The great Tantric guru Padmasambhava is popularly known as Guru Rin-po-che in Tibet and other Himalayan states. At present very little record is available about his life and career prior to his departure to the Land of Snow. It is known to us that he was the son of king Indrabhuti. According to the opinion of the historians, the king Indrabhuti was the ruler of Udyāna of Orissa. Regarding the identification of this place, scholars differ in their view. Some suggest that this is identical with Udyāna or Ugyan B.C. Law opines that “it was situated on the river Su-p'o-fa-su', the Subhavasta in Skt., the Sustus of Arrian, and the modern Swat river. Udyāna embraces the four modern districts of Pashawar, Bajazar, Swat and Buner.” However, during the visit of Fa-hsien this place was a part of North India. In this connection T.T. Rinpoche remarks that Padmasambhava “was born from a lotus blossom on the milk-ocean in the country of Orissa which modern scholars believe to be the Swat Valley of Pakistan. He was born in the town of Udaya. He attained enlightenment at the age of more than 1000 years old.” This remark of Rinpoche is not based on the historical data, but based on the popular belief. On the other hand another group of the historians opine that Udaya was the ancient name of modern Orissa and Indrabhuti was the ruler of this area.

Indrabhuti is said to have composed the work entitled Janasiddhi, expounding the principles of the Vajrayāna system. He writes that the voidness or dharmakāya of the nature can neither be explained nor expressed by citing similes. It remains all the more inscrutable and incomprehensible. He lays emphasis on the formlessness or nirakkāra of both. This work of Indrabhuti begins with an invocation of lord Jagnath in consonance with the tradition which requires writers from Orissa to begin their works after an invocation prayer to Jagnath. According to law Jagnathā is sarvajñadharmamaya or the supreme embodiment of Buddha. He has been regarded as representing the formlessness aspect of the supreme force and innumerable works, particularly of the medieval period, describes Lord Jagnath as. For the example the famous Orissa Srimadbhagavatā or Jagnath Das begins with an invocation to this formlessness aspect of the Lord. Thus, it may be suggested that Indrabhuti was the king of ancient Orissa and Padmasambhava being his son was born in ancient Orissa. Regarding the age of Indrabhuti, it may be argued that since his son Padmasambhava, who was equally a luminary in the Vajrayāna system, carried forward the doctrine of this sect to Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Sikkim etc. in the 8th-9th centuries A.D. Indrabhuti, as a king may be presumed to be living by this period. However, unfortunately his identity as a king of Orissa is difficult to establish. By this period the Bhasma rule in central place and the Somavamshi in Western Orissa has been firmly grounded, but no ruler occurs with the name indrabhuti. His sister Lakshmikara, the expounder of the Sahayādana system, seems to bear the Bhasmakara title and there is in fact a king of this dynasty bearing the name Lakshmikara (8th-9th centuries A.D.) Indrabhuti's territory Sambhala has been identified as Sambhur region by Sahu. 3. mainly on the ground that Proleny has referred to a region Sambhalaka as situ-
at the bank of the river Manada, which has been identified with the river Mahaswati. Paranirn expresses doubts over such identification of Sambhala with Sambalpur, because at no point of time, Sambalpur, a part of Kojala, was over a part of Uddanana or Uddviśa, more so when no antiquity of monument there exists prior to the 15th-16th century to support this identification.

Again, it is known that Padmasambhava was the brother-in-law and collaborator of Sāntarakṣita, a great scholar and abbot of Nalanda University who visited Tibet to spread the Dharma by the request of the king Thrissong Deutsun. It is known how the form of the history of Tibet that during the reign of the 17th king of the Chogyal, hundreds of Indian scholars and yogic masters were invited to Tibet.

Chaturpaśa suggests that Padmasambhava had many wives and Mandarāśa, the sister of Sāntarakṣita was one of them. Again, Ram mentions that Mandarāśa was the daughter of King Indrabhuti. Hoffmann, on the other hand, says that the legendary account pregnant, with historical gleanings it appears that Padmasambhava was an adopted son of King Indrabhuti. Thus, the personal life of Padmasambhava is not clear before us.

Hoffmann, further, suggests that Padmasambhava got his intellectual and spiritual training under two Buddhist monks-scholars, viz., Guru Buddha-śāntapāda and Anandaśravā. His education with Sāntarakṣita and academic apprenticeship with the erudite scholarly guidance of two intellectual giants of his time are the testimony of Padmasambhava's wife and deep knowledge of Buddhism. His proficiency in Tantric Buddhism has been ascertained by his study of the "Triple Yoga" philosophy, logic and social sciences in India. Besides, he reinforced his theoretical knowledge with practical experience by defeating several scholars in Tantric contests. He successfully manifested his abilities as the Professor of Yogaśāstra school of Tantric Buddhism at Nalanda Mahaviśāla. Sankala states that leaving aside the folklore about his birth and early life, which cannot be well relied upon, what we know positively is that he readied at the Nalanda University when the Tibetan king sent an invitation to him, by the advice of Sāntarakṣita, and that he was a prominent exponent of the Yogaśāstra school. Thus he equipped himself with learning of his contemporary Buddhist scholars and went to Nepal enroute to Tibet on a state call which was around 1049. However, according to the Tibetan tradition, his stay was 1000 years old during his visit to Tibet. Again, some scholars think that Padmasambhava had visited Śikāra, Bhutan and Nepal before entering into Tibet. Now we would like to say something about his visit to Nepal before entering into Tibet.

The great Tantric scholar required to equip himself with many things from Sāntarakṣita before his final journey to Tibet. A prior knowledge of Tibetan religious and political conditions was an important task for him. He stayed in Nepal for four years and this proved to be an advantage for him from where he could observe and survey the course of events taking place in Tibet and the Nepāline Buddhists who were familiar with the Tibetan mysteries helped him as the first hand informants. As he was entrusted with the task of dealing with Tibetan religious affairs for which he was not well prepared, he had to train proper holymates in Nepal as the special Śākayas to be used in Tibet. He, in addition to his consort Mandarāśa, took three Śākayas form Nepal viz., a Tibetan Śākaya named Bkra-shis-shyé-drön, domiciled in the Himalayan District (Mon) and two other of Nepa-
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Kse orignam Kulaśddhi and Śākyadevi. Chattopadhyava is of opinion that Mandaravā and the Tibetan Dākini are often portrayed to the left and right of the master in religious pictures of the Nying-ma-pa sect.15

Thus Padmasambhava, when visited Tibet by the request of king Khriśrōn-ācāra-utsās in 8th century A.D., being well acquainted with the secrets of Tibet, easily dominated the evil spirits as well as the Bon-priests. It is believed that in Tibet, Padmasambhava “turned barren land into fruitful land and diverted the river Brahmaputra into an underground cavern.” This remark simply suggests that he took steps to improve agriculture and ensured economic welfare of the Tibetans by developing the irrigation facilities. Thus, Padmasambhava was not only preached the religion in Tibet, but he made all round development of Tibet and, therefore, he was widely accepted by the Tibetans in the name of Guru Rinpoche.

Again, Sāntarakṣita returned to Tibet to assist the Guru in the fulfillment of his mission. They established the “Samye” monastery at Lhasa which became the Vācasan of the Mahāyāna Buddhism beyond the Himalayas. In this monastery the first seven Tibetan took ordination as Bhikus. Some more Indian scholars also invited to Tibet by the instruction, such as Vārocana and Kanva Palitseg, translated numerous sutras and tantra texts from Sanskrit into Tibetan. Thus, the grace of GuruTibet attained a high degree of spiritual development. Gradually the Tibetan Buddhism, founded by Guru Rinpoche, was accepted unanimously and this religion also crossed the boundaries of Tibet and went to Mongolia, Russia and Kalmyk. This religion was also accepted by the Himalayan tribes of Ladač, Bhutan and Sikkim in due course.

However, we have no information regarding the role of Guru Rinpoche in Tibet after the death of Šantaraksita. Scholars differ in this matter. Majumdar says that he left Tibet after a residence of short period to preach the Dharma in other adjoining areas.18 Hoffmann believes that he remained in Tibet for a total period of 18 months.19 He, however, does not vocations anything in this matter. The followers of the Guru claim that he stayed in Tibet about 53 years.20 On the basis of the suggestion made by Majumdar it may be claimed that Guru visited Bhutan, Sikkm, Ladak and other Himalayan region to make popular the Lamaist faith in these areas so that the Tibetan Buddhist followers might get his constant spiritual guidance in time of general crisis.

Earlier it has been mentioned that many Pandits were invited to Tibet and they worked with Tibetan scholars for the translation of the Buddhist scriptures from Sanskrit into Tibetan. In one of the smaller temples (Sgrub-bshisgyur-rgya-gar-gling) if Samye monastery, 100 Indian Pandits and Tibetan translators worked together on the translation of sutras and tantras. Many texts were also brought from other lands by the miraculous power of Guru and were translated. Atsh became surprised to find so many Tantras in the library of Samye monastery, which he had never seen in India.

Thus the mission of Guru Rinpoche to Tibet firmly established Buddhism in the land of snow. He cleared away the forces that were hindering it and taught the Dharma in such a skillful manner that many Tibetans attained realization. The school that grew out of his mission is known as the Nyingma and it has survived through an unbroken lineage of masters until the present day.

Before going to mention about the Lamas in Sikkim, we would like to mention here
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about the doctrine of the Nyingma school. This sect classifies all of the Buddha's teachings and paths to enlightenment into Nine Yānas. The first three are called the Henukkasanyānas “Yānas of cause.” They are known as the Śrāvakayāna, Pratyeka-buddhayāna and the Bodhisattvayāna. The last six yānas are called Phalavānas “Yānas of Result.” These yānas contain the tantric teachings and are known as the Three Outer Tantras (Phyispyod-gsum and Three Inner Tantras (nang-rgyud-sde-gsum) and Three Inner Tantras (nang-rgyud-sde-gsum) and Three Inner Tantras (nang-rgyud-sde-gsum) and Three Inner Tantras (nang-rgyud-sde-gsum) and Three Inner Tantras (nang-rgyud-sde-gsum) and Three Inner Tantras (nang-rgyud-sde-gsum) and Three Inner Tantras (nang-rgyud-sde-gsum). They are Kriyāyoga (Tib. bya-rgyud), Karāvibhāga (Tib. spyod-rgyud), Yogatantra (Tib. ngsungs-pa drupa-pa). The last one i.e. Atiśyoga is the highest teaching of the Nying-ma-pa and it is exclusively a Nyingma practice.21

Dezhungchen practitioners think that all the appearances are illusions of the deluded mind. They are false because in reality their nature is free from conceptualizations. In nature all existents are the same and they are pure in the Dharma. In practice there is no acceptance of rejection, rather all existents are accepted as manifestations of the nature of Dharmata. There are three aspects here: Somde (Skt. Cittavarga), Longde (Skt. Abhyantavarga) and Men-ngagde (Skt. Upadesavarga).

These teachings are instructions which introduce a novice to the nature of the mind or the nature of all existence, the Dharmata, by the most direct method of practice. After receiving the introduction to the nature, one maintains the practice to make clear and to stabilize this state of awareness and to attain freedom from worldly delusion for ever. When this meditation on the nature of mind is perfected, all existence will dissolve into the vast expanse of Dharmata, the Dharma.

Buddhism in Tibet is known as Lamam. A lama is a superior monk and a religious teacher. A lama is also a “guru” (Preceptor) of the practicing religion which is known as Lamam. Lamamism is not a distinct form of either Mahāyāna of Theravāda. It is an admixture of Bon practices and elements of Tantrism at the centre of which the Buddha has been placed.22 Lamamism has different sects of which Nying-ma is the oldest. It was established by Guru Rinpoche. This sect is respected for its strict norms of monastic life and maintenance of the purity of the doctrine. Kādam, a sect of Lamamism originated with the famous Gelug which is less ascetic but highly ritualistic. From Kādam developed two other sects known as Kagyud and Sākya. There are some Buddhist of Sikkim and Darjeeling are followers of Karma. Dag school is prominent in Bhutan and Ladakh. Dikung is another school which has a large monastery, hundred miles North-East of Lhasa.

It is known form the history of Sikkim that Guru Rinpoche did not convert any Sikkimese to cult introduced by him, but did select sites for the sacred places to be built in Sikkim.23 It was his follower Lhaten who preached Lamam in Sikkim much later. At present we get three facts based on the traditions, regarding the introduction of Lamam in Sikkim. According to the first one, the struggle and conflicts among the followers of the “Yellow Hats” and the “Red Hats” in Tibet forced the latter to seek refuge in Sikkim, where they attained the status of aristocracy. They tried to convert the Sikkimese, those who were the worshippers of nature, to Buddhism. Though the Lepchas tried to keep themselves aloof, still they succeeded to some extent. In order to avoid any possible opposition from Lepchas, these immigrants
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now chose one venerable person Phuntsog Namgyal as the temporal and spiritual leader of Sikkim, whose ancestry they traced from a legendary prince who founded the kingdom of Minyog in eastern Tibet in the 9th century A.D.

The second fact is that a Tibetan named Zo-chhyo-bumts was his country under pressure from the Chinese and Mongols and came to Sikkim during the reign of last Lepcha king. He approached the chief priest Ti Kung Tshak for his blessings so that he might beget some children. He got three sons and they conquered Sikkim. All the Lepcha books and manuscripts were burnt and Lamaism was introduced.

The third tradition suggests that Lhatsum, a follower of the Nyingma school, preached the teachings of Guru Rinpoche in Sikkim for the first time in 17th Century. A.D. Lhatsum suggested the name of Phuntsog, a resident of the Khams region of eastern Tibet should be the spiritual and temporal ruler of Sikkim on the basis of the prophecy of Guru Rinpoche. The Lepchas accepted the suggestion and made Phuntsog their Leader. Thus, Lamaism was introduced by Lhatsum with the support from the ruler. It is believed that Lhatsum was the incarnation of Bimalamitra, the great religious preacher of Ascent India and Tibet.

In this context the remark of Chopra is noteworthy. He says that Phuntsog Namgyal was born in Gangtok in 1604 A.D. and was proclaimed king in 1641 A.D. by the three Lamas in the initiative of Lhatsum Changpo, the well-known Lamasist monk, and received the title of Chogyal. However, we may opine safely that Lhatsum, a follower of the teachings of Guru Rinpoche, preached the teaching of Guru in Sikkim in 17th Century. A.D. and in this way the Nyingma doctrine, for the first time, entered into Sikkim.

It is also known from the records that two other Nyingma Lamas arrived in Sikkim during the time of Lhatsum from two other directions. They met with each other in the place called Yum-sam, which literally means the meeting place of three peoples. Thus this place may be treated as the place of origin of Lamaism in Sikkim.

Now we would like to study on the rise and development of the Lamaism in this small state. The Lamaism in this region belongs to the transformed or Red Hat Sect and consists of the two sects of Mahayana-Nyingma and Kagyud. The Kagyud school was established by the great yogi Khyangpo Neljor (A.D. 974-1079). The main teachings of this school were on the five Tantras: the Chakrasamvara, the Hevajra, the Mahamayika, the Guhyasamaja and the Vajrabhairava. This school has two main sub sects and many minor ones. The two main schools are: Shangpa Kagyud and Dagoon Kagyud.

'Dagpo Kagyud' translated literally means transmission of the order of Dagoon. Dagoon is one of the names for the great-scholar and yogi Gangopa who lived in Dagoon valleys and played a decisive role in the establishment of this school in Tibet. The founder of the school was Marpa Lotsawa (A.D. 1012-1099). It is known that his two main teachers were Matriops and Naopa, both of whom were among the eighty-four Mahasiddhas of Buddhist India. Through the teaching and blessing of Matriop he accomplished the absolute realization of Mahamudra. Upon returning to Tibet he transmitted the teaching of Chakrasamvara, Guhyasamaja, Hevajra Mahamayika and other tantric to his disciples. Milarepa, the great yogi was one of his four principal disciples. The four major sub-schools and eight minor sub-schools are the Karma Kagyud, the Phagtru Kagyud, the Tshaspa Kagyud and the
Baron Kagyud

In Sikkim, as Waddell suggests, there are three sub-sects of the Nyingma school. They are: I. Lhatun-pa to which belong most of the monasteries with Parphrenshi (Pemayangtse) as the head, II. Kathok-pa with monasteries of Kathok and Doling and III. Nga-dak-pa with the monasteries of Nanchu, Thashiding, Simon and Thong-moche. These sub-sects differ in their emphasis on some particular spiritual work such as L-sho Long-pa by Lhatun pas, Long-chen rabjams by kadoshka and Rig-dzin go dem can by Nga dakh-pa. However, the followers of all these sects believe in Dron-chen-po or the great lord, which is equivalent to the Indian Nisha yoga. All of them worship Guru Rinpoche. Their highest guru or kontu zang po, their spiritual tutelary deity in Duk-pa kah gyi, and their special guardian deity is Pal-gon den. They were a red hat, which has a special name Zang-chen-pa. Guru Rinpoche is worshipped under eight forms by the Nyingmapas. These eight forms are called Guru Tsam-gye or the eight worshipful names of the teacher. Waddell, in his work, extricates these, together with their usual paraphrase. They are mentioned below on the basis of the work of Waddell.

I. Guru Padma Byung-gnas “Born of a lotus” for the happiness of the three worlds.
II. Guru Padmasambhava “Saviour by the Religious Doctrine”
III. Guru Padma Gyalo “The king of the Three Collections of Scriptures”
IV. Guru Dorje Do-lo “The Dorje or Diamond comforter of all”
V. Guru Nyingma “The Enlightening Sun of Darkness”
VI. Guru Sakyapa Song-ge “The Second Sakya-the lion” who does the work of eight sages.
VII. Guru Sang-gye-das dok “Seng-gye-dgra-yugri” propagator of religion in the six worlds with “rearing lion’s voice”
VIII. Guru Blo-lan Mchog-skrd “The conveyor of knowledge to all worlds”

The Karmapa was one of the earliest sub-sects of the Kagyupa. Waddell suggests that it differs from its parent Kagyupa in the adoption of the Nyingma “hidden revelation found in Kongbo, and entitled Le-to Long pa or ‘the locally revealed merit.’ He further opines that the first Karmapa monastery in Sikkim was built in Ralang about 1730 A.D. by the Sikkim ruler Gyur-med Namyal at the special request of the Naxh Karmapa Grand Lama-dilBarg-chug-rabongs. These Lamas claimed to be the incarnation of the celestial Buddha Vajrakila. The central image of a temple of this sect is usually that of the founder of the sect i.e. Karma “Bhakshi” otherwise their temples do not differ those of the Nyingmapas.

Now we would like to say some words on the monasteries of Sikkim. Cospita gives a list of seventy-five monasteries. According to his opinion during the eighteen fifty-two monasteries were receiving annual subsidy from the Government. The rest twenty-three were managed by the donations from public. He further says that though there are 67 monasteries, still now one finds a monastery almost on every top of a hill. The total number including these Bhukhangs exceed 160.  
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As far as we know there are three types of monasteries in Sikikm: Rockcaves (tak- pha), Gompa and Temples (bla-khang). The four great caves which attract pilgrims from far and wide are Lharimayangpu in north of Tashiding, Kahdonsaghp in the south, Bephu in the east and Dechhipura in the west near Jorgi. Most of the Gompas are used by monks for meditation. These are far away from settlements. Most of the villages have a monastery of its own. According to Chopra Lachen villages have several types of monasteries. One is for the Lamas, the other for the nuns and the third for the public.

Among the monasteries the oldest one is the Dukhe monastery and it was established by Gyalwa Lama Sonpo during the reign of the first king of Sikikm. The second oldest monastery is Sanga choling and it was during the reign of the same king. He also built the Tashiding and Pentayangyu monasteries. All these four monasteries are the leading monasteries of Sikikm.

Thus, the Buddhism or the Lamaism was introduced in Sikikm in the mid of 17th century A.D. and gradually this new religion was widely accepted by the inhabitants of this small Himalayan state. The Dharma which was preached by the great guru Padmasambhava in 9th century A.D. was spread and accepted in Sikikm. A majority of monasteries of this State are also affiliated to the school called Nying-ma-pa which was also founded by Guru Rinpoche.
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Buddhism spread to countries outside its homeland in India and became spiritually deeply rooted in Tibet. As the time passed, it was classified into many sects. The Bhoutiyas of Sikkim are said to have migrated to Sikkim from Tibet sometime in the seventeenth century. They are the followers of Nyingmap sect. They established themselves as a ruling class dominating the indigenous Lepcha. With them, Mahayana Buddhism entered Sikkim and developed as the state religion. In this paper, there is an humble attempt to throw light on the introduction of Buddhism in Sikkim.

It is believed that Guru Padmasambhava had personally visited both Bhutan and Sikkim during his travels in Tibet in the eighth century A.D. Although he left no converts and erected no buildings, he is said to have hid away in caves many holy books for the use of posterity and to have personally consecrated every sacred spot in Sikkim. According to the legendary accounts, Guru Padmasambhava entered Sikkim by the “Leedly Pass” Jo-la and he is said to have returned to Tibet by way of Jo-lep Pass, resting en-route on the Ku-phu and creating the Yoko-la by ‘tearing’ up the rock to crush an enormous demon.

Buddhism was introduced in Sikkim by Lhasum Chempo, who was a resident of Kongo in the lower valley of the Tsango. His name means “The Great Revered God.” His religious name is Kun-zang nam-gye (Skt. Samantabhadra). He is also known by the title of Lhasum nam-tha-lug-med (Skt. Abhayakakshadwa) with reference to his allured power of flying. He is also sometimes called Kasha Drog-chen Chelenpo (Skt. Mridyukarshana-raja). Besides constructing a number of monasteries and shrines, he selected the sites for other monasteries. The oldest monastery founded by Lhasum Chempo is Dub-de, which was constructed soon after the consecration of Phuntsog Namgyal. Soon afterwards, shrines seem to have been erected at Tashiding, Pemayangtse, Sang-nag cho-ling, etc., by lots consecrated by Guru Rinpoche and these ultimately became the nucleus of the monasteries. It is also said that Lhasum Chempo selected the site for the Pemayangtse monastery.

Waddell, in his book Lamasim in Sikkim, has recorded a miraculous appearance of Lhasum Chempo in Sikkim and meeting with other two lamas. These three lamas convened a council and despatched two messengers in the vast for the search of Phuntsog, as it was prophesied by Guru Rinpoche. Phuntsog was brought and crowned at Chogyal (Skt. Dharma-raja) or religious king. He was at that time aged thirty eight years and he became a lama in the same year which is said to have been 1641 A.D. It is also recorded that Dalai Lama sent a congratulatory note bearing his seal to the emir of Guru Rinpoche, the Phurba (dagger) and the most precious sand image of the Guru as presents. This gesture bound the new king to the Tibetan government and in times of crisis he looked to the Tibetan government for protection and aid. Sikkimese records known as Bras-jiongs-Rgyal-rabs state that Phuntsog Namgyal had assistance guaranteed to him, if ever it was needed by the Fifth Dalai Lama.

Subsequent to Lhasum Champo’s death in the latter end of the seventeenth century, Buddhists steadfastly progressed in Sikkim till latterly monks and monasteries filled the country. With the passage of time, the monasteries grew in size and number. At present, there are 67 monasteries. In addition, there are 132 Mambilahang and 22 Lhakhang and Tsimkhang.
(termstage or place of meditation). Among those six Tashiding is considered the most important. Pemayangtse and Phensang monasteries belong to the Nyingmapa sect. These were either constructed by Jamtrul Chempo or the sites were selected by him. The monasteries ofRalang, Rumtek and Phodang belong to Kagyudpa (bla' brgyud-pa) sect. They were constructed during the time of fourth Chogyal Gyurmed Namgyal. In pursuance of a promise made to GyawhaKarmapa, the then Hierarch of Karma-Kagyudpa sect at the Tsarpu monastery in Tibet, during the former's visit there.  

There was a rapid and remarkable growth in the number of Buddhist gompas in Sikkim between 1840 and 1860. The first gompa built in the nineteenth century was Namchung in the south-west in 1836. In between 1840-1860, fourteen new gompas came up. All but two of these at Dabling and Yangong, were in the east or the north of the country. According to Waddell, by the year 1878, there were fourteen lamas in Sikkim, including Kchechupain, which was founded in the very same year. In 1814, the capital of Sikkim, which had been at Ralbense, was moved to the east, to Tumlong. Moreover, it was in this area around Tumlong (within a radius of ten miles) that six new gompas were constructed in the next five decades. gompas which had a total capacity for over two hundred lamas. New gompas continued to be founded, in the east mostly but also in the north, in the areas of upper Tista valley, near to the line to the trade route northwards through the Kangra La into Tibet.  

Upto 1950, the monastic education was related to that of Tset. The monastic education was however, only in higher stages and in general education was the preliminary knowledge of Logic, handcrafts and primary knowledge of health care were included together with ritualistic motivation. A Nyingmapa monk therefore becomes high in various ritualistic performance and higher esoteric practices. The monks have the customary right of performing all the religious functions of the royalty. The head lama of the monastery of Penayangtshe alone has the power to consecrate the Chogyal of Sikkim. In spite of the high spiritual status accorded to these lamas, they were also concerned with the state affairs. An educated monk like Dorje lopen is worshipped by urban people and his seat is usually regarded high in the monastic order. But his associate monks had a usual access in rural areas with the consent and directive of the Dorje-lpon.

The religious and ethnological profile of Sikkim is composite by the existence of the Lepchas, who are the original inhabitants of the state and the Bhutias belonging to the Tibeto-Burman stock. Buddhism in Sikkim while retaining the basic principles of Mahayana Buddhism has assumed a different characteristic distinct from that of Tibet by its amalgamation with the Bon religion practised by the Lepcha in the pre-Buddhist period. A religion, moving from one country to another, undergoes considerable change in order to mould itself suitable to the changing circumstances of the land of its adoption. Buddhism, therefore, accommodated the principles of Bonism and assumed a particular form among the Lepchas.

The interpretation of Buddhist ritual and local religious practice found expression in the seasonal dance festivals held in the royal temple of Gyegtok, the capital of Sikkim. Some of the performances are comparable to the rituals conducted by Bon priests in the south eastern Tibetan borderlands. The masked priests represent fierce Bon deities and their attendants, and the dances are staged for the suppression of evil. Similar dances form an important part of the annual worship of the mountain god personifying Khanchenjunga of Sikkim. On some occasions of great ritual importance, a Lepcha Shaman, who may be male or female,
become possessed by the spirit of a semi-legendary Lepcha chieftain believed to have ruled the Lepcha country when the first Tibetan settlers arrived in Sikkim.

Until 1975 there was a sense in which Sikkim was still a Buddhist state, although its links with Tibet had been snapped from about 1950 when the Tibetan uprising against the Chinese invasion took place. However, cut off now from its original religious base in Tibet and incorporated into the secular state of India, it is assumed that the Buddhism in Sikkim will continue and flourish retaining its basic principles of Mahayana Buddhism.

References:
2. Dzog chen (dzog-chen) literally means “The Great End” or “Perfection” being the technical name for the system of mystical insight of the Nyingmapa and Kama means “the honoured.”
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GURU RINPOCHE'S (PADMASAMBHAVA) CONTRIBUTION TO SIKKIM

-Ahmad Saeed

History bears the testimony to the fact that whenever and wherever the clouds of ignorance and obscenity have thickened so densely on man as to have stained the vision into a state of total blindness, a ray of hope and enlightenment has appeared from the horizon of knowledge and wisdom to pierce into the curtains of darkness and obscurity, and then has started the process of a Promising dawn. The beautiful land of Sikkim too stands no exception.

We know very little about the remote past of this region. However, whatever knowledge we have got about the primitive style of living of the people of this region, it has come to us through legends and myths.

The Indian mystic Saint-the Guru Padmasambhava who had already established Mahayana Buddhism in Tibet, himself brought the religion of Mahayana Buddhism to the land of Sikkim in 8th Century A.D.

Prior to the advent of Guru Padmasambhava to the land of Sikkim, the indigenous people of this land who were basically quite innocent, ignorant, shy, deeply religious and infact extremely peace-loving were very lightly chained in the shackles of Primitive Style of living. They were intensely superstitious, the natural calamities like storms, floods, disastrous earthquakes or epidemics resulting in the heavy loss of living and properties had forced them to worship evil spirits. The self-woven curtains of superstitious beliefs were so thick and heavy as no light was allowed to come in even from the neighbourhood.

On the other hand, in Tibet Buddhism had already reached the peak of its glory in the 8th century A.D. and it was all due to the advent of Guru Padmasambhava to Tibet.

After coming over to Sikkim he introduced Mahayana Buddhism to the people of this land. He is said to have hidden several treasures in the form of Precious scriptures of miraculous teachings in Sikkim. He himself was earlier a spiritual head of Bodh Vihar of Nalanda. He did not convert any Sikkimese to his cult but did select sites for the sacred places to be built in Sikkim.

According to one of the legendary accounts, the primitive kirats living in Nepal also lived in Sikkim. It is minor community in Sikkim. They are descendents of one of the Primitive tribes. The Limbus who are known to be one of the earliest Settlers in Sikkim are considered an offshoot of the Kirat. Guru Padmasambhava came here and preached Buddhism. It is suggested that it pursuance of his teachings, the Kiratis came out of the shackles of primitive living and slowly and gradually marched towards civilization.

The two red sects of Mahayana Buddhism prevalent in Sikkim are Nyingma-pa and Kagyu-Pa. In the Nyingma-pa sect Guru Padmasambhava is held in the highest esteem. It is believed that Guru had the key to the Buddhas esoteric teachings and without his interpreta-
tion there could have been no salvation, no religion, no understanding and no path to righteousness. There are three subjects of Nyimgma-Pa and all of them worship Padmasambhava as the Second Buddha. His cult of vajra become the national Cult and was adopted everywhere.

Guru Padmasambhava who is regarded as the second Buddha, was no ordinary being. As Vajrayana and tantricism are synonymous so also the name of Padmasambhava cannot be dissociated from Tantricism. It was just due to his supernatural powers that he firmly established the banner of Buddhism. He travelled to many places in Indian Sub-continent and abroad. He never meditated for more than five years at a particular place. That is why he is called a migratory meditator. While in Sikkim, as a legend goes Guru Padmasambhava shot an arrow in the air saying that he would meditate at a place where the arrow fell. The arrow fell on the hill where Tsharding monastery stands today. It is certainly because of the direct association of Guru with this place that the fame of Tsharding monastery spread far beyond the frontiers of Sikkim. Buddhists from all parts of India and abroad visit this place as a place of pilgrimage. It is a Mecca for them. Every pious Sikkimese even today wants to meet his end at this place. It is said that Guru Padmasambhava had one of his treasures here also.

Prior to the advent of Guru Padmasambhava, as Dr. Lama T. D. Bhatia says in his book “Becoming Eternity through Mysticism” “Buddhism was like lightning in the dark sky. It appeared for some time and disappeared.” But the credit for firmly planting the banner of Buddhism goes to Guru Padmasambhava.

I hope to be excused for any lapse which are bound to be there because of my limited knowledge of the subject and non-availability of sufficient sources.
PADMASAMBHAVA AND HIS WORKS

-Dr. Bhaktide-

According to the Tibetan evidence Padmasambhava went to Tibet in 747 A.D. He had gone to Tibet during the reign of the Tibetan king Khon Iron deutsan. In this period the Buddhist faced resistance from the followers of Bon in Tibet. Prior to his visit the influential Bon priests had spread all over Tibet. Arriving at Tibet Padmasambhava vanquished a devil's devil the Yaksas the Rakasas and other superstitions by his Tantric practice. Padmasambhava was a Tantric practitioner of high order and the applied Tantric practice of the abhicsara-karma group for appeasing the malignant performances of the Bon-po priests.

In Tibet Padmasambhava is noted as the Lotus Born, a life which spread in Tibet about his birth. However he was born in the Pema tswo which is synonymous with Rewalsar of Mandi District (Himachal Pradesh). His atmosphere was in complete Tantric traditions. His father Indrabhuti was the king of Urgyan or Uddiyana. He composed many important philosophical treatises. Indrabhuti's sister laksmika was known as Uddiyana in her period. She also composed philosophical treatises.

Padmasambhava was called to Udyana or Udgana in boyhood. During this period Udyana was known for his proficiency of its priests in exorcism and supramundane spiritual action. As regards it is said that the people of Udyana were in disposition of using the practice of the mystic art and charms. The chanting of mystic spell or mantra was popular among them as an art. Padmasambhava was influenced by this mysterious atmosphere. After arriving at Tibet Padmasambhava brought under control all uncoordinated elements against the Buddhists by his Tantric practice. Thus, he became acquainted as the Guru Rinpoche in Tibet. Sometimes he is worshipped as the Second incarnation of the Buddha in Tibet. Practically Padmasambhava was the founder of the Buddhism in Tibet.

Padmasambhava also was the founder of the Ronyung pa sect of the Buddhists. It was established on the practical aspect of Yoga Carar Virjana Vida. Subsequently the Kadampa sect of Atisha was the reformed Tantric Buddhism which depended upon it. Guru Padmasambhava inaugurated the 'Bramaysi' monastery in collaboration with Achara Santaraksita. This monastery played an important role of his life and work.

From the time of Padmasambhava Buddhism proved more attractive to the Tibetans and that soon became popular. Padmasambhava's departure from Tibet was also miraculous in his life. With his divine attribute, now and then he has been the saviour of the suffering world.

Many Tantric Buddhist texts of Padmasambhava were composed and translated in Tibetan at Bramyasa monastery when he propagated the Tantric Buddhism to his disciples. So a large number of disciples of Padmasambhava appeared in Tibet during this period. They attained efficiency, erotics power, mostly of an grotesque character.

It is very difficult to prove that how the teachings of Padmasambhava were accepted by the Tibetans. But it is true that, his extremely Tantric and mystic in nature. This Tantra as the erotic aspect of the himistic Mahayana Buddhism. Gradually, the Tantra in Bud-
dhamm holds some resemblance with the Saivite mysticism. Padmasambha gave a new outlook with mystic Indo-Tibetan demonology.

Padmasambhava exerted effort in introducing several Tantra methods which were preserved separately in the Rong ryug (old Tantra) Catalogue. A complete catalogue of the Buddhist Canon published from Tokhak University Japan, mentions twenty four texts of Rong ryug of Indian origin. Besides them, four works ascribed to Padmasambhava are below:

1. Vajramantra bhrusasudha niśdża tantra nāma. (Toh. 843. Pkg. 10/467, Lh. 372b: 3-394b 6 (zha)
2. Loka stotra pujā tantrā nāma (Tob. 844. Pkg. 10/468, Lh. 394b: 6-425a 5 (zha)
3. Dākini agni jñāna-vāla tantra (Tob. 842. Pkg. 10/466 Lh. 329a 4-342b 2 (zha)
4. Suvāniśī śhākālī tantra nāma (mn. Pa Ph. 770; This book is not included in the Kangyur.

Vairocana, Candrakumāra and other inmates of the Bhām yas monastery translated these books into Tibetan in the 8th century. A.D. Padmasambhava is said to be a well-known teacher of the Nālandā University. In Tibet he also expanded the teachings of Buddha with his great efficiency of esoteric application. It is vividly expressed in his above works, 'Vajra bhūtu sandhi niśdža tantra' which describes the esoteric practice of the Mahāyāna śānta dharmā as it is discussed below. The text 'Vajra bhūtu santī mūla tantra nāma' has 372b: 3-394b 6 folio in the Lhasa edition of the Kangyur. Regarding the sanskrit title of the text Tohoku catalogue and Lhasa edition text in the Kangyur differ in reading.

While the Tohoku catalogue mentions 'vajra mantra bhūtu sandhi mūla tantra nāma' Lhasa edition reads: 'vajra mantra bhūtu santī niśdža tantra nāma'.

The text as available in the Lhasa edition has eleven chapters. Those are above:

1. Chho jphral chen po bstan bai dgon guru (Mahā riddhi delta). 6
2. Bvon ral chen pos dban bsdus bai le'u ste gnis pa (adhīśhūnya vasta samuccaya). 7
3. Thogs Kṣi-dkyi 'Khor ral tu bchod pa'i le'u ste gsum pa'o (gama mandala tāmba (tritiya adhīśhāya). 10
4. Don dam pa'i gnas yāe bar bstan pa'i le'u ste bsha pa'o (paramānāpada delta). 11
5. Sgro bta bin lek cing gyi drungs pa'i le'u ste bsa ba'o (Mukta sandhī plāna nāma pañcama adhīśhāya). 10
6. Bod bta bar sgreb pa'i le'u ste drug pa'o (Pañcama-opasuddha nāma sasto' dhyāyāya). 11
7. Drigs pa'i sde so s'i las la sbyor ba drag snogs le'u ste bdun pa'o (aśantātātā karma yogāya rudra mantra niśa ni saptamo' adhīśhāya). 10
8. Dregs pa cung gi sde rnyi phyi pa bstan pa'i le'u ste spad pa'o (Māra sons kula vedaśasanānāma' aśanta' dhyāyāya). 15
9. 'Phrin las drungs pa'i Khṇad par las sbyar pa'i le'u ste dgu pa'o
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The contents of the text depict the struggle between the supernatural evil forces which are symbolized as 'Dregs pa van gyi sde rig' corresponding to ban of arrogant devils of nira army who are the challenging force against the sermons of sadhanā.

The whole text describes how hard a context in respect of a person to go against the harmful energy. It becomes difficult to be victorious by subduing the evil forces.

In the first chapter Padmasambhava depicts the miraculous power with the enormous strength to subdue the evil-faced gods (gsum rje, gnod byed), godsakes, (bya ba, bdag mo) Yaksas (gnyen stlyn) —Nāgas (klu'i bdag po). Sa, ra, gtum mo, m etc. other natural and supernatural (snag po, dben, dnaa skya byed) beings. In other word the earth to ethereal world was tamed by Padmasambhava's miraculous and supernatural power.

The introductory chapter is therefore named the teachings on occult device (rda'bdun dekbun)

The next not only describes application of super natural power to subdue the evils. But in this context padmasambhava applied the occult procedure of the order in practice (sadhanakarama) Every chapter proceeds to achieve the goal (sgrub parthub). Padmasambhava is said to have struggle against the lama priests. Who won efficient in displaying evil occult power. One who attains the perfection is under (sgrub theb). So the last chapter 'phren las kyi gser phre ba' lcu sde bcu gnyis pa o may suggest 'samudāśāra samarapa, that means complete surrender of the antagonist.

In between the first and the last chapter the procedures of subduing the evil forces are given in order. For instance the second chapter 'Byin rabs chen pos dea' bshes 'be' lays importance on two factors.

1. byin rabs chen pos
2. dphan brdu bu.

Haye 'byin rabs chen pos' is instrument of the accumulation (bshad-po) of dhan. Byin rabs is gsalshthana. Every individual holds its identity (fahdunshana) either phenomena of spiritual. By the instrumentation of psychosomatic enterprise the subjugation or power over the phenomena or over the cosmos is accumulated. Because the cosmic world and the phenomena world are interconnected-the text reads.

Gnang chag drag po gnam gi sgra ma sas tham par bka' 'stal pa. Emu jigs ri Khams lung gyi drag snags bdag po dregs pa cas ston gyi rje 'chun chen das ran gi bka' las da bar. Khryed mams ra ba 'Khor dam bshas so'i las pan cha lugs lugs sprosd mams. Jigs byed gnas 'dhiru du ston khved mams 'di las da byed sa las yi sro dam chgyas. Khed Kye los srom sro dam bshas ma las gnas nas brlag par bya 'ches bka' 'stal na drag snags kyi tshogs 'di dag kha' bka' 'stal ti.'

The third chapter narrates the after effect of holding the subdued power by the practitioners. As the title of shows: tshogs kyi dkyi 'Khor rab tu biked (bskyed) bar. Here tshogs kyi
diad 'Khor is significant. The text thus describes: so so i mags kyis brol pa dag &khar ser dmar po's rodog Idam shri sol ser... kyan grol de bcom Idam 'dus re tse 'dun pa chen po bad pa cag la sags pa 'jig rin gyi khams na gsal pa'i ma rabs pa'i tshogs grub pa can sden gnod ba dam pa dan 'brel ba dkar tshogs pa'i bsham pa Idam shiin byams pa dkar shiin rgyas dkar. Phun pa sems skyi bar me nas pa rnam par kyi kyi tshan rah gi Khams dkar byad pa dag 'dugs dan la kyi byes ba dam. Rten dkar nas pa dan 'dmar gi khyod par dam dkar la byung pa mi chen pa stobs dan Idam pa dag bka 'stobs par grol shes gnyo'i. Under the circumstances the retinings are closely advised regarding the unexplored truth (Paramartha stavya) which is innumerable. The chapter 'dor dam pa'i gnos rifles bar byan pa le 'ste brol pa. Here 'dor dam pa'i is not beyond the 'Kun rdzod: the apparent truth (samvatavya) which is Veriled by ignorance. 'Dor dam pa'i is therefore to get rid of thought construction (mam par rje pa. Vikalpa). This chapter is related to the previous one where the mind is in a higher state and free from thoughts: construction in the veil of ignorance. The knowledge thus attains at the state of such concentration (bo 'chul sasGeha). It refers to the ritualistic process of the Tantras in order (Kapalapa Krama). As a result of that 'drom sgrub becomes close. The dnom sgrub which is specific practice related to 'men tshul refers to six fold activities for self protection and s-lf expansion as the text mentions: Drags pa'i bdag po yum dan bcos 'shugs shis dpung pa d'eel kyi bdag gi ral bukha ye shi sbyi bkavod 'phreng shis chos Kyi Khyod par shis bsho dan rang gi gnas ba brtg skor gyur yean gi meleal fud te bo dkar byas shis sems Kyi bha bya yis yum dan bcos pa gyur su rdigs. (762 4-5 db) The seventh chapter objectively mentions the 'drug sNag's which is indication of specific syllables to lighten the antagonistic (ruda mantra japa) Drags sNag referred to vara mantra relating to inflammable fire around the ether. The objective is attachment of the 'drug pa can the Mara the harmful one. The next chapter Phun las drags pa Khyod par las 'shugs bar continues the practice: 'ba la 'shugs ba i mna pa gshung dar Khrod chu glii ri tsete dan chu 'dus kyi sgrub 'jigs su min. Phod Srga: Khrod ma riis pa'gdegs pa lhas kyi gnas yan so no gnad phyiis na sa mzed phe 'dun chad sa sa snae drim chen ma rabs Khrod lag kyi rin. Phred drags pa'risg sron pa dreng ma le dkar: chu gnadeni stag sa dkar 'ris drak me ne ego shek 'khar (775 5-7 db) It seems the subsequent chapter discusses both the taming activities of the subdued ones. Who propitiates the superior attributes. He has both the external and internal manifestation. In this moment holds no last nor desire thereby completely destroys his ego (bdag). Then he becomes Siddha (gnob thob). Notes:
(1) Pab ma bka'a ther gyi edited by Sharma. Patmas museum. Regarding the calculation of Christian calendar year corresponding to the Tibetan scrogawo year Rab 'byung
(2) Gos lo'ris ba gzen nu dpal (1592-1481 A.D.) Deb thir thon po (Eng. tran.) The Blue Annals by George N. Roerich. The Asiatic Society, Calcutta 1949
(3) Record of the Western kingdoms Hsien Tsang (Yuan-chwang) p. 120. 51
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(4) Padma bk’as thang yig. edited. Sharma, patna massac. Also Lamdre of Buddhism in Tibet. A. Waddell.


(6) A complete catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist canons (Bka’ gyur and Bhtan gyur), published by Tohoku Imperial University aided by the Sato Gratitude Foundation, Sendai, Japan 1954.

(7) Uloga, Zhub edition. ZHA: 37:2b, 3-394a, 6

(8) Ibid. 37:2b, 3-376b, 7

(9) Ibid. 37:2b, 7-376b, 7

(10) Ibid. 37:2b, 7-377b, 4

(11) Ibid. 37:2b, 4-377a, 5

(12) Ibid. 37:2a, 6-380a, 6

(13) Ibid. 38a:4-380a, 4

(14) Ibid. 38a:4-386a, 7

(15) Ibid. 386a:4-388a, 5

(16) Ibid. 388a:3-391a, 4

(17) Ibid. 391a:4-393b, 7

(18) Ibid. 393b:7-394b, 6

(19) Ibid. 393b:7-394b, 6

(20) Four kinds of Byin rabs (Svakarjyupa) in Buddhism dharmag og.

Bde’ pa’i byin gyur bralbs
Ston bs’i byin gis bralbs
Pem brt zhi bd ‘byin gis bralbs
Ses rab byin gis bralbs

The above sadhvasana refer to the higher esoteric achievement of the practitioners.

(21) Dhan bde’ ba (vasita) attainable by z grub thob Bodhsattva in Niramahaya holds its power usually vastus are enumerated by ten.

(22) Jhosa ZHA: 37:2a-375a, 6

(23) Ibid. 37:2a-376b, 4

(24) Don dam pa’i bden pa (paramarthaasaya) has manifold significance in the Buddhist Literature. The Sanyavadin refers to Sanyata. Again sanyavadin suggests it as sanyantmarata which is beyond the range of grasping, the grasping and the grasping. While the present text signifies the main of pa med pa’i ye shes, the knowledge where no thought construction. Padmaasambhava being an exponent of esoteric practices determines don dam pa as dga’ ba (ananda).

(25) Kun rdro bden pa (Svamvrtivatya) also the Phenomenal truth to which the ordinary beings (sattvas) have been allied.

(26) Lhasa ZHA: 381b-4-384b, 5

(27) Ibid. 384a:5-388a, 7
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Synopsis of the paper presented by satpurananda Avadhuta (Ashoke Ghose Roy)

Topic-Guru Rinpoche's (Padmasambhava) contribution to Sikkim

THE UNIVERSAL GURU-THE LORD OF SUKHASANA

Buddha's instruction of Perfection of Wisdom-Nothing to take hold of (Prajnaparamita), exactly Lord Shiva's proclamation of nothingness as Perfection of Wisdom in Shiva-samhita and the path to which being prescribed as Yoga in the ever true way. Analytical proof of Guru Padmasambhava as Lord Shiva and Bhumi Mandara as Bhagati Parvati. Proof of Sikkim as Sukhasana the special sat of Guru Rinpoche in reference to Bengali Tantra texts as Kulamata, Nila, Tara-rasabaya. Various names of Sikkim and the monasteries, explained in reference to Guru's new methods of Yoga discoveries in this land. Reference of the trails of Namgya-pa (Kulachara) school in the Tantras of Bengal. The Guru's great spiritual-scientific invention of Vaipareena (Quark Gluon Plasma) as the medium of highest meditation and its explanation in modern science. Historical study of how this tantric tradition has been carried over through ages in Sikkim and how its people and its culture have developed accordingly.
THE UNIVERSAL GURU - THE LORD OF SUKHASAN

[Guru Rinpoche's (Padmasambhava) contribution to Sākya]

- Sastraparāṇa Avadānā

"In what way has perfect wisdom being set up so that one should not take hold of the state of all-knowledge, nor settle down in it?" Subhuti asked Lord Buddha in context to his instruction of wisdom—nothing to take hold of. The lord said unto him, "Do you view Arhatship as a real dharma which you could take hold of, or settle down in?" "No Lord", answered Subhuti. And the Lord remarked, "So it is Subhuti". Tathāgatagarbha-as real, and therefore I do not take hold of it, do not settle down in it, for that reason all-knowledge also is a state in which one neither takes hold of anything nor settles down in anything." At this Subhuti said, "Bodhisattvas who have but newly set out in the vehicle, whose wholesome roots are but small, must beware that they do not tremble when they hear this exposition. On the other hand, Bodhisattvas will, on hearing this deep perfection of wisdom, firmly believe in it, if they are suitable for Buddhahood, have fulfilled their duties under the Jainas of the past and have planted wholesome roots for a long time." And the Lord acknowledged, "Se it is Subhuti" (Chapter 13 Ashatasihasrika Praparāṇa)

And Lord Siva says:

The perfection of Wisdom as Nothingness is start, middle and end for time normal, and nothing has an everlasting reality. Only out of attributes produced by the senses, the universe is perceived in being and becoming. By the perfection of Wisdom this illusion disappears. Only for the aspirant-devotees in the way of the Perfection of Wisdom, I command the secrets of yoga (Bodhisattva/Buddha Sambhogakaya) - Saviour of all (through Self-Realisation) (dhyāna-bhūmiṣṇa, Śīla, Śramaṇghatī). Who is this Śiva, worshipped as the ideal of all the Trimūrti—Dharmakāya? How critically observes the Avatārṇika of Śiva-Sambhita. One will be astonished to find this Great Precious Master to be born around eight century. The proof of which lies in His criticism of the prevailing philosophical and religious schools, where he has discussed the Vedas: the Upanishads, the Nyāya, the Nyaya-skheti the Charbhāja, the Samkhya, the Nyaya-viśaya and the Vijnānabhisambhata. So the time of Śiva-Sambhita can be straightly marked between the edge of Vijnānavadā (eight century onwards) and Uttarāntarīṃyam (ninth century onwards). Who can be this eighth century spiritual-genes other than Guru Rinpoche who introduced the new way of Kriyayoga (āsyaśīngha, āstāgga, mahapage) as marked in Śiva Sambhita flows as the Words of Compassion in answer to the questions of His consort Bhagavati Parvati (Tibetan-Ucayam Mandaravī-Blossom/child of the mountains). This may be an amplification of Lhaam Mandarava’s questions and Guru Padmasambhava’s answers on Divine Wisdom found in the biography of Guru Padmasambhava (The Tibetan Book of Great Liberation, S.W. Ladakha, page 148).

Where did this mythico-historical session take place? The name of the place has been written in the biography as Sahor which is probably Mandalī. But similar settings are also marked, according to Kālachakra Tantrā śāstra Madhavāsura Samudrāsana Sākṣatā. This place as marked in the Tara Ekajbha Tantrī (of Bengal) as the place at the foothills of Mahadeha.
(Tibet and above Bengal). The special place of these esoteric sessions is no other than Sikkim.
The word Sikkim according to the Lepchas derived from Stohim meaning new apps/noble homes indicating the Precious Guru's new spiritual cult. According to other scholars, Sikkim has been derived from Sukhism or Sukhothor on the seat of the Great Enjoicer. No other than Guru Rinpoche who emphasized on His Sukhothor, the doctrine of blissful casualty; where Madhyamako theory of Nagarjuna takes a new turn. In Kulamara Tantra of Bengal the Anandakshastra from the Antando-Shastras is identical to his Self-explication of Lhaso as found. In his biography, calling himself The Perfect one Everblissful) in casual and all modes of enjoyment - The Master of Aesthetics.

In Yuksum we find the footprints of The Guru's Conmpt. The place Khechopuri (sankrit-khecharipuri; Abode of The Kheche) is the seat of Khechari-mutra-shaduna, practice of the Kriyagya.

In this land he discoursed the esoteric practices of Vajrayana with Bhacan Mandara. This is why Sikkim may be also called Vajrasutra or Brachamashutra in sanskrit which means the seat of Self-Realisation and Perfection of Wisdom through the doctrine of Vajra. So it is the heaven of the Tantras (as marked in the said scripture), while the Lepchas call it Nivel-mayel, that may be, Heaven or the Divine Abode. The monastery of Pemayangtse which means the Lotus Seat (Seat of Guru Padmasambhava) for the practice of Anyoga is also called the Abode of The Great Guru. Sikkim is the land of Lepchas and Bhutias and various other tribes comprising Tamang, Sherpa, Gurung etc. who all embraced this new cult of Buddhism and has been described as the followers of Guru Rinpoche. Similarly we find in old Sanskrit texts of the Hodors that Lord Shiva is looked down upon as a Bratya or Anuara. That is, uncultured hero with associates as Naga (Naga tribes), Varanas (Monkeys tribe of Tibet), Vidyudhstrara Konmaras (Garwal Tribe), Yosha (the wealthy Ahum tribe), Bhutias (Bhuts or Bhutias) and Preetas (Lepchas). How could the so called brahmical aristocracy and the unnatural celebrate accept Guru Rinpoche, who called for the Perfection of Wisdom of all sentient beings, through the natural ways of passion and enjoyment. Moreover he placed womanhood on the auspicious seat of spiritual independence and propagated the Kuwachara-Shaktiadvad. In essence of wisdom, being the embodiment of the five Dhvamsa Buddha Kulas, he is worshipped as the Kulawarma-Lord of all the Kulas and The Great Master of Self-Realisation through Divine Sex.
Salutations to you The Shiva personified to save us from the suffering of Samsara... Salutations to The One independent of thoughts and thoughtlessness... The One inculcating the Wisdom through discipleless-discipline... One, the embodiment of the essence of Wisdom and Omnipotence...
Shiva of the three Realms...
The Mixer of Matrix...
The Embodiment of Divine Sex,
The Spirit of passionate, divine play,
The preceptor and Embodiment of all the Kulas.
We prostrate again and again before the Great Guru seated in Yab-yum in the Sfisame game (Gurustava, Sabyaka Tantra).

The doctrine of sex is the most remarkable chapter of Shiva Sundari where the Lord
Proclaim three mudras viz. Amruth, Vajrālī, Sehayog, which are impossible to practice without sex and consort (Khandā). May be due to this, Sahajolī mudra-practitioners, called the Sahajolī Sahayogi (the casualties), proceed in Perfection of Wisdom together with consorts. This may be the reason of matrarchal culture of Sikkim with polyandry prevailing. On the independent Nuns (Amin) contrary to the dependent Bhikshunis of the pre Padmasambhava Buddhist schools, celibacy being optional to Nyungma lamas, high respect for the Khandā (Vajrānāmiharaṇa)-the amoral way to leading a divine life, neither moral nor immoral, a new Madhyamaka style of living. all these mark the ever free life-style as Guru Padmasambhava's contribution to the socio-spiritual life of Sikkim. The term Sikkim may also have been derived from Sanskrit Shākīsam meaning the One bearing the peacock feather symbolic of Matris. This one is now hast guru Padmasambhava whose crown adorns the Sikkhi- Matrix - Sonam Marpa Mālamadra. As Guru Padmasambhava is previously discussed as the master of aesthetic, the Master of 64 arts, Sikkim being this divine abode is found to be the land of arts, crafts, music, dance and drama with an age old tradition, find easy expression with the musical chanting of the lamaistic scripts, the lama dances and dance dramas leading to spiritual ecstasy, painting Tankhas and modelling images of deities by lamas. All these mark the aesthetic eye is the spiritual one. The festivals and ceremonies of Sikkim carry the rich tradition of the artistic culture of Guru Rinpoche and the process of worship and spiritual practices of Nyungmay and Karjyapa monasteries are more in the artistic trend rather than rigorously stylisitc following:

1. Conch shell blowing (symbolic of mantra yoga).
2. Pouring of holy water (symbolic of laya yoga).
3. Image carrying (symbolic of Dhyānayoga & Hithayog).
4. Sitting (symbolic of Āhuma yoga).
5. Becoming a revered father (symbolic of Rājasya).
6. Car of Vāra (symbolic of Vāra yoga).

All these chronological practices inspire the aesthetic sense in an aspirant, to grow wide observation over outer and inner nature, contributing greatly to the spiritual - artistic culture of Sikkim, where a quarter gets, astonished seeing the spiritual-artistic grandeur even in the official buildings with painted and sculpted murals and the styles of their architecture, the gorgeous traditional trousseau and jewellery, the decorated furniture and the styles of interior decorations.

This heritage of Guru Rinpoche prophesied by Himself, was carried over by the Three Nobles - (1) Lha-Bhumi-rin-pa-Seng, (2) Nam-Da-Ling-tden-Chos (3) Kchodam Gyurzin Chedpo through the rule of spiritual Buddhist Monarch of Sikkim by appointing Chogyal Phuntsok Namgyal-first Dharmaraja of Sikkim in 1701. The Sikkim is also known as lokam the confluence of the thiru, again reminds us of the Ajna Chakra or the third eye centre of meditation, the place between the eye-brows where the three nerves viz. ida, pingala and sūnāma have confluence. These Bodhistattva gurus founded the famous monasteries in this land:

1. Drupsho (sanskrit Siddharvīrapa, the school of the siddhar meditation centre).
2. Sanga-pa (Sanskrit Ambhisa-tattva-dharma-bhīva, the school of secret studies/escortine practices)
3. Tashiding (Sanskrit Maha-prajñā, the auspicious Centre)
4. Tsangphang (the seat of the Holy Queen & also a pilgrimage of Guru Rinpoche)
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The Sanskrit equivalent of the names of the Great Guru tattvika appear in the Nalakrama Jotar of Bengal.


Lab-chun-namkha-jigmge as Byamchea: Byoeoka (Master of sky) - Ishe - Bodhisattva protecting sky deities.

Nada-scompa-champo as Nalakhetas: Nila (Aishkohiylak) + Kancha (Neck Chantings) - Bodhisattva of the Nada (AUM) ether.

Rabrhog-rig-je-champo as Brishabaja: Brisha (Guru's vehicle) + dhvaja (banner) - Bodhisattva of Guru's teachings.

Gurus of Dharmakaya realm:

Lhasam-Mandarava as Bhuganta or Bhavanati

Vasadhava as Bhramanati

Khandro-chos-choghe as Jayaretha

Guru of Nambhingkupa realm.

It is also found that the Tshadlung Monastery has been erected in the place where the Great Guru practised arrow-shoot-meditation. This arrow-shoot-meditation is the secret most yogic practice which the author himself has experienced under the Kagyupa practice during his Tumrim Sadhana which corresponds to the esoteric science of the Vajra meditation. The science of the Vajra is explained most scientifically, by The Great Guru, as the state of neutral existence of the universe as a fundamental particle (1) between light and sound (1) newly discovered as Chakri-Shin Plasma. As the thunder is the togetherness of light and sound, similarly this particle (?) state is between light and sound. Understanding this reality through this meditation helps one to grow Rojba (perfect understanding) for Perfection of Wisdom. This Chakri-Shin Plasmas is neither positive nor negative-the scientific reality as neutrality of Mathavumoko school. This particle (?) is also found to the neuro-current in our nervous system causing psychological activities. That is why we (Kalexpa) meditate on seed letters with special colour vibrations in the kayrak sadhanas. Again this light (neuro aura) according to the modern scientists are of special five viz, white, yellow, red, green and blue. Think of the colours of five Dhyani Buddhas or Kulats. This arrow-shoot meditation is the invention of guru padmasambhava who shot and arrow and concentrated in the point of its landing velocity. It is an extraordinary Traitatamandala yoga practiced today. Where the velocity of the mind stops it is the point of realisation of Suryata, the realisation of voidness being self-realisation. This is the Swarmas Jagni-Vijayana of the Great Guru and this place is the auspicious seat of this great spiritual-esoteric invention. Hence the other name of Sikkim is Dunzong or the valley of harvest. Guru Rinpoche sowed the seed. In 1833 Three Nobles harvested it, while we are fed upon the spiritual heritage. Blessed is this land and its people. Let all the inhabitants of Sikkim be Sikkham blissfully content with the compassion of the Great Guru Padmasambhava.

Note: (1) Light & Sound terms are direct translations of the Sanskrit words - Rupadhats & Namsadhana. But scientifically these terms stand for - Particular theory (Jhupdhatu) & Wave-length theory (Namadhatu). The Plasma state conceived is in between these two stages.
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PADMASAMBHAVA AND HIS MISSION IN TIBET

-Ajay Kumar Agarwal

Introduction. Padmasambhava was the founder of lamaism and he is now deified and celebrated in lamaism as Buddha himself. Even more than this, he is considered by the lamas of all sects to be the founder of their order and by the majority of them to be greater and more deserving of worship than Buddha himself. He is known by several names, besides his Indian name of Padmasambhava such as gagan Guru, Lo-pag, Padma, Guru, Padma-la-langcje etc. But his most popular name is Guru Rin-poche.

The precious Guru Padmasambhava was no an ordinary person. According to the biographies it is said that when the Buddha was about to pass away at Kushinagar, and his disciples were weeping, he said to them the world being transitory and death inevitable for all living things the time for any departure, a lotus blossom on the dhanaakosha lake in the north-west corner of the country of Ugyen (which in the swat valley in Pakistan) will be born one who will be much wiser and more spiritually powerful than myself. He will be called Padmasambhava and by him the exterior will be established.

BIRTH OF PADMASAMBHAVA

What is said in the above prophecy regarding the birth of Padmasambhava all the facts are not correct. In fact he was born in Ugyan (Udlayan) as all the sources agree on this point but the exact data about his birth is not available anywhere being contemporary with the Tibetan king Khri-srong lde-tsan and having helped in the establishment of Samya monastery in the year 749 A.D. It may be said that he was born during the first quarter of the Eighth Century, A.D.

A cursory glance of the foregoing story of the birth of Padmasambhava would reveal that it resembles very much in style; leaving aside the content with the common Indian mythological stories and folktales. This gives rise to the idea that there existed some Indian language which may also have been one of the sources of the present biographers, what confirms the beliefs further in thatlama Transala, the author of the famous book "History of Buddhism in India" has also written a biography of Padmasambhava based on the common tradition of India. His work is styled as slobdpon Padma'i rnam thar rig-ya-can lugs yid-shes grum Idan (Biography of the acharya Padma according to the Indian tradition, supported by three bases for faith.)

The king Indrabhuti adopted the child as his son and made him heir to the throne. The child was given education and training in all subjects of learning according to the tradition suitable to the princes. The boy was very intelligent and he exhibited his interest in studying and learning.

In the course of time the king Indrabhuti and his minister observed the boy was losing

2. Ibid, p. 24
3. Ibid, p. 26
4. Ibid, p. 28
interest in the worldly things and was showing increasing interest in meditative life. He feared that in this manner the prince would eventually renounce the kingdom. Efforts were made to find a girl suitable for the heir princely lotus born. Ultimately a girl named Bhadraloka daughter of king Chandra Kumar was found and considered as suitable bride, and was married to the prince. However marriage proved to be too weak a fetter to keep the prince off the thoughtful and meditation.

**HOW HE BECAME A RELIGIOUS LEADER**

At last the eventful day came and the prince announced to the kingfather his intention to abdicate and enter the Sangha. The king could not oppose for he understood that his resistance will not prove fruitful. While parting with the king Queens, ministers and servants who were all wailing with sorrow, the fetus born one proclaimed: This worldly life is transitory and separation is inevitable. As in a market place human beings came together and then separation. This is the wheel of the world, let us renounce it and fix our thoughts upon attaining liberation.

Padañcstambhava then proceeded towards Bodh-Gaya. There he chose a place named “cool sandal wood” Cemetery for staying and he remained there for five years practising meditation. During this period he observed strict discipline of meditation. His food was offered to the dead and his clothing the thread's of the corpses. Soon Padañcstambhava felt need of studying the time secret Doctrines and searched for a Guru.

Accordingly, Padañcstambhava went first to a saint Guru who was a “Loka-Sidha” at Henaras. From him he learned the Kalachakra Doctrine and became master of astrology. From a Physician he learned medicines. From a learned Yogī he learned sanskrit and several other languages. Vohallikarma, a great artist taught him the art of making of images: painting, engraving and many other useful art.

Guru Prabhanasti taught Padma the means of attaining Buddhahood, of avoiding spiritual retrogression of gaining mastery over, the three Biogmys and concerning the paramitas and Yoga.

In this manner Padañcstambhava finally received ordination into the Sangha and became successor of the Doctrine. After becoming master of all the known arts and fully possessed of the dharma Padma started his mission of preaching the dharma both ecstatically and esoterically, his mission in the human world takes him to all parts of India, China, Nepal, Bhutan, Sikim and Tibet he was invited to Tibet by venusible Santarakshita to assist him to preach Buddhism there as he was unable to face the opponent priests who followed the corrupt bon religion.

**MISSION IN TIBET**

Before proceeding to Tibet Padañcstambhava made a study of the “Bon” religion of Tibet. On his way to Tibet in the year 746 A.D. The twelve guardian deities at first made

---
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an attempt to harm him, but he subdued them, and then after initiating them he presented to them the guardianship of the doctrine, all along the route he then travelled subduing the demons and demons. His first resting place was at Tod-lung, about 16 kilometers from Lhasa. On reaching Lhasa he was received by the King and the people with great honour and respect. The Tibet king sent the two chief ministers of state to meet Padma, with letters and presents and 500 mounted followers. The king's own horse, saddle with a golden saddle, was sent to fetch Padmasambhava. After sometime on his arrival in Tibet in 747 A.D. Padmasambhava visited Samye, an the first day of the eighth Tibetan month. The king escorted Padma to the place at samye and placed him on a gold throne and the Bodhisattva Padma's companion who was a preceptor in Nalanda on a silver throne and made religious offerings.

Padmasambhava consecrated the site and appeased the evil spirits by teaching them the precepts. While performing the consecration ceremony, Padma manifested himself in one hundred and eight bodies. During the period the image of the Buddha of Jo-Khang in Lhasa was again brought and Bonpos in Tibet publicly debated, and the Bonpos being defeated the king expelled most of those who would not unbrace Buddhism to the deserts of Worth to Nepal mongol and other sparsely populated countries. Buddha was then introduced into all parts of Tibet many Sanskrit works were translated into Tibetan Samya, meaning "Academy for obtaining the heap of unchanging meditation" is started to be the first Buddhist monastery built in Tibet after the potala 1 at Lhasa near the bank of Tsangpo river, at an attitudes of about 11,400 feet.

In the compound completion of the mastery the Guru assisted by the Indian monk Shantaraksita. There the order of the lamas. Shantaraksita was made the first abbot and worked there for fourteen years.

PADMAISM (LAMAISM)

Shantaraksita succeeded in founding the Dharma in Tibet again. The greatest respect in which Tibetans hold. The memory of Padmasambhava to this day is the testimony of the success he achieved in accomplishing the undertaking of re-establishment of faith among the Tibetans in the undertaking of re-establishment of faith among the Tibetans in the enlightened teaching of Buddhism. Now as the object of coming of Tibet was accomplished fully, Padma decided to take leave from Tibet was accomplished fully, Padma decided to take leave from Tibet. While departing from Tibet he said: "Hereafter the Doctrine will be disseminated by attendants, mounted on horses accompanied Padma to Gaag-shan-la where all the party camped for the night. Next day, Padma after having pronounced his final blessings; in the name of the Buddha the Dharma and the Sangha set out on his long missionary work in other countries.

Leaving Tibet left behind Twenty-five disciples all able to continue the good work that he had started. These men by vigorous campaigns, popularized Buddhism in Tibet and in the time of S-o-pa-chan the grandson of Kho-son-Lde brocan, Buddhism became the estab-

1 Ibid. P 76.
lished religion of the country.

Padmasambhava also had five women disciples who compiled several accounts of the teachings of their master and hid them in various places, for the benefit of future believers. One of these disciples Khartrul (Dakini) Yesha Tso-gyal, was a Tibetan lady who is said to have possessed such a wonderful power of that if she gathered what she had heard from her Guru into book i.e. the biography of the Guru named earlier at Padma-Kun Thang-yig. It was hidden away and was subsequently revealed under inspiration by a Stor-Strom.

Padma it also stated to have composed several works. He also translated some books with help of Tibetan Loesa-bas. In the old index of the bsTan-gyur there are only two texts (translators) - 1. Sramanera-a skgraprgpa.cha; and 2. Bhskthar-a skgraprgpa.cha.

The latter one was translated into Tibetan under the title dge-longs-rgid-pon Lo-dri-tshes Dipankara Srijman (Acharya Atisa) and Nag-tsha-loesa-bas. Another work of Padmasambhava named Vajramitra and Padma-sambhuma tantra was translated into Tibetan by Sa-Skyo Pandita. Kun-dga-'gyal-mtsho (1182-1252 A.D.) the work named Zla-gang-thug-le was translated into Tibetan by Padmasambhava and dpal-btsugs. The debt that Tibet owes to Padmasambhava is great, but the return made by the faithful Tibetan is for them really owed. They have produced a vast amount of literature which wheel round his name. Several rites are performed in his name periodically, that may be yearly, monthly and even daily, people recite mantras for him incessantly. Times. He is revered in every Buddhist temple to whichever sect the temple may belong. How great faith, people put in his name can be seen from the remarks of revered Chanthul Rinpoche. "The making of one hundred thousand images of Guru Padmasambhava the repeating of his mantras one hundred thousand times, etc. are like the cast shade cast by five hundred thousand layers of cloud in hot weather. It is like shower of nectar, like the rain producing harvest it benefits both oneself and others."

Though the Lamasism founded by Padmasambhava was later reformed by the Indian Missionary Atisa and thereafter by the Tibetan reformer Tsong-Kha-Pa, the teaching of Padmasambhava have been followed by the Nying-Ma-Pa or old school commonly known as Red Hatts. Though many Indians had gone to Tibet after Padmasambhava non is held in greater esteem and he is as rule revered to as the Guru of Tibet. No Indian teacher has ever attained examine in his country, by more wizardy and Padmasambhava could not have been an exception. An ardent Buddhist brought up in the Indian tradition student of Nalanda and a well travelled man, Padmasambhava was not possibly a mere exorcist. In all probability he was that rare phenomenon, the mystic and man of affairs combined that appears in the world once in many years.

1. Wylie, P. 76.
2. Ibid. P. 77.
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GURU RINPOCHE AND HIS VISIT TO SIKKIM

- Prof. N. Jina

Guru Padmasambhava or Guru Rinpoche, as it dearly called by Tibetans, was not only a learned scholar, but also a Siddha. He visited Tibet in the Eighth century: he is further regarded as an Emanation in human form the Buddha, the master of secret practices for the taming of Gods, spirits, and demons.

In Biography of Guru Rinpoche, it is said that he was the adopted son of the King of Mandi, now in modern Hymchal Pradesh. One day while a servant of the king was sleeping inside the Palace, a fly came and settled on his forehead, prince was at that spot at that time. In order to scare away the insect, he picked up a small stone and threw it; the stone however hit the servants on the forehead causing him instant death. Alarmed at the uncommon incident, the King’s servants and men thought that the stay of the orphan child at the palace would bring more disasters and decided to kill him. The servant took the orphan outside the palace and set fire to his body. The fire miraculously turned into Tso or lake where a lotus stalk suddenly sprang up. There on the stalk was seated the child Pema Jungney or Padmasambhava on a lotus flower. The lake known as Tso-Pema or Lotus Lake is now located at Rivalasari within the jurisdiction of Monchin in H.P. and is a favourite place of pilgrimage for Buddhists.

Later Padmasambhava took mandarav an acolyte of another great Indian religious teacher as his spouse. Very soon Padmasambhava rose to prominence as a tantric Master. In order to establish Buddhism on a firm footing in Tibet, King Trisong Detsan, invited the great Indian teacher Santarakshita to the country. The invitation was accepted and during Santarakshita’s sojourn in south Tibet place called Dakmar yunpo tsal, gave a discourse on Abhuddharma. The Gods, spirits, and demons opposed to Buddhism, caused unheard hardships to the country and the people. Santarakshita was convinced that unless the forces opposed to Buddhism are brought to book, Propagation of the religion would be a far cry; and therefore suggested to the king that the great tantric master Padmasambhava should be brought to Tibet for the purpose.

So, the minister, Basal Nang, was deputed to India carrying the invitation message of the king Trisong Detsan with lots of gold and riches. The Indian Master however came to know of the King’s invitation by foreknowledge and before the Tibetan messenger arrived at Nepal, he had already arrived and camped in that country. After meeting and receiving the king’s invitation, Padmasambhava proceeded to Tibet in the company of basal nang. As he was inside Tibet and moving via Keyzeng, a place near Nepal, he all of a sudden declared that ‘to me all earthly phenomena appear like gold, I have no need of the metal’. Saying so, he threw the gold on the ground. Later traditions hold that the scattering the gold was Guru Rinpoche’s blessings for abundant gold in the country. In course of time, Guru Rinpoche and Basal nang arrived at Tsholung and thereafter at a place near to the modern Kymolung Monastery where they were received by another minister Denga Palyon. As the place was full of sands and extremely dry, the minister thought that the landscape had an unpleasant impact on the mind of his distinguished guest. Strangely however Guru Rinpoche knew what was agitating the mind of the Minister. He advised the Minister to fetch a bowl (shongpa in Tibetan) of the needed water. So saying he planted his staff on the ground and suddenly spring
water came gushing from the underground. The spring is still popular by the name of Shomga Thachu (divine water). Inside the spring water, fishes with different shapes and sizes are visible. Since Tibetans believed in non-violence, fishes lived in a state of peace and fearlessness. I wonder now what might happened to the animal under the changed situation. A portion of the water over flowing the spring has formed into a big lake near by which gives out hot vaporous steam even in winter. It is interesting to note that animals like horses and cattle suffering from scabies get cured if they are given a wash with the water of the lake. I still possess vivid recollections of the place and experience I had in frequentsing the place as a picnic spot. In course of time, there came into being a religious society in perpetuating the memory of Guru Rinpoche and in organizing pujas and rites invoking Guru Rinpoche and other of wrathful and peaceful deities. They organize the religious Dance called Lo Khor chu nyi specially on the Cycle of 12 years on 10th day of the Tibetan 5th month. There after the dance troupe pays a visit to different places in the country performing the said dance. It is believed that if the dancer wearing the mask of a monkey excels in his performance then the prosperity of the harvest during the year will be extremely bright. Guru Rinpoche, after having arrived at the place Dakmar Yumbay Tsal, in South Tibet where he was warmly received by the King Thrisong dutsan. In the meantime, Shantarakshita was also invited to the country for a second time and thus the three Khanglo Cho cum out of the three Khana stood for the great scholar Shanta Rashita, the great teacher Padma Samdhava and the darma guru Thrisong Dutsan. The portraits and statues of the three “Khanglo Choicum engraved on the surface of caves are still visible at the place, during their stay in Dakmar Yumbay Tsal. Guru Rinpoche build the monastery, known as Samye Migyur Shongi Dribgy Tsaklag Khang on the model of ottapunara, the place of meditation of Sri Naropa, situated on the top of Phula Hari Hill at Bihar. The above monastery was the first ever built in Tibet. Shanta Rashita, organised the religious ordination of seven Tibetan children in order to test whether the Tibetans would be able to abide by the religious vows and discipline. Later on, it was this Monastery of Samye, which become the centre of learning and which housed thousands of Biskhuns, that Tibetan Scholars and Indian Pandits worked together to render the 108 vols. of the Kagyur and 216 vols. of the Tangyur preserved in the Sanskrit language into Tibetan. This is a fact now universally accepted. However, a section of scholars hold the view that Kanyiyur and Tangyur works include other works of native Scholars. This is however not correct. In course of his stay in Tibet, it is believed that Guru Rinpoche paid a personal visit to many places in the country. There are many meditation cells established by the Guru Rinpoche which are spread through out the country. The most outstanding among them is the Shelek situated in the southern part of the country. The cell is located at the side of a very mountain which is easily not accessible. The cave has a small aperture for the purpose of a door. It is believed however that a man with a pious heart and no trace of sin can get through the cell door whatever be the size of his body. But a man given to all kinds of vices cannot get into it no matter how small and skin he may be. Once inside the cave, one will come across a big empty space somewhat like a assembly hall, it is uneven and rocks with different sizes and shapes appear hanging down under it like religious objects. A slight stone of the hanging rocks with hand will cause the resonant sound of music.

The visitors will have another experience in cave, is that of a curious feeling of rain falling inside the cave. In fact, after staying for some time inside, one's body get wet and
damp. Further, while walking inside the cave, one has the impression of moving inside the water. But outside the cave is dry with no trace of moist. People believe that the unusual experience inside the cave is due to the occult powers of the Guru. In a monastery retreat called Ngakpog-Tsegy, they wear a hat in the vicinity of their own native village. There is a 10-inch long Dorje, the Lama's sceptre, which is said to have been used by the Guru while conducting the ground blessing Puja for building the Sonam Monastery. A very strange thing about the Dorje is it's middle portion which in fact a triangular shaped blue stone but which appears very much like bronze, the main material of the Dorje. I have however personally witnessed a rare uncommon phenomena connected with the Dorje during my stay in Tibet. On one occasion, there was widespread hail storms in our country threatening huge scale damage to standing crops. Finding that there was no other alternative a prominent Lama of the place brought out the Dorje from the Monastery and waved the sacred object towards the sky for some time; strangely enough, soon the hail stones started receding and further damage were averted. There is no doubt that Guru Rinpoche has also visited Sikkim, knowing to the Tibetans as bayed Dermojong. The widely known hot spring at Khandro Sang Phug in South Sikkim was the place visited and consecrated by the Guru. It would not be incorrect to say that His Holiness the Dalai Lama has remarked that there are many places in Sikkim which were general and consecrated by Guru Rinpoche. In fact His Holiness the XVIII Dalai Lama Tenzing Gyatso is the incarnation of Guru Rinpoche himself. According to the historical records of Tibet, when Guru Rinpoche was about to proceed to the Country of Rakhshas in the South West of Asia, now known as Sri Lanka, Muni Tsampo, the son of King Thrising Deutsam approached the Guru and said: "If you proceed to the country of the Rakshas, we Tibetans will be left helpless and defenseless behind. Hence under no circumstances please do not go away." At that the Guru said: "As for the revelation of Buddha himself, Lobzang Dakpa the Incarnation of Atisha will appear in Driksham of Tibet and there will prevail happiness and prosperity in the country." Lobzang Dakpa is no other person than the Monk celebrated teacher Lord Tsong Khapa. The fact that the great Indian Teacher Atisha and Tsong Khapa were the Incarnation of Guru Rinpoche is something which the Guru himself had foretold in his book of Revelations hundreds of years ago. Hence it is unfortunate that there should be difference of opinions between the old and new Schools of Buddhism in Tibet. I would therefore appeal to all concerned to think this all of are the disciples of the same teacher Guru Rinpoche and follow his path.

In the same revelation it has also been stated by the Guru Rinpoche. I quote: "Having received from Bumtang, for some time, I shall hold the three. I will meditate myself and manage both the religious and secular affairs of the country. Personally I feel that the above revelation unjustifiably refer to the events that have taken place in the life of the 14th Dalai Lama, the wording, Bumthang status for Kotham and it's sarchen-mon, refer to the events of His Holiness taken reins of Government which was cut short by the Chinese occupation of Tibet. Hence, we are lucky in the sense that we have the opportunity of seeing the Guru Rinpoche in the form of His Holiness the great epitome of non-violence and Peace. Similarly, the establishment of the Penangangse, sanggap-choling and Tashi Dog Monasteries at Dazo Jong is no doubt the blessing of the Guru. Apart from this, the legend of the Gangchen Zogma mountain is connected with religious activities of the Guru. In a treatise called Chensak of the Jowo Tishing Chegna there is the mention of the Mountain called Sang-Jomo thwarting
Phodong on the Tibetan-Nepal border is non other than Kangchen Junga itself. As mentioned above, Guru Rinpoche made journey to Tibet passing through Nepal. When the Guru had his first visions of Kangchen Junga mountain from the Tibetan-Nepal border the five sisters of the Tsering chungs manifested themselves in the form of Demons in order to frighten away the unusual visitors to their domain. But the Guru was the master of occult magic powers, easily brought the Demons under control and later they became Goddesses. Later these five sister Goddesses brought with others formed the group of 12 Goddesses known as Zumling Tena Chumis who is said to have the vow of protection of the Buddhism in Tibet. Venerable Lama Gedun Chopel, the great Tibetan scholar of the recent times has said I have translated the chapter the Song of Faith from the Bhagavad Gita. So the Twelve She-Demons had taken the vow before the Guru not to allow other religious to flourish on the soil of Tibet and as such this appear to me as a punishment. There were stories of Guru Rinpoche of having subjugated similar other worldly demon like Gangkar Sharanak and Nampaon Thang fla. It was because of the Guru's kindness the Doctrine of the Buddha was established and propagated in Tibet in large scale. He is therefore the great religious pioneer deserves every respect and adoration from all the sects of the Tibetan Buddhism like the Nyingma, Kagyu, Sakya and Geluk. The people of Sikkm pay high respect to Guru Rinpoche, we should arrange for the special recitation of Guru's Solfdep as often as possible in this degenerated times. By doing so, I am sure, that will not only bring peace and solace to the suffering humanity but also help the cause of Buddhism to develop and grow further with more and greater vigour.
PART II
DUDUL CHORTEN
A FOCUS ON THE CULTURAL ASPECTS OF SIKKIM

Jagatpati Sarkar

Culture of a particular locality in Indian may be examined externally and internally. According to Scientists, Culture is a wide term covering the totality of a person or that of a community. In the case of Sikkim it holds a distinction.

Sikkim is a land in the high elevation from above 4,100 thousand feet for human habitation. It has strategic importance for being in between Tibet which is now a part of China and India particularly West Bengal. Actually speaking, Siliguri is a gateway to enter Sikkim. On the other hand Nathula and Jelepla are the mountains passes to enter Tibet. With the topographical environment Sikkim had developed indigenous culture that requires a critical study. Sikkim is not inhabited by the people who had been in the high elevation of the Himalayas and dense forest of the locality in between Bhutan in the East and Nepal in the West. Those people are usually called 'MUN' or 'MON'.

As it would be observed in the chapter related to the historical chronicles of the State, the kingdom of Sikkim was established in the vicinity of Nepal as a 'New kingdom' by a very brave, courageous, dexterous and dauntless adventurer. It is believed by some scholars that the word Sikkim means in some Nepalese dialect a 'new place'. In all probability it points towards a 'new place' or 'new kingdom' set up by Phuntsog Namgyal during the seventeenth century A.D. on the other hand the people of neighbourly Tibet have been calling it by the name Denzong which means a 'land of rice'. Even in recent days the valley of Tesanga is referred as Be, Yul Dzongsong, i.e. a hidden valley producing rice in some of the Tibetan dialects.

The Lepchas who are taken as the original inhabitants of this region by the social scientists who had been calling their habitat by the name of Nyenmael of Mysal Nyang, i.e. heaven of paradise to everybody and more so to the simple and unsophisticated folk who live in a pollution free region situated at the regret taking altitude surrounded by awe-inspiring snow-clad peaks, and inaccessible mountain ranges. The linguists are nevertheless of an opinion that the nomenclature has in all probability, been derived from a Sanskrit word 'Shikim' which means 'a mountain crest'. The entire geographical area of the State consists of numerous mountain crest running in different directions.

In the Gazetteer of Sikkim H. H. Rishley has given another explanation. In his opinion Limsu is one of the dialects spoken in some parts of Sikkim. In this dialect, one finds two syllables, Se and Khim, which respectively mean 'new' and 'place of house'. He further says that when a Tibetan ruler (who probably was the first ruler of the region Phuntsok Namgyal) built a palace at Rabdentse, it was obviously called Sikkim and it may be that the territory surrounding, the new palace also came to be recognised as Sikkim.

In a map of the area prepared by Hamilton, the spot where the Rabdentse palace stands is marked with the word Sikkim. According to the Gazetteer, it is to note that 'Kirk Patrick' writing at 1793 speaks of the town and district of 'Seokhim' and of a place Sikkim in the itinerary from Bizapur to Daling and this place would fall somewhere near at the RunJet. It is clear, therefore, that the name was originally given to a place and not a country.

The Lopchus entered Sikkim prior to the entrance of the Bonja or Bodja Tibetans by
the 11th century A.D. The Lepcha people does not belong to the 'Bodip' group who were subsequently known as the Bhutias, and become the Indian National. The Lepchas too. The Lepchas and Limbus are two important groups living in Sikkim. One Lepcha legend narrates the Mongpas (literally meaning the inhabitants of river valley tracts), now known as Lepchas who ethically form the district the Mongol group.

Still one more legend rooted in the Sikkimese still explains the ancient history in another way. According to this legend God Almighty created a human couple beneath the slopes of the sacred mountain peak Kangchenjunga. It further says that the Sikkim people are the chronological descendants of the said couple. These earliest people, came to be known as Lepchas later on while the territory inhabited by them was named as Meyal Nyang. These Lepchas a simple, shy and unassuming people who obtained their sustenance through the activities of hunting, gathering and collection. They were the inhabitants of cold land and thus they could not go naked like the tribes of hot and tropical lands. Besides using the skins of the hunted animals they also wore coarse fibre, form the fibrous plants growing the forests.

It is therefore evident that Sikkim culture has its own growth through accretion from epoch to epoch. The Lepcha had kingdom but they lost when Sikkim kingdom was established by the Bhutias. Obviously the culture pattern is not uniform and that requires an analysis as given below.

External Features:

A. Besides the ethnographic formation of the body, the dress, food habits, housing and other means of livelihood to be examined.

LIFE STYLE

The people of Sikkim and particularly residents live in small houses scattered in villages. The houses by and large are similar to primitive dwelling anywhere. However, the Bhutias and the Lepcha houses are different that the Nepalese houses. The Lepcha and Bhutia dwellings are constructed on taller stone foundations and they are often supported by poles made up of tree trunks. Partially enclosing these houses are used for tethering animals at night. The Karris and Nepalese erect their houses on foundations that go deep underground, they construct separate apartments for their animals. These houses have thatched roofs but their walls are often made up of mud-clay materials. Sometimes a Nepali house is multicoloured. The interiors of their dwelling are kept neat, clean and tidy by the Nepalese. Every year, after the rainy season is over, the floors and walls of the houses are given lark through a plaster made up of clay, cowdung and straw. The houses and their courtyards are enclosed by stone walls. Inside the courtyard every household maintains a small kitchen garden in which vegetables, fruit plants and vines (grape) are raised. The Nepalese Karris also utilize this space for growing tobacco.

Apart from them small fraction the Sikkimese are non-vegetarian people. Drinking of liquor is quite common among the males, Rakhi and Chhang are the popular local brews made out of rice and barley respectively. Before taking liquor the Sikkimese sprinkle few drops of it in the air to appease evil spirits. Among the Lhasas Chhau-Chhau, a Sikkimese parallel of the Tibetan Cho-ameen is taken on all festive occasions. It is mixture of vegetables and noodles.

The three principal communities dress up in their own and different fashions. The Nepalese women folk tie a cloth around their waist for a skirt and cover the upper torso.
with a blouse. The headgear is called majerro which is a two meter long dupatta. This dress in the Garkhali dialects is referred to a Gunya Cholo or Fartiya Cholo. Shirt, payjama (trousers) coat and a Nepali cap constitute the dress for male Nepali. The Lepcha and Bhutia women dress up themselves in Bakkhu, a long double breasted gown. This gown is fitted to the body with the help of long cloth piece ties along the waist. Inside the gown a loose blouse with long sleeves in put on. The married womanfolk carry a long apron Pangtlan like cloth, hanging form the waist. This cloth is often brocaded on both the corners. The women of older generation still put on embroidered caps on festive occasions. Gosiyo i.e. a silk or coat is put on by those who can afford it. The Bhutan man too wear Bakkhu with long sleeves. They put on trousers also. The Lepchas use the dress similar to the Naga dress. In all probability, since they came to Sikkim after having settled Nagaland for generations they stuck to their old dress. A cap carrying multicoloured feathers of different birds is their headdress. However, with the passage of time it has become difficult to identify people from their dress since many Nepals wear Bhutia dresses and vice versa.

Moreover, with increasing contact with the people from other parts of India, Shalwar cemece shirt, pantalon, coat, rock scar have made inroads. Educated people now prefer to dress themselves in the western fashion. The Educated female fold now often support bobbed cut hair. Shukla is tight when he say "Purs Sikkim these days is a big cultured laboratory where different blends are being mixed up and a synthetic culture part Bhutia part Nepali and part Indian - is coming up."

Sikkimese women love jewellery. The Bhutia women folk have a preference for Tibetan type of ornaments. Necklaces carrying costly stone heads steal the show. The Nepali women like golden necklaces studded with costly stone heads. In remote areas large ear rings looking like bracelets are still used. The worst on the whole, are soft spoken, laborious.

A marriage ceremony among the Sikkimese, irrespective of ethnic diversity is a gala festival for the Sikkimese. Earlier this ceremony was spread over eighteen days but now it has been limited to three days only. The maternal uncle of the bride holds a very prestigious position in matrimonial affairs. At the time of engagement among the youth commit from both the ends is necessary. Only after he has accepted the gift the engagement stands binding, irrevocable and final. After engagement, their would be bridegroom is required to work with his prospective in-laws. On the day of wedding the would be couple and their parrots gather together on a water spring sprinkling forth beneath a massive monolith. At this spot the bride and bridegroom are blessed and it is proved that the marriage may be as stable as the massive rock and the couple should have offspring continuously like the flow of the spring. Bride price has to paid. The price usually consists of miltch cattle, a calf, bronze and brass utensils, ornaments, a potty or a horse. The bride is taken to her inlaws a year after the wedding ceremony. On all these occasions the relatives of both the sides are feasted on delicacies and liquor. Till recently divorce had no sanction in this region. Chogyal Tashi Namgyal's wife lived separately but the king could not divorce her.

On the whole the Sikkimese are an honest, laborious and fair looking people. They are well behaved and hospitable. As Singh has commented "once you are in Sikkim you will be surprised at the grace, courtesy, easy laughter and the joie de vivre of the people. If you
are any Sikkimese household so iminated into the mystique of Chhang.

8. Internal Features:

The mind of the Sikkimese (Lajong) people, in general, appears to be like the Bengalese, the Assamese and the Nepalese. The religious approach is therefore bifurcated. Buddhist and Non-Buddhist, Christianity and Hinduism prevail there through not major. Buddhism belonging to the Tibetan fold laid by Padmasambhava and the Drukpa Kagyu and Karmapa features are predominant. A new trend has developed to assimilating Sikkim Culture stratum in the context of the modern education. Despite that, the Buddhism plays an important role in the life style of the general inhabitants of Sikkim.

However, the culture of the inhabitants of Sikkim has taken a composite shape through the present system of education and the nerve line of automobile transport develops in all parts of the small state. Further more the influx of tourist from all over India and outside has built up a new era in the culture of State. It may not be recorded that revenue of the country depends much either by the grant of the Central Government or by the Tourism. Obviously the mental structure has been changing fast and that can be easily located by the rapid growth in the life style of the Sikkimese. A large number of Indians belonging the Tangtse belt including the Nyari and Dtinri have developed a combined livelihood with consistence and cohesion.

The rapid change of the general life may veer a new perspective a near future when the ethnic consolidation in the Himalayas will be an instance of unity in diversity.
CULTURAL EVOLUTION OF SIKKIM: A SURVEY

Dr. Yeshi Choden

Every human society has its own particular culture which moulds people’s knowledge, belief and behaviour. The history of mankind reveals that there has always been a process of cultural interchanges, cultural flow and cultural stimulation between societies of adjacent countries. Such occurrence is manifested in the cultural evolution of Sikkim.

This paper attempts to trace the conditions under which Lepcha and Bhutia cultures were gradually amalgamated since the 15th century and how the culture of Sikkim further diversified with the influx of Nepalese since the late 19th century. It seeks to examine the effect of political development of Sikkim. It attempts to highlight the significance of Sikkim becoming a multi-cultural and polytheistic society. It also focuses on the challenge posed to the cultures in the process of development and modernization. The main thrust of the paper is to emphasize that traditional culture need not be an obstacle to modernization nor modernization led to “washing their original cultural identities”. The paper concludes with emphasis that traditional culture could play not only compensatory role but also a facilitator of the modernization and development in the society.

Historical Development

The population of Sikkim is composed mainly of Lobchas, Bhutias and Nepalis who settled down in the land at different periods of history. Lepchas were said to be the earliest inhabitants of Sikkim. They used to practice shifting cultivation and supplemented their income with hunting, fishing, gathering wild fruits and roots for their sustenance. They were known for their extensive knowledge of mountains, forests and their products. As the natural calamities like storms and floods caused death and devastation around them, they worshiped malignant spirits. In fact, originally they were animists by faith. There was no central political authority. In course of time, they started organizing themselves into clan system and having local Lepcha chiefs to manage their affairs. They seemed to have been left to themselves until about the fifteenth century when the Tibetan influx from north started.

These early immigrants from Tibet came to be known as Bhutias. Through these Bhutias, people of Sikkim encountered with the Tibetan civilization. The Bhutias brought from the north the Tibetan culture, the Tibetan language, the Lamaist Buddhism and a combination of pastoralism and semi-sedentary agricultural pattern.

In mid-seventeenth century, the Namgyal Dynasty was established in Sikkim. The rulers of this dynasty, known as Choegyals, were Tibetan by stock and the first Choegyal was installed as the ruler of Sikkim with the consent of Lepchas in 1642 at Yosum. They introduced a land of centralized feudal bureaucracy modelled after the system of Tibet. The ministers and other important officials of the Government consisted not only of immigrant Bhutias but also of local chiefs. Through these feudal bureaucrats, the Choegyals could organize the entire territory of
their kingdom under one political unit and established the first centralized administration.

There were other ethnic groups such as Limbus, Par, Mangars, Gurungs and Tamangs who were also early inhabitants of Sikkim. Some of these were animists, others were Buddhists and Hindus.

While the rulers were busy in consolidating the kingdom, the Bhuta Lamas were engaged in spreading lamaism. Gradually, monasteries were established all over the kingdom and they became the center of religious, political and social life of the people. There were various means of constant influence of Tibetan influence in the society. The successive Chogyals of Sikkim looked towards the Dulu Lama for guidance and assistance in spiritual and secular matters. Although most of the monasteries in Sikkim were Nyima and Kangyupa sects, whereas the dominant sect in Tibet was Gelugpa. They continued to maintain links with their main branches in Tibet and sent monks for higher spiritual training in Tibet. Apart from these links, traditional, commercial and grazing activities across the border between Tibet and Sikkim continued.

The process of assimilation of Bhutias and Lepchas started early days of their contact and grew with the passage of time through conversion to Buddhism and unrestricted matrimonial relations. Most of the Sikkimese Lepchas started speaking Bhutias language, wearing Bhutia dress, following Bhutia culture and tradition. The assimilation was not one way process. Some of the Lepcha customs and traditions were also incorporated and had become the acknowledged part of the most important festive ceremonies of Sikkim. The absorption and domestication of Tibetan culture in Sikkim led to the creation of a distinctive frontier culture.

Sikkim was virtually under the British control for about thirty years after the appointment of J.H. White as the political officer. With the active encouragement of the British, a large number of Nepalis immigrated to Sikkim. Apart from the requirement of manpower for road construction and agriculture development, the British was motivated to counterbalance the Tibetan inclinations of the Sikkimese by flooding the kingdom with Nepali settlers. One of the British Civil Servant stated:

"Most of all will our position be strengthened by the change which is insensibly but steadily taking place in the composition of the population of Sikkim. The Lepchas as has been stated, are rapidly dying out, while from the West, the industrious Newars and Gorkhas of Nepal are pressing forwards to clear and cultivate large areas of unoccupied land... The influx of these hereditary enemies [Newars and Gorkhas] of Tibet is our surest guarantee against a revival of Tibetan influence."

The theory of hereditary enemy was based on misconception and it was contradictory to reality. Tibetans and Nepalis had long traditional relationship. Buddhism reached Tibet from India through Nepal. The Tibetan Great King Songtsen Gampo's Nepali queen played significant role in establishing Buddhism in Tibet. She has been held in high esteem by Tibetans. Padmasambhava, Santaraksita, Kamalashila and even Aupa Dipankara stopped and studied in Nepal on the way to Tibet. Nepal preserved the Buddhist scriptures and exposition sent them to Tibet. Nepali pandits also joined in the translation of Sanskrit work into
Tibetan Nepal is also sacred pilgrim centre for Tibetans. Further, Hinduism and Buddhism in Nepal exist not only as a separate religions, but also in a synthesized form. As a result, many deities are worshipped by Hindus and Buddhists alike in Nepal.

In the light of these historical intercourse between these two societies, it seems sinister to term their relationship as "hereditary enemies".

Their peripheral difference seems to have been magnified and exploited by the British to achieve their imperial design in Sikkim. Through their theory of "hereditary enemies", British appears to have followed their typical "divide and rule policy" in Sikkim as well.

The Nepalis dress differently, speak different language and worship different religion. They remained a group apart, especially the upper castes like Brahmins and Chettris. But their mere distinctiveness need not be looked at as a factor of discord in the society. In fact, through them the people of Sikkim could gain the benefit of influence by Indian civilization. "The coexistence among them the feeling of kinship or belonging together" developed the tradition of tolerance, adjustment and accommodation. Thus, despite the factors of dissimilarity, gradually developed in Sikkim a degree of historic and cultural unity and the common tradition. It was further reinforced with Nepali language becoming the lingua franca of the sub-Himalayan region. These psychological substance for oneness and the common tradition enabled the people of Sikkim to withstand the challenges posed by the economic and political uncertainty in the post-British period. Compared to other north-eastern states, Sikkim enjoys the great degree of stability and peace. This could be attributed to its rich cultural heritage.

Since no one of the main ethnic groups in Sikkim became so predominant to completely absorb or submerge the other main ethnic groups, continued to remain as plural society. Thus the term Sikkimese indicates a resident of Sikkim and has no linguistic or ethnological implication.

Unlike its policy in other tribal areas, British did not use the Christian missionaries in Sikkim to carry out "White man's burden of civilizing the barbarians". The British perhaps feared that the preaching of Christianity in Sikkim would alarm followers of established religions such as Buddhism and Hinduism and might face adverse repercussion. Thus the activities of the missionaries were confined mainly welfare service in Sikkim.

The political developments in the adjacent countries like Tibet and India influenced the trend of cultural composite of Sikkim. The customary and old established contacts between Sikkim and Tibet had to be ended with the invasion of Tibet by China. It affected particularly the people in the northern Sikkim who were basically traders and herdsmen. It was time immemorial practice that these herdmen used to take their cattle across the Tibetan border for grazing. The traders earned a good part of their income from the trans-border trade. Such movements of man and cattle had to stop since 1959 when restriction was imposed following the Chinese effective occupation of Tibet. The closure of border with Tibet not only segregated people of Sikkim and Tibet but brought to an end the traditional interaction but also caused the people of northern Sikkim to change their ways of earning their livelihood.

The emergence of militarily and ideologically aggressive China on its neighbour necessitated Sikkim to look towards India for protection. India became its natural ally not
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only because of their long traditional relations but also because of Indian adherence to liberal democracy.

Both the Indian as well as Sikkimese leaders realized the need of rapid social and economic developments in Sikkim to face the challenges of twentieth century. Although the efforts towards modernization and development were initiated under the tutelage of India as early as 1954, the effective acceleration of the processes gained momentum with the merger of Sikkim in 1975. With a span of few years after its merger, "service" and "business" sectors in Sikkim expanded rapidly, thereby creating a vast avenue of job opportunity. As the availability of the local people had been insufficient, and influx of mostly skilled and professional people from other parts of India took place. The expansion of business sectors and market economy also attracted both the businessmen and money form other parts of India as well. The presence of the "planmen" further diversified the population and culture in Sikkim.

As a consequence of rapid development, the influence of western culture is increasingly felt in recent years in Sikkim mainly due to the expansion of modern education and exposure to mass media.

Effect of Modernization

The development efforts and modernization brought about multidimensional transformation in Sikkim. The standards of living reflects in terms of per capita income, production of primary as well as secondary goods, spread of health and education services, widening of the network of communication, generation of power, etc. have all shown significant increase. These transformation brought about great impact on the traditional social systems and cultures of Sikkim.

One of the noticeable changes is seen in the life-style of the people. They could have higher standard of living not only due to development activities but also due to the liberal aid given by the Central Government. In fact there is air of affluence in the society. They have westernized in their style of living. They have changed their food habits as well, with the Chinese, the Indian and the western dishes are quite popular nowadays. Some of the ladies still wear their traditional dresses but for males, their traditional dresses have become only ceremonial dresses.

Not only their style of living and appearance, their whole attitude has undergone a change due to spread of modern education and exposure through mass-media. So their socio-cultural behaviour have also undergone change. A.R.oning states -

"Our boys have always topped and carried away prizes for the Beatles type quarters and band groups. In short we have become and have converted ourselves into sort of quasi-Europeans"

There is no doubt that the development and modernization brought about a great deal of comfort and luxury. It also led to deterioration of moral and value system. Value such as hard work, perseverance, honesty, simplicity, pursuit of learning etc. are misplaced. They are becoming more and more individualistic and materialistic in outlook. Their sense of social good is wethering away and feeling of personal gain is creeping in.

With the decline of traditional society, hold of religion over the people is also weakening. The attitude of younger generation towards religion is either indifference or for some blind followers. This state of affairs is mainly due to the fact that they have no opportunity to
learn about their religion in schools and colleges under modern education system.

It is a normal phenomenon that when traditional society get exposed to the modern world, it installs in them the sense of inferiority and make them join the race of modernization and acculturation with advanced society. But development and modernization, without being firmly rooted in the tradition and culture of the society, would not bring desired benefit. Modernity has no intrinsic value except its powerful utility. It would satisfy the material need but it would not satisfy the spiritual and psycho-cultural needs of the people. After initial euphoria of modernization, gradually coop in the feeling of rootlessness. Therefore, many societies in the world realized the significance of striking a balance between modernism and traditionalism.

Most theorists of both modernization and revolution had previously predicted the replacement of tradition by modernity as development progressed. In such a preconceived theory of development, tradition has no function to perform; it is, in fact, considered an obstacle to modernization. However, from the perspective of the late twentieth century, it is clear that neither has revolution completely destroyed tradition as amply evident in the post-communist societies nor has modernization entirely replaced tradition as evident in the Newly Industrialising Asian societies. In fact, in the latter case, tradition has been an irrevocable handmaiden of industrial revolution. Development processes of these societies manifest that tradition and culture of the people can be significant part of the human resources to be skillfully utilized in the process of development. For example, Japanese entrepreneurs made effective use of their society’s traditional social structure and value system in the course of industrial development. For example the strong sense of group loyalty that the feudal society had fostered over the ages has been transformed into loyalty to the company one works. Similarly, the traditions of simplicity, hard work, perseverance, religiosity, tolerance etc. of the Sikkimese society could be utilized in the process of modernization and development. To harness these cultural resources, conscious efforts need to be made especially by the leading figures within the society.

In Sikkim, a new class of people has emerged in recent years who cut across the boundaries of caste, ethnicity, language and religion. The emergence of this class is facilitated by equality of educational and occupational opportunity. The member of this class are the cream of the society and brain behind all its socio-economic, educational and political activities. The member of this class realized the long-term harmful effect of the blind imitation of western culture and have become conscious of the need to preserve their traditions and cultures. The liberal democracy system in the state provides congenial atmosphere for preserving and developing their distinct identities. It is not only the three main ethnic groups but also various other ethnic groups of Sikkim have been activated to trace their origin, their culture, tradition and history to establish their distinct identity and preserve.

On the other hand, traditions and culture of a traditional society should be subjected to change and modification according to the need of the situation. They should not remain static but should be dynamic. Then only traditional culture and modernization could be compatible and need not remain a pull part or contradictory. Their potential conflict may be diffused through modification and adjustment and their differing roles transformed into complementary ones. Through skilful management by the leading figures within the society, cultural resources could be tapped to be facilitator of the meaningful modernization and development in the society.
CULTURAL HERITAGE OF SIKKIM

-Mrs Talat Saeed

Among high mountain ranges of Eastern Himalayas, where I stand today, is a beautiful region, embowered with lush green jungles of flowering plants and trees dotted with rippling streams of glittering rivers and magnificent high mountains studded with sparkling snow; ice slopes and glaciers where yeti and snippi prow!.

This 22nd state of India is guarded by virginal deity Khan-chen dzonga which is the third highest peak of the world.

Sikkim is Himalayan state and its society is the Himalayan society with many social traits. The ancient history of this Himalayan region still lies in obscurity. All that we know about pre-historic period is through legends and myths which have not been authenticated by historians.

Some anthropologists say Sikkim was inhabited in pre-historic times by three tribes Naong-Chang and the Mon (People of India). The Lepcha who entered Sikkim sometimes later absorbed them completely. So the origin of Lepchas is shrouded in mystery but it seems that they belong to the clan of Nagas who lived in south of Brahmaputra valley.

Lepchas, the children of nature were very shy, simple, peace-loving and deeply religious people. They worshipped nature and the spirits of nature, they were originally animists. Upto the end of 14th century, there was no social organisation in Sikkim. Credit goes to person called Tse-re-pa-no for organisong Sikkimese into a society. He was an elected leader or temporal king. In A.D. 1400 he was killed in a battle with some Nepali tribe and was succeeded by three kings of his own lineage. The monarchy came to an end with the death of the 3rd king. By now Lepchas had learnt to elect their leaders for settling civil persons. They were considered as temporal and spiritual leaders, they worked as men of medicine and magico-therapy.

Historians say the history of Sikkim began with the king Indrabhuti who ruled Himachal. A prince who migrated due to certain reasons towards the eastern Himalayas is said to have founded the Minyak kingdom in eastern Tibet, some where in the ninth century A.D. A legendary prince of this Minyak dynasty 25th in lineage came to Sikkim while he was on pilgrimage. This venerable prince was given a title of Khye Bumsu (means one who possesses the strength of one lakh persons) for his legendary work did at Khabe for Sakya monastery. He was also given the hand of Sakya Chief’s daughter in marriage. According to records he was insisted upon to settle down there. He accepted the offer and settled down with his wife at Phari in Chumbi valley. Later a Lepcha Chief blessed Khye-Bumsa for sons, he also prophesied that his descendants would one day reign over all Sikkim.

Phuntsog Namgyal was one of Khye- Bumsa descendants. Historians say Phuntsog Namgyal was born at Gangtok in 1614. According to the prophecy of Guru Padmasambhava he was given the honour of temporal and religious head, by three Lamas who entered Sikkim from different directions at Yoksam. He was given the title of Chogyal and received recognition from Dalai Lama of Tibet.

This dynasty ruled over Sikkim for about 332 years. Phuntsog Namgyal proved to be very
efficient, legendary and capable administrator. He declared Mahayana Buddhism as the state religion. He very tactfully kept the Lepchas, Bhutias and Limbas together.

This period of 332 years of Namgyals is remarkable. Many reforms were done. Clans, tribes and districts were organized. Orders were given that the second of the three sons of Bhuta family must be ordained a monk of the monastery which was also open to the Tsong community. Sacred places were patronized, religious dances were adopted to keep alive the martial and native tradition.

Many monasteries were built. Matrimonial alliances between Bhutias and Lepchas were accepted, alphabet of Lepcha language was invented. Many social and economic reforms were initiated, such as public gambling, jiharlong, or forced unpaid labour. Landlord's personal police and their courts were abolished. The lease system was dropped and peasant were asked to make direct payments of the tax to the state. Formal education was introduced. Schools were opened. Cottage industries were established. Sikkim was slowly and gradually advancing on the path of planned and aimed economic development during this dynasty.

In the early twentieth century Sikkimese soldiers came back after the World War II with the awareness of freedom and they wanted complete abolition of landlordism. After the transfer of power to India, where India became an independent democracy they started to focus their wide open eyes towards it and demanded a complete union with India. Finally Sikkim merged with India on 26th of April, 1975.

There are three types of monasteries in Sikkim. Rock caves where Lamas meditate. Monasteries of village and towns are the places of religious discourses worship and meditation. They are the places where religious books, manuscripts and murals are kept.

Sikkim is rich in its festivities almost one or two festivals are celebrated every two months. Two of the Sikkimese festivals are of most importance, held in the honour of Guru Rinpoche and other for protecting deity Kanchendzonga.

Hindus of Sikkim observe the great festivals of Dassehra, Durga Puja and Makar Sankranti. Ids and Moharram are celebrated by Muslims of Sikkim and Christians by Christians.

In this Himalayan society there is considerable relaxation in terms of exchange of food and water across communities. Most of the communities accept food both Khachha and Pucca and water later community marriage are reported from seventeen communities. There is much higher participation in festivals.

People of Sikkim are caring and feel responsibility towards their families, fellowmen and community.

So this is the land of mixed culture represented by Lepchas, Bhutias and Nepalese.
CULTURAL ASPECTS OF SIKKIM

-Mrs Rachna Galati.

Sikkim was known to the Lepcha, the original inhabitants of the state of Nepal, as Lom. Tibetans called it Ren-Poche or Ren-Jong or Den-Jong or the valley of Rige. According to some others the present name is of Nepalese origin meaning the new place.

In the remote past, the Lepchas of Denjong and the Limbu of eastern Nepal forked to each other. Marriages between the two clans were also common. When a Limbu girl married a Lepcha and arrived at her husband’s house, she would call it Su-Him i.e. New House. This word is said to have been corrupted into ‘Sukhkim’ and later as Sikkim. L.A. Waddell, the well-known scholar of Buddhism, suggested another derivation from Sanskrit word Sukhkim which means crested mountainous country. The term Moopa or the dwellers in the low country is occasionally used to describe the Lepcha inhabitants.

Before I go deep into the cultural aspects let me mention about the people of Sikkim. They are a mixed lot, hardsome cream skinned Lepchas, the original inhabitants, harly Bhutia who migrated from Tibet centuries ago and are considered true Sikkimese and the ever smiling Nepalies. Now the majority who were first settled in Sikkim by the British when they ruled India. The people inhabiting the higher regions more or less lead a nomadic life, while those in the lower altitudes enjoy a more comfortable settled life.

Regarding religion, though Hindu and Buddhism are the two main religions prevalent in Sikkim constituting about 99% of the population. Christians, Muslims, Jains and Sikhs together constitute less than one percent.

Sikkim is to some extent a culturally homogeneous unit. Buddhism being the main unifying factor, Bhutias inhabiting the northern parts and Lepchas in the centre have cultural similarities among themselves but this cannot be said about the west and south of Sikkim. The Bhutias are mostly agriculturists and breed cattle and sheep. They however lead a semi migratory life having two residences for summer and winter. They possess agricultural plots in all the places. Their village are situated on easily accessible slopes. The Lepchas on the other hand have permanent settlements which require steep climbs and descents. They mostly live on agriculture. The Lamas are the only priests among the Bhutias who perform all function from birth to death, while the Lepchas have other functionaries the ‘Pdlim’ and the ‘Mas’ besides the Lamas. The former are responsible for some of their functions and festivals. Lepchas and Bhutias generally do not intermarry.

There are however, quite a number of common features. A special function is held on the tenth day of every month in honour of the Lord Buddha by both the Bhutia and Lepchas. There are separate monasteries for Lamas and Nuns. There are many other similarities, the house as a rule is the centre of their family-life. Property is divided equally among sons, both follow the customs of bride-prince and they practice to a limited extent polyandry and polygamy. The panchyat system is common to both.

Coming to the Handicrafts - The people of Sikkim particularly the Bhutias specialize in weaving and produce fine rugs, carpets and blankets. Sikkim carpets though not produced in sufficient quantity are quite popular in foreign countries. Some delicately carved and beaut-
fully painted table, tools and screens of the typical Sikkimese style are manufactured by them. Besides, there are decoration pieces of paper-mache depicting dragons and other protecting deities. There are also beautiful scrolls with paintings of Lord Buddha, other gods and eight religious symbols of Buddhism. They also manufacture Sikkimese caps and other garments for daily use. Ornaments of various types such as bracelets, rings, necklace made of eight metals with dragons head, supposed to be good for health of the wearer, are also manufactured by them.

Customs and manners differ with Lepchas and Bhutias. Polyandry is permitted through monogamy is usually practised. In case of polyandrous marriages the elder brother only marries the girl who may also be shared by his brother. The later also has the status of a husband. The polyandrous marriages are however becoming rare due to the strifes they lead to among family members. Polygamy is extremely rare.

The Lepchas strictly forbid marriage between near relations and severe punishment is meted out to those who break the rule. Among the Lepchas, three brothers can marry three sisters and all wives are common. Girls marry at the age of puberty.

The age of the bride and bridegroom may be the same or bride may be younger or older by 2 or 3 years.

The marriage customs of the Lepchas are quite interesting. After preliminary negotiations have been conducted by the boy's maternal uncle, it is customary for the parents of the boy to send six bottles of liquor, one scarf and one rupee to the girl's parents. It is followed by presentation of three pigs, one bottle of liquor, one big brass pot, one piece of 'Muga' cloth for the girl's mother and six rupees. The custom is known as 'Ashu'.

The Bhutias marry only among their clan. There is even a territorial restriction that a Lachenpa should marry only a Lachenpa. Polyandry is the general rule. Though the actual marriage is performed with the eldest brother and the next one, all the other brothers share a common wife. Co-sins are not included in this category. Marriage is arranged through negotiations. The paternal and maternal uncle of the boy go to the bride's place to seek her hand. A week later a big function is held at the boy's residence where the villagers are entertained to feast; the function is called 'inchha'.

I would not like to take a long time of my esteemed delegates and colleagues and would like to wrap up by saying in short that it is an amalgamation between the culture of India and Tibet and acts like a bridge between the ancient and modern societies of our land.
SOME ASPECT OF BHUTIA CULTURE IN SIKKIM
(A Case Study)

INTRODUCTION

Physical Features:

Sikkim, situated in the eastern part of the Himalayas is the twenty-second state of the Indian Union. It is also the youngest and the smallest state of India. In terms of longitude, the geographical expansion of Sikkim is 88°38’ to 88°55’25” East and 27°04’46” and 28°57’48” North latitudes i.e. north of equator. In its area extent of the state roughly stretches for about 112.70 kilometres in north-south direction and for about 64.0 kilometres in its east-west direction. The total geographical area of the state at per census of India is 7096 square kilometres. Sikkim is bounded on the north and on the east by Tibet and Bhutan and on the south by the Darjeeling district of West Bengal and the West b. Nepal.

The early inhabitants of Sikkim are the Lepchas who called themselves as Rongpaa. Their historical origin is shrouded in mystery. They are said to have come from the east along the foot-hills from the direction of upper Burma and Assam. According to Lepcha Legend the ancient Sikkimese were the Kiratas who also lived in the adjoining Kingdom of Nepal. Mention may be made here that the Kiratas are otherwise known as ‘Men’ in the Lepcha speech. Padmasambhava, deviously known as Guru Ram-po-che is believed to have come amidst these Kiratas and preached Buddhism among these people who till then were animistic in their faith.

Like other states of India Sikkim is a multi-ethnic, multi-lingual and multi-cultural state. The present ethnic distribution in Sikkim may be shown below according to the census report of 1981. Series 19:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bhuiya</th>
<th>Lepcha</th>
<th>Limbu</th>
<th>Nepali</th>
<th>Sherpa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21,548</td>
<td>22,391</td>
<td>17,922</td>
<td>192,801</td>
<td>10,726</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this brief introduction the culture-study of Sikkim proceeds on personal data collected during the study-tour in May-June 1993. It is privilege to express indebtedness to the different offices of the government of Sikkim to assist me by providing statistical data and other important information:

2. Culture Traits of the Sikkimese in India.

MATERIAL TRAITS:

i) Settlements

From the very early period Sikkim was exposed to outside influence. Thus it has been the meeting place of two diverse cultures brought in by the two-communities viz. the Bhutias and the Nepalese. While Bhutias brought with them a Tibetan cultural life including the language, religion and economic system which was a combination of pastoralism and term-
settled agriculture, the Nepalese brought with them a part of Nepal’s cultural life including the Nepali language, Buddha margi and Shiva margi and settled cultivation especially terraced cultivation.

The Bhutias of Sikkim are ethnically diverse. But assimilation of culture pattern may be traced regarding their physic and features, and way of living.

ii) Language:

The three language spoken in Sikkim are Nepali, Bhutia and Lepcha. Besides these language several dialect prevail in Sikkim like Rai, Tamang, Gurung, Mangular, Newar etc. Although these dialects are usually used within the community themselves, there are also speakers of many other language like Hindi, English, Punjabi, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, Manipuri and so on, which marks the progress of modernisation. Nepalese is the popular gab for communication in daily lives. Mention may be made here that Tashi Namgyal Academy (Estd. 1906) is the first English School of Sikkim. Sikkim being an important hill area since the beginning of the 20th century, English is in vogue for common people whereas English speaking persons have an access. Regarding the speech and language group a separate study is required.

iii) House Pattern:

The Bhutias normally reside in cluster as the Lepchas and the Limbus do. The housing pattern among the Bhutias has drastically changed since iron-rod, stone-chips and cement culture [R.C. Culture] have included inside Sikkim after black-paved serpentine road construction started. In this respect B.R.C., Beeon and Gred made claim their unprecedented success in changing the material traits of the Sikkimese for the last few decades.

Jingling sound of the Bells of the mules and ponies on the uneven brittle path are no longer heard. No youth can dream hundreds of pack animals going either upward towards Nathula and downwards towards Lachung. Evidently the housing pattern has been changing fast wherever motorable roads enter. However, the traditional house building in Sikkim may be mentioned here.

Most of the houses of the Bhutias and Lepchas are two storied rectangular structures. These houses are constructed on taller-stone foundations and they are often supported by poles made up of tree trunks. The ground floor of each house is partially enclosed where domestic animals are especially cattle are kept. Houses made of wood and bamboo splits plastered with mud. The roof is thatched with reed, straw and bamboo and the walls of these houses are often made up of clay materials. The technique of building houses by the Nepalese is different from that of the Bhutias about which we are not going into detail at present.

Anyway, from the aforesaid description of traditional house-model of the Bhutia in Sikkim it shows that traditional houses deserve stone-mud-wood culture in the area where rain-fall is not adequate [above 10 thousand feet]. Since the Britshers introduced corrugated tin, presently roofs are in many cases particularly in eastern Sikkim, covered by the corrugated iron-sheets. It means the housing model undergoes changes according to the availability of the building materials carried from plains.
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not only in housing model, the household goods belonging to different families of Bhutias also vary. Economic position does not always become pertinent. For instance, a small tea-bowl of specific model made out of the local wood may be used by a male-man or by a trader in course of their journey. A rich man may gift his wooden tea-bowl differs on the quality of the wood. Here the quality means de-poisoning capacity of the wood. Here, there is little scope for further elaboration.

Clothing:

As regards the clothing each community exhibits their identity by the wear they use. The Bhutia costume for both sexes is called ‘Kho’. The kho worn by the male is called the Po-Kho and that worn by a woman is called mo-Kho. Traditionally, a Bhutia woman wears a long loose-sleeved blouse (barpa) and underneath they usually wear the ‘Kho’. Churpa is a skirt-like dress held at the waist by a long piece of belt like cloth called ‘Kera’. A married woman still at present ties a stripped apron like lower covering named as ‘pangden’. The quality of the clothes worn by the man and woman vary according to the economic status of the person ranging from simple cotton to Chinese brocade and silk. A Bhutia man underneath the kho wears a double-breasted and high-necked shirt, the tson-la-e and pants (gla-ton). For the official dress Bakka, a long-sleeved garment is used. As the male and female folk are in equal footing among the Sikkimese, the tendency of socialisation in dress has now been cheerfully accepted among the youth. Therefore shalwar-kameez, shirt, pant, coat and neck-tie etc. modern dress have made inroads.

Jewellery:

Sikkimese women love jewellery. The Bhutias women folk have a preference for Tibetan type of ornaments. Necklaces studded with costly stones like Yen, Dhom and Zi is considered to be the most sacred and precious stone. In remote villages ear-rings like bracelet are still used. Necklaces of various designs are called as thicko, the ka-ching, the zuri. The chop-chap is worn with kho as a brooch. The Bhutia names for different items of ornaments are the ten-barb (ear-ring), the zuku (ring), the den (bracelet) etc.

Food:

The traditional edible food of the Bhutias include the tsampa, the thukpa the dzo and the momo. Apart from a small part most of Sikkimese are non-vegetarian people. They eat fish, egg, chicken, mutton, pork and beef. Sometimes they eat buffalo meat. Dried beef is a delicious food to them. During festivals they make several kinds of sweets and salted refreshments called jholse and fongsu amcho. Rakhi and Chhang are the popular local brewed alcohol made out of rice and barley respectively.

2. SOCIAL TRAITS:

Three important occasions in human life like birth, marriage and death play a prominent role in the growth of social institution of a community. The economic factor of a particular family always conduct those occasions. In respect of a moderate income group leaving some landed property for cultivation with monthly earning by service or by business is regarded as
the middle income group.

Now, we are discussing the social functions like birth, marriage and death of the middle-class Bhikhsu-bhutas.

i) Birth Ceremony:

After the birth of a baby, both mother and child are cleaned and washed and kept in a separate room, yet no restriction as such is imposed. After three days a priest comes to purify the child, the mother and the house. After the child is born, a little butter is given to the child with one or two drops of honey. From the second day, powdered rice is given to the child with butter. There is a purificational and name-giving ceremony called the Phangshang or Phylshak. on a date fixed a week or so depending on the physical fitness of the mother and child especially according to the astrological calculation by Chupa. Lamas give the name and he is given a scarf (Khada) and some money, depending on the father's economic condition. Friends and relatives are invited for the feast.

ii) Marriage:

Marriage is an important social institution. It plays the vital role towards the establishment of primary social as well as physical relationship between a man and a woman. The rituals and ceremonial aspects of marriage and extent of these ceremonies including the type of marriage vary in different societies and cultures. The marriage in traditional society is more elaborate in rituals and ceremonies. Whereas in modern society, there is a tendency to reduce the number of rituals and ceremonies. Regarding the type of marriage among the Bhutias, the practice of polyandry was prevalent. The system of payment of bride-price is common among the Bhutias by the parents. Preference of marriage within the same ethnic group is very common.

Marriage rituals are performed by a Lama at the bride-groom's house and the bride's. The first negotiation is called the Khachang when a marriage is settled and a auspicious day is selected for the betrothal ceremony and relatives of both sides are invited to bride's house, the expenses of the function being borne by the boy's party. In a ceremony called chheenas, the maternal uncle of the girl and parents are seated on a raised platform. The Lama takes the vessel containing liquor (chhang) etc. in his hands, recites a prayer and then distributes among the guests and hosts. Chang is an important item of drink in marriage that is why marriage is called chang-sa.

iii) Death Ceremony:

The Bhutias cremate the dead body in their own cremation ground which is not away from the hamlet. The dead body is kept for a period varying from 3 to 49 days depending on the status of the deceased. After the accident of the death a male-member of the family usually blow a conch shell so that the community could know death-news. Relatives and at least one member of each family of that community comes to help the bereaved family. After consulting the constellation of stars and in an auspicious time the body is embalmed with preservatives and wrapped in cotton or woollen sheets and put into a square coffin and carried on two horizontal bamboo poles. The Lama conducts the final rites. The body is taken to the cremation ground by procession with drum etc. and each member of the procession carries a piece of wood with
them. The first fire is lit by the Lamas, followed by the other villagers or non-relatives. After circumambulation, they all come back and at night perform religious ceremony. Throughout the period till the end of 49 days Lamas perform different rituals. But the observances of religious ceremonies depend on the financial stability of the deceased concerned.

As regards the high income group low income group further analysis is necessary, which has not yet been done fully.

Here, Kudu (Skyid-Sdag) which literally means the 'societies and organisation' to look after the interest of each member of the community in joy and sorrow plays a vital role in performing the social function of that community. A tendency of democratisation in formation of Kudu may also be deserved in some cases. In addition, the other important festivals of Bhutias are the Sagadawa (squeri/tam/ smonlam or the Losar, Pang-Lhabso/ the Lasong and Duchen.

3. Mental/Spiritual Traits:

The Tibetan who came down to Sikkim from the upper region of Tibet, brought with them the Tibetan Mahayana Buddhism otherwise known as 'Vajrayana-Buddhism', which had become the popular religion in Sikkim. It had a great impact in the formation of the socio-cultural and political structural in Sikkim. Mrs. Aparna Bhattacharya had elaborately discussed the approach. When the Tibetan came in power in Sikkim, the Lepcha easily accommodated them with peaceful submission. In the course of time the spirit and nature-worshipper and peaceful natured Lepchas were brought under the greater fold of Buddhism by the Tibetan Lamas. Now-a-days, it reveals that barring a handful of Christians, the majority of the Lepchas are Buddhists. Some traces of Bon rituals may also be found among the traditional Lepchas.

Religious Institutions:

There are about 75 monasteries in Sikkim, but the important monasteries from religious and historical security are located at Pemayangtse, Tashiding, Sangacholing, Phensang, Rumtek and Ralang. Dubde monastery is the oldest monastery of West Sikkim. The Pemayangtse (Estd. 1705) is the premier monastery of Sikkim Besides being the centre of meditation, worship and religious discourses, these monasteries are repository of valuable manuscripts, scriptures, icons and murals.

Though Buddhism is the major religion of Sikkim, the other religions professed by the Sikkimese are Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, Sikhism and Jainism.

Temple:

The Thakurbari at Gangtok was established in 1935. Besides this there are about 50 temples scattered all over Sikkim. There are four Churches at Gangtok and six in other parts of Sikkim. The lone mosque in Sikkim is located at Gangtok.

4. Arts & Crafts:

With reference to the spiritual and mental traits referring to the religious aspects among
the Bhutanese Buddhist visual arts like painting, icon-making, ritualistic design and modeling internal decoration etc. and monastic architecture invite the attention. Some items of the performing art like cham, Ralmo deserve mention in the monasteries.

Among the social function the Lhamo, Yak, Mask dance etc. with sonorous music and orchestra speak about the artistic creativity of the people of the remote hills with high altitude and snowy peak. The domain of dancing in this region includes Barasingha dance i.e. stag dance, kinkal dance (kengtrus dance) i.e. skeleton dance, Manam dance and the Tamang dance are most popular and important dance.

Besides them some traditional drama on the Buddhism theme generate warmth among the spectators where no ethnic distinction remains. In this respect the dancers (gar-mkhen) and the Lady dancer (gar-Mkhen-mo) hold a special honour along with the gar-dpon, the director of a play.

It may be added that several musical instruments are in vogue; viz. the
1. damaru (cān-leqa)
2. madu
3. sê-khrol
4. Dundi-ra-drums
5. Bal-ma-Nepali drum

5. Resume:

It is evident from above that a composite culture has developed in Sikkim for centuries together in which the multi-ethnic traditions continues. It’s interesting to note that Sikkim has now been in progress with democratization as a part of India. In future, Sikkim will set an example how to preserve identity after holding the culture-pattern in various dimensions
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1826 was notable for being the year in which Bolek (or Bho-Lod) was assassinated; not only was he the Prime Minister of Sikkim but he was also the maternal uncle of Tshagphud Namgyal, the 7th Rajah; and he was also a Lepcha. The details of the assassination are given in two eye-witness accounts, written in the Lepcha language and Lepcha script, 'lostung tshog-thding-sa shu tshuk gsum' and 'gyi-zhung-ma-run shu' (National Archive, New Delhi, Foreign Department, Persian, 14 April, 1828, no 190, pp J and M). [At the point xenox copied of the two documents were exhibited]. The death of this leading member of their race brought to an end and era in which the Lepchas had enjoyed influence in the social and political affairs of Sikkim almost equal to that of Sikkimese Bhutias, the race to which the ruling family of Sikkim belonged. This family had begun to immigrate into what was later to be known as Sikkim from Tibet early in the 16th century, four generation before Phuntsog Namgyal ascended the gaddi as the first Chogyal (Dharma Raja), in 1642 (chu-nar). After 1826 the royal family chose its consorts from the aristocracy of Tibet and not from among its Lepcha subjects prior to that.

Status of the Lepchas in Sikkim before 1826:

There is considerable evidence, especially from The Gazetter of Sikkim (1894/197) and from the typoscript History of Sikkim (1908) by the 9th Raja, Thutob Namgyal, and Rani Yeshe Dolma, to support the claim I have made above that the Lepcha component of the 1cho-Mon-Tson-sum (Bhutta-Lepcha-Limbu: three) had earlier played a leading part in the social and political life of Sikkim; for example, (i) during the reign of the 1st Chogyal the most prominent of the Tibetan Buddhist missionaries in Sikkim, Lha-bsun Chen-po, initiated a Lepcha, Yaglung Trishay, into the mystic rites of Rig-jeun Sreg-bshad, restricted to the three Lamas who had conducted the entronement ceremony, the Raja, and twentynine others (Maharajah 1908,22); (ii) the 1st Chogyal had not only appointed to his administration twelve Kazis form among the Bhutias but also an equal number of Jongpons from among the leading Lepcha families (Maharajah 1908,21) (iii) the 3rd Raja, Chogyal Namgyal (1700-17), is credited with having devised an alphabet for his Lepcha subjects (Gazettetee 1894,17), (iv) the Lepchas had been powerful enough to drive out the Regent, Tamding, and install Namgyal Phuntsog as 5th Raja (1734-80), and obtained a larger share in the administration in consequence (Gazetter 1894,16), (v) it was a Lepcha, Prime Minister Chothup, son of a previous Prime Minister, Karwang, who commanded the southern army of the two armies in the Sikkim defence force that resisted the Gorkha invasion (1775-80) and won the title 'Satrajit' for his seventeen victories in Sikkim Tera (Gazettetee 1894,18) and (vi) the Lepcha component of the population of Sikkim had been estimated, at the beginning of the 19th century, to outnumber the Bhutia and the Limbu components by a proportion of five-tenths to three-tenths and two-tenths respectively (Hamilton 1819, 118), so the Lepchas might reasonably have expected influence in the state to match that proportion, provided, of course, that they were united as community.
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Disunity among the Lepchas

The two eyewitness accounts of the assassination, however, that I referred to at the beginning of this paper suggest that at that time, 1826, the Lepchas were disinclined. They name the leader of the sani of eighty troops dispatched to kill the Prime Minister as tibcho or tsho-chog dpam-pan mo-dam dpam-lhun tsho-cho-mun bshi (gsm-dpu). The Maharajah's history (1908) identifies 'Lhachos' as 'the father of the Chebhi Lama' (p.59), the Chebho Lama is well known to have been Lepcha. His ancestry, for eleven generations, is given in The Gazetteer of Sikkim (p,134). and, besides, Suroon Reme, in his book: 'Bhutan and the story of the Dooro War' (1866), took him to be what he calls 'a Lepcha proper (Monglian)' as opposed to 'a Thalician Lepcha' (or 'Sikkim Brothah') (pp.279,271,312).

Unforeseen consequences of the assassination

The murder of a leading Lepcha by another leading Lepcha set in train a succession of events that had most serious consequences not only for Sikkimese of Lepcha race but also for the future of Sikkim as a country; I will now consider each link in this chain of events in turn.

i. The murder of the Prime Minister was immediately followed by the flight of some of his close relatives to Lshoo, on the border of Nepal (Gazetteer 1834, 19). 'When Bho-Lad was assassinated by the Maharaja Tsangphud Namgay's order, his nieces, the son of Kesha Kunggha named Dathup and Jerang Denon and Kazi Gorkh left Sikkim, taking with them about 800 houses of Lepcha subjects from Chidam and Nuntshang and went towards Llaman and settled down there' (Maharajah 1908,60).

ii. Instead of settling down peacefully these refugees began making incursions into Sikkim: 'they began the Kotapa insurrection and made several raids (Maharajah 1908, 60); and they 'were driven to claim Darjeeling as their patrimonial land to make a voluntary gift of it to Major Lloyd' (Maharajah 1908, 61).

iii. In 1828, because of this insurrection, together with a boundary dispute between Sikkim and Nepal affecting the Iman area, 'the Guntoo boundary dispute' (Pinn 1886, 21-6), Capt. Lloyd, as one of the arbiters of disputes between the two countries, penetrated Sikkim as far as Rinchengang, and was 'attracted by the position of Darjeeling' (Gazetteer 1894,26). When he visited it a couple of years later, Darjeeling was 're-presented by Capt. Herbert to be devoid of inhabitants' (Pinn 1896, 120, citing 'Consultations' of the Supreme Council of India, no.2 (1835). 'According to Capt. Herbert this was because about ten years previously 1,200 able-bodied Lepchas forming two thirds of the population of Sikkim, had been forced by the expression of the Raja to fly from Darjeeling, and its neighbourhood, and take refuge in Nepal' (Darjeeling 1947,38).

v. The Governor General, Lord Bentinck, then wrote to the Raja proposing 'the cession of Darjeeling to the British Government offering to you such an equivalent as may seem to both parties to be reasonable' (Pinn 1886, 121, citing 'Consultations' no.11,1835).

vi. The Raja agreed to an exchange of territory. 'Also it from friendship Daghong from Ahra (') Dignite nor be given to me, then my Dewan will deliver to Major Lloyd under my red seal of Darjeeling that he may erect houses there.' (Pinn 1886, 122, citing 'Consultations' 1835-6 April).

vii. 'In reply the Government refused the Raja's request' (Pinn 1886, 124). 'Darjeeling is an uninhabited tract'; but 'Daghong is a fertile and populous district' (Pinn 1886, 125, citing
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‘Consultations’ no. 104)

vii. Lloyd then wrote to Government as follows, implying that the Raja had agreed to cede the tract unconditionally:

“Sir,

I beg leave to report that in August last the Sikkim Rajah’s officers forwarded to me the grant of Darjeeling in the form which I had requested him to draw it out. In fact, the very paper I had forwarded to him was returned with his seal affixed as I had requested he would do” (Pinn 1896, 125, citing ‘Consultations’ 9 November, 1835) [At this point a sector copy of the Darjeeling grant (written in Lepcha and Hindustani) was exhibited, together with the map ‘The Darjeeling tract’, enlarged from Pinn 1896, 22].

ix. ‘Thus the seeds of an ever-growing hostility had been sown. From that time on the Rajah was waiting for his present equivalent to the Darjeeling tract’ (Pinn 1896, 129).

In 1849 Dr. Hooker and Dr. Campbell, while travelling in Sikkim with permission of Government and the Maharaja, were suddenly seized and made prisoners’ (Gazetteer 1894, 20). The serious punitive action taken was the ammencation of the Terai and the portion of Sikkim hills bordered by the Ramman and the Great Ranget on the North, by the Tista on the East and by the Nepal frontier on the West’ (Darjeeling 1947, 39) [At this point the map showing the Darjeeling tract, enlarged from Pinn 1896, 22 was again exhibited]. Thus, through conquest the boundaries of Sikkim were reduced, in 1850, to those familiar to us today.’

Conclusion

I offer this series of ten linked misfortune as my justification for claiming that the consequences of that political murder, within the royal family, in 1826 were most grievous, not merely for the Lepchas, who suffered more from those consequences than either of the other two races of Sikkim, the Bhutias and the Limbus, but also for Sikkim as a country.

NOTES

1. I am indebted to Dr. M. Aris for copies of these two documents, probably the earliest datable texts in Lepcha in existence.

2. For earlier kings, of Lepcha race, in what was later to become known as Sikkim of Roy Choudhary 1980: ‘The Sikkim History apart, a number of Lepcha chronicles that have been compiled from time to time, and whose some very rare manuscripts are preserved in the Library of the Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology, are very useful as source material for Sikkim History. Legends of the Pausai [sic] kings is one such manuscript which was written sometime in the late eighteenth century describing the rule of different Lepcha kings in Sikkim’ (232) Pottos to Lepcha text was the source for Mainwaring’s reference to four Lepcha kings, tur-ve pa-no, succeeded in turn by tur-veg, tur-veg and tur-veg po-no (Mainwaring 1876, x) On tur-ve po-no of also Chempung 1967: “They conquered a Lepcha
3. Cf Roy Choudhary [1980]: “Whole treating the history of Sikkim from 1700 to 1860 the author shed light on many unknown chapters in Sikkim history. It was never known except among the Sikkimese as legend, the Chuthup (Satrajit) was a great military general and that it was to his military skill that the Sikkimese owe their independence in the wake of Nepali invasions until the Sikkim History brought it to the notice of non-Sikkimese” (230/1). More fortunate, perhaps, in this respect has been Satrajit’s brother Namgyel Tshiring, his contribution to the history of Sikkim and to the status of the Lepcha has been preserved for us by his title ‘Densapa’. Namgyel Tshiring was the ancestor of the present Barmok Kazi Derje Dadul: he was also called “Den-chap”, from having acted as Regent of Sikkim during the Raja’s absence, and the title is said to be still continued in the family” (Gazetteer 1894, 32).


5. This link between Lhacho and the Cheeboo Lama as father and son has, incidentally, a special interest for me personally, because my wife’s grandfather, David Macdonald, claimed that the Cheeboo Lama’s brother Phup (or Phurbu) Tshering (after whom one of Darjeeling’s oldest tea-gardens is named) was his maternal grandfather, in which case Lhacho would be my grand father-in-law’s maternal great grandfather.

6. Formerly, at its greatest extent, the boundaries of the new kingdom were a part Dahla La in the north, Shingsa Dzayag, Walsung, Yangnag Khanglae, Yarlung and Timur Chorten in the West, down along the Arun and Daud Kosi rivers, down to the Mahad Nodi Nupelbar, Titalia in the South. On the east Tagong La and Tang La on the north” (Maharajah 1908, 21), of also Gazetteer 1894, 1-2.
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CULTURAL IDENTITY OF SIKKIM: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

-Kapileshwar Labh

If we want to understand the cultural identity of people in a proper perspective, we need to study different factors and forces which influence its development. The geographical factor is very important in this respect. Sikkim is bounded by Tibet in the north and in the east, Nepal in the west and the state of West Bengal in the south. It lies between 88°4’ and 88°58’ east longitude and 27°5’ and 28°5’ north latitude. Because of its geographical location in the Himalayas, Sikkim shares many things in common with other Himalayan states. All the Himalayan states have been dominated by high mountain ranges. The people of these states have high regards for mountains which are considered as abodes of their protecting deity. The worship of the snow-mountains of Khanchenjunga is for instance, one of the most important festivals of Sikkim. All the Himalayan states have by and large similar topographical features and similar flora and fauna. These similarities caused to some extent similar thinking pattern and cultural characteristics. However, the western sector of the Himalayan region extending from Kashmir to Nepal came largely under the cultural influences of India. The dominant cultural ethos in Nepal derived its origin from Hinduism in India. Buddhism also entered into Nepal from India. But the eastern sector of the Himalayan region is hitherto lay Bhutan and Sikkim was to a great extent insulated from cultural influences from the south.

Bhutan and Sikkim both came under the Mahayana Buddhism. In the cultural history of these two Himalayan states the eighth century was important. It was in the eighth century that the Guru Padma Sambhava, known as the Guru Rinpoche brought Buddhism to these states through Tibet. The Sonam Gtsar (742-800), the king of Tibet invited the Guru Padma Sambhava whose fame as a teacher of mysticism had spread across the Himalayas into Tibet. Padma Samhivava arrived at Samye by way of Kamrup and Khyung about 747. He assisted the king in building the first monastery of Samye. Padma Sambhava is believed to have visited Sikkim and Bhutan during his travels in Tibet and its western regions. The establishment of Lamaism. However, took place in Sikkim about the middle of the 17th century. The 17th century is significant not only in the political and cultural history of Sikkim but also in that of Tibet and Bhutan. In the first half of the 17th century the king of Tibet had forsworn the Buddhist establishment in Tibet. In 1642 Gushri Khan, the Mongol chief, defeated the then king of Tibet. With his assistance the fifth Dalai Lama assumed temporal power and moved into the famous Potala palace. The Dalai Lama became not only the spiritual head but also the temporal ruler. Under this arrangement Tibet flourished during the 17th and 18th centuries.

In Bhutan also the political system was highly decentralized in the beginning of the 17th century. It was in 1616 that Ngawang Namgyal, an influential Drukpa Lama came to Bhutan from Tibet. He made himself the supreme religious and political head of Bhutan with the title of Shadlung. He established a regular system of administration in the country. It was during his reign that Bhutan emerged as a distinct political entity. In Sikkim also the Namgial dynasty was established around the middle of the 17th century. In 1642 Phuntsog Namgyal
was consecrated as the long of Sikkim. Since the rulers of Bhutan and Sikkim hail from Tibet, Tibetan influences on the region, culture and arts of Bhutan and Sikkim has been profound. This could be discerned in the institution of Lamaism and the building of dzongs, monasteries, Lhakhangs, Chortens, paintings, murals, thangkas, mandalas and dances.

However, the growth and sustenance of a culture depend on political power. Sikkim is the smallest Himalayan state. While the areas of Nepal and Bhutan are about 54,000 square miles and 18,000 sq miles respectively, Sikkim has only about 3,000 sq miles. Hence its identity was endangered by its neighbours several times. Although Bhutan and Sikkim both followed Mahayana Buddhism, there was no political cordiality between them. Bhutan invaded Sikkim in 1700 and occupied for about seven years. It also Sikkim in 1776, but a serious threat to its existence emerged from the west when the Gorkhas expanded towards the cast. Under the command of Damodar Pandu the Gorkhas defeated Sikkim in 1789/90 and occupied most of western Sikkim. The expansion of the Gorkhas was halted when the forces of the East India Company defeated the Gorkha army in war at 1814-15. The company restored the Sikkimese territory lying between the river Mechi and "Gesta" by a treaty signed at Titalia in 1817. The East India Company treated Nepal as its ally its Nepal war in 1814-15. In fact Sikkim's status war was similar to the Nepal and Bhutan in the first half of the 19th century. But it began to be credited in the second with the British Government of India by which it undertook to provide freedom of trade between the two countries, to abolish all restrictions on travellers in its territories and afford every protection and aid to the British in constructing a road to the Tibetan border.

In the second half of the 19th century, the British Government of India was a supreme power in Asia. It brought almost all border states under its supremacy. Nepal, which fought war with the East India Company in 1814-15 became an ally of the British Indian Government by the 1850. Bhutan which went to war with the British in 1864-65 became aware of British power and was not prepared to join the Tibetans in their conflict with the British in 1888. But Sikkim looked upon itself as a vassal of Tibet and defied British power. Hence the British acquired a direct and exclusive control not only over the foreign relation but also over the internal administration of Sikkim by signing a convention with China in 1890. It was a turning point in the history. J. C. White who was appointed political officer at Gangtok encouraged the settlement of immigrants in pursuance of the policy of replacing Buddhist prayer wheel with the Kukri.

The colonial ruler of India thought that there was basic antagonism between the prayer wheel and Kukri, i.e. between the Buddhist and the Nepalese. But in Nepal where the Buddhists constitute about 14 per cent of the population, there is no hostility between the two communities. In Sikkim also the cultural tradition has evolved along secular lines. The monasteries and temples are part and parcel of the cultural heritage of Sikkim.
The system of education is very old and continuous one in our context and we are fortunate enough to have preserved it despite all losses and storms of adverse times. Since the educational system was basically oral, known as ‘sutra parampara’ it was handed down from one generation to another with unwavering zeal. The Guru felt relieved after having poured out his knowledge upon a competent and able disciple (sishya).

The educational system has been geared to preserving the socio-cultural values of a given society in a given era. It has been subservient to the goals of each society. As such each educational system was found suitable to one and wanting in another. It went on changing from time to time as per needs and requirements of each society. It is therefore, quite truly felt that no definition of education can be said to be all exhaustive to suit for all times and all climes. It undergoes change as per demands of the time. The word education etymologically means that which is led out from the word ‘educe’ meaning thereby that the different potentialities of a pupil are drawn out which lie in dormant stage. The education thus helps him actualize his own potentialities. But the process of drawing out refers to pupils internalized potentialities independent of our outside world. Therefore education will not simply mean drawing out, it will further require something to be poured in from outside too. It is because no individual is free to grow all by himself. He has to face the strife and the stress of the society in the process of his development. As such he cannot remain immune to social change. Keeping in view the inadequacy of above definition one requires the broader view to be comprehensive enough to convey the concept of education. The Sanskrit word ‘vidya’ has been used in five different sense from the root ‘vid’ to convey the total gamut of its implication.

1. ‘Vid samaha’ to know, to regard ‘vetti’, ‘ved’.
2. ‘Vid Sarasvami’, to happen, to be ‘vadate’.
3. ‘Vid Labh’ to get to, to find, to feel ‘vindati’, ‘vinante’.
4. ‘Vid vicarana’ to discuss, to consider, ‘vinkte’.
5. ‘Vid Cetana-akhyana-nvasasi’ to feel to dwell, ‘vedyate’.

(Foreword, L. O. Joshi Jr. Secretary ‘in’ Education in Ancient India by Ved Marga. Delhi. 1964.)

Thus Vidya connotes different aspects of this multifarious concept of education very vividly. The another word ‘Siksha’ is also used to convey the process of learning. As per Sanskrit sutra ‘Siksha Vidyopadatara’ which means ‘Siksha’ is the uspan of Vidya i.e. something that serves the attainment of ‘Vidya’ which is knowledge. The other words found in ancient Indian education are ‘Adhyayana’ and ‘Vinayaa’. The Adhyayana means ‘to go near’ and express the idea of pupils going so some teacher for education. Thus initiation ceremony ‘Upanayana’ was instituted which literally means ‘Taking near’. The word ‘Vinayaa’ found in classical literature means ‘to lead out in a particular way’ i.e. trained in a particular way. The first meaning is identical with that of ‘education’ i.e. to draw out and second one expresses the idea of the formation of character. Thus the two aspects of
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education individual and social came under its sway. The concept of education has so broadened now that it encompasses every field of human activity denoting it by different names at different places. Now we have technical, industrial, social and many other types of education being talked of these days in addition to academic and moral one. The life has been so revolutionized by science and technology that learned and unlearned both require to have education for their day to day life. The former needs to have it for knowing how to sow the new seeds and when to irrigate, how much manure to give and what yokes to use to save the crop. Similarly a mechanic has to acquaint himself in the new tools and their operational techniques to earn his bread. Thus such each one of us has compelling need to go on learning something new and newer things in this fast changing world.

Now coming to the concept of education which can be said to be Buddhist monastic system we find it to be essentially religious one. R.K. Monkerjee remarks ‘as the Vedic system revolved round sacrifice, the Buddhist system revolved round monasteries’. Since Buddha himself in his teachings makes a clear distinction between the religious and the secular, the importance of religious education is further strengthened and thus education is considered a part of religious life. The system of discipline and teachings and the conduct and the living of the monks are in accordance with the teachings of Buddha. The system of the monastic order is based on the principles of discipline and conduct, which the members of the order live by. The system of discipline and conduct is a means to an end, to attain liberation from the cycle of rebirth.

The Buddhist monks lived in monasteries, which were places of instruction and worship. The monasteries were the centre of Buddhist education and were managed by monks. The education in the monasteries was not only religious but also included secular subjects such as literature, medicine, and science. The monks were expected to live a life of asceticism and poverty, and to live in simple, humble conditions. The monasteries were not just places of worship, but also places of study and instruction. The monks studied the teachings of the Buddha and other religious texts, and were trained in various disciplines such as philosophy, literature, and art. The monasteries were also centres of cultural and artistic activities, and were often located in strategic positions for trade and administration.

The system of education in the Buddhist monastic order was based on the原则 of "discipline and conduct" and "right understanding". The monks were expected to follow a strict code of conduct, which included not eating, not taking any form of physical contact, and not engaging in any form of sexual activity. The monks were also expected to study and understand the teachings of the Buddha, and to live a life of simplicity and poverty.

The system of education in the Buddhist monastic order was based on the principle of "right understanding" and "right action". The monks were expected to follow a strict code of conduct, which included not eating, not taking any form of physical contact, and not engaging in any form of sexual activity. The monks were also expected to study and understand the teachings of the Buddha, and to live a life of simplicity and poverty.

The system of education in the Buddhist monastic order was based on the principle of "right understanding" and "right action". The monks were expected to follow a strict code of conduct, which included not eating, not taking any form of physical contact, and not engaging in any form of sexual activity. The monks were also expected to study and understand the teachings of the Buddha, and to live a life of simplicity and poverty.
The education was not bookish but all embracing to keep a learner receptive and responsive to his surroundings. The Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha formed the Triratna system. Buddhist education has mad important contribution in the field of methodology by employing different modern psychological methods of modern education. The Kussu Gotama illustrates the successful use of discovery method wherein a grieving mother brings her dead son to Buddha for bringing him back to life and Buddha asked her to bring some mustard seeds from some house where no death had taken place and when mother fails to bring them Buddha explains the universality of death to her. Budhna also used histrical method to explain the things taught by him which were less than what remained untaught. While going on his way along with his disciples and picking some leaves from the bush in his first asked the question to the mother whether leaves in his hands were less or more than which were in the bush.

The monastic system has given a new twist to formation of healthy attitude of pupils by inculcating the catholic principles of 'karuna', 'ahimsa' and 'metta'. It also provides an antidote to the growing impact of industrial, material culture of consumerism and individualism by stressing upon the concept of self-discipline and celibacy during and after the study period. It assists extremes of indulgence and asceticism by suggesting the middle path. The different rituals like 'Patri mokha' and 'Sanghabhakrama' give a basic teaching of corporate life and living to bring about a homogeneity among the pupils.

Now something about the Sikkimese monastic system as an adaption and extension of Buddhist system. The Budhism has preached the philosophy of change and proposed the principle of everything being in the state of flux. As such it is not uncommon to see its ramifications in different new concept and practices which are found now. Since Sikkimese Buddhism owes its origin to Tibetan Buddhism, it has received Buddhism in the form of Tantrism introduced by Guru Padmasambhava. The another silent feature is lamasm as a conscious corollary to the first one 'tantricism' requires a punctilious specific detail for performing any act. Therefore a clear guidance and supervision is a must which perhaps is intended to be achieved through lamasm. The Sikkimese monastic system strives to achieve goal through lamasm. The Sikkimese monastic system has retained the basic core of Buddhist teaching and has modified it as per its needs and requirement. Lamasm may be defined as a mixture of with a preponderating amount of mythology, mysticism and magic. It was accepted as it protected the people from devils. The introduction of lamasm into Sikkim dates from the time of Lhatoun Chichembo's arrival there about the middle of 17th century AD. By this time Lamasm had become a most powerful hierarchy in Tibet and was extending its creed among the Himalayan and Central Asian tribes.

The main feature of lamasm is called 'Drog-Pa-chhen-bo' or 'The End'. This Mahayoga i.e. to go into deep 'Sannyadhi'. The devotees have to lead faultless life inorder to be capable of going into Sanyadhi. The Guru Padmasambhava is worshipped as Second Buddha. Lamasm has preserved the essential features of the religious philosophy of the people of the Indus Valley Civilization (2000-3000 B.C.). The Tantric Cult was made an essential feature of lamasm as it was regarded necessary in order to make the nation strong to fight against the enemies.

How much the monastic education is serving the objectives and aims of the people of Sikkim is not very clear in the changed scenario of modern world where technical and indus-
trial culture is sweeping every other culture in its march. The people require to have something for the sustenance which necessarily involves the dynamics of secular life which in practice means a change in the way of life as per the demands of Science and Technology whose impact on the minds of people cannot be wished away easily. Whether monastic system will meet this challenge successfully and elegantly without compromising its basic philosophy, will be a test which will be decided in course of time.

To sum up the monastic education can be said to have evolved its infrastructure gradually as per the exigencies and perfected it in terms of both content and methodology. It impact is felt in the cultural and social world too. It also proved viable despite change of time and place by adapting itself as per situation to situation.

The monastic system, as being practised in Sikkim, incorporates secular subjects too in its curricula besides the sectarian ones. It is quite in fitness of things that each monk is required to have the knowledge of various dialects like Lepcha, Sherpa in addition to Tibetan. They are also taught Sanskrit and English to keep them abreast of the present. The teaching of science subject is also taken up to equip them with necessary scientific attitude very much needed for the present day world and which govern each one of us through different media channels operated and enjoyed in homes in today’s industrialised world
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MONASTIC DANCE IN RUMTEK MONASTERY

- Anandamayee Ghosh

Sikkim is inhabited by the Bhutia (Bed), Rong (dzong) and the Mon. Besides them the Bumthang, the Marawari, the Bihari and the Nepalese live there. As a result of that the cultural scope of Sikkim throws a multi-coloured view and speaks about the sumtotal of a community both physical and mental. The performing art is dance, music, song, visual art and architecture that show the external aspects of mind of a people belonging to a particular locality. So the communicative culture may be either uni-ethnic or multi-ethnic according to the people residing in a particular place.

As regard the people(s) of Sikkim they hold a legacy of many hundred year grown and nurtured in the lap of the mount Kanchanjanga. Kanchanjanga is regarded as the guardian deity of the land. Tista and Rangit make Sikkim the land of rice that is dzong (bra dzo). It suggests that the Sikkimese culture stands on economic prosperity since the olden days.

The location of Sikkim is strategically important to connect Tibet, presently Tibet Autonomous Region (That is TAR) of China on the North and Bengal on the South and Nathula and Jelepla mountain passes to south Tibet (Lhoka).

According to the tradition popular in Sikkim, Padmasambhava is said to have stepped in Sikkim. That makes the land purified. The Bhutias (Bed pa) then feel Sikkim as a holy land blessed by Kanchanjanga. Similarly the Rong pa, the Lepcha find Sikkim as a seat of their sacred deity.

The Mon is said to be the ancient people of Sikkim. The word Mon literally means in Tibetan persons belonging to the slope downwards a mountain. In course of time they have changed their segregated life in secluded places and have developed a culture, cohesion and harmony with the others inhabitants of Sikkim as da zong pa or Sikkimes.

J. Claude white in his book 'Sikkim and Bhutia' points out the Sikkim was inhabited by the Lepcha or Rong and a few Mon people who mostly remain in the vicinity of woods. The Lepchas have a distinct culture from that of the Bhutia who migrated to Sikkim in 17th century (1) and established a kingdom. Thus Sikkim culture is multi-ethnic. As regards the Lepchas, their original home is still undetermined. Fr Hermann has discussed about their present life in Sikkim with their traditional style which is distinct from that of the Bhutia in Sikkim and dug pa and were in the upper course of Brahmaputra river approaching to the Arakan hills in Burma. It requires further probing through ethnic assimilation already occurred in many cases.

The Lepchas are few in number amounting not more than 22,391; in many clans. As they prefer a quiet life in contrast to that of the other inhabitants in Sikkim, the cluster of Lepcha community is a bit away from the cities. The agriculture based Lepcha community however enjoys the privilege of the present day economy with profession like government service and white colour-jobs. Lepcha business men are not many in number. In the present context the Lepchas generally profess Buddhism. It may not be always akin to the rituals observed by the Bhutias belonging to the Tantrik sects like Nyima pa, Karma pa, Urga etc. The GIL pa Lepcha Buddhists are scarce.

As regards the performing arts of the Buddhists the Lepcha monks though magre in
number take part in the occasional monastic dances. In the social performances, the Lepcha women take part along with the Bhoteas. The present study is concerned with the monastic dances only.

RUMTSE MONASTERY

The Rumtek Monastery is an offshoot of the Karsha sect which originated by the 12th century A.D.

Buddhism entered in Tibet in the 7th century A.D. It was enthusiastically accepted by the inhabitants of Yarlung valley and subsequently spread all over Tibet. In the 12th century the Buddhist fold of Tibet was carried Mongolia and Chinese Court when Kublai Khan was on the throne of the Yuan dynasty (1260 A.D.) in China. Buddhism therefore got a new dimension and that tended to develop various interpretations of the saying of Buddha. As a result of that various sects grew in Tibet and the Karma lineage originated (the 1st Karsha teacher the 12th century A.D.). Among them the Karsha Baky or Paksi became an eminent personality to formulate the distinct monastic order in an and outside Tibet. Karsha use black hat to signify their identity and claim their lien with the Nagayapa (India) (probably 8th century A.D.) tradition of India. Black hat suggest the mystic ritual in the high esoteric sphere. In contrast, Nonmapa monks prefer red hat and Galsu, yellow hat. Here distinction of colour is symbolic and related to their respective mode of practice towards spiritual attainment. In Sikkim Nagayapa also became popular and the Pemayangtse Monastery was established. Tashiling and Yensang are the other two important monasteries.

The first Karsha was honored with the designation of Bakri or Paksi in Mongolia which meant Guru or high priest. The successor of Karsha Baky was Karsha Yang bzing rdo rje who was invited to Yoking by the emperor Tuvur Tsuklun. The fourth Karsha Rol pa, dbang po was a friend of the last king of the Mongol dynasty. The fifth Karsha De 'byin g赤o Pa was invited to China during the reign of Ming emperor Yong Lo (duration of Ming dynasty 1368-1628 A.D. but the time of Yang Lo was 1403 A.D.). It means that the Karsha had close relation with the Mongol as well as the Ming ruler in China. In Sikkim Karsha Kangspa was established when the first monastery was built at Batalong in 1730 A.D. by Gyalmed Namgyal the 4th Chogyal in Sikkim. The King Chogyal Palden Thondup Namgyal is regarded as an incarnation of Karsha Kangspa Llama. Rumtek and Phodong also belongs to Kangspa Karmapa.

Rumtek Monastery, a seat of Karsha has been vigorously organized after the advent of the 16th incarnation of the Karsha hierarchy in India by the Sixties of the century from Tashur. Monastery. Rumtek thus preserves the legacy as one of the Karsha organization in India with its lien to the Tibetan monastic order.

MONASTIC DANCE

According to the Theravada tradition a Buddhist monk is not supposed to attend or participate in a dance or music (naca gan nada ba shika dassana verunon) in par tripa lakha, while the Buddhists belong to Tantrik fold especially those belonging to Siddha lineage participate in the performing dance, music and orchestra. These are regarded as mode of esoteric practices. A monastic dance is sacred and mystical in expression with symbolic gestures (medra). In Tibetan it is called "Cham".
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'Champa' literally meant mtumpa which corresponds to harmony and concord. Gar
'cham' suggests an agreeing performance in which harmony and concord prevail. A monas-
tic dance is therefore a psycho-physical performance performed to exhibit the agreement
between the mundane and the super-mundane harmony. In the Buddhist esoteric prac-
tice, there are six worlds of animate beings in the wide universe in which stars and constellations
are innumerable. Above that there are several spheres of light of different colours as the
Tattvak texts like Guhyasamaja Tantra, or Tathagataguhyaika and the Lāhui-KalashaKtha
Tātra are mentioned. The Khro 'Cham' suggests dance with frightful mask and is symbolic
in contrast to mdzes 'cham or Lha 'Chara' divine dance with mask. The nature manifests in a
sober, grand and handsome forms as well as it appears dreadful, fright and cruel. A monas-
tic dance shows both the aspects of the nature with symbolic exhibition.

A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
In course of personal visit to RuntuK there had been an occasion to witness an excel-
lent performance of 'Cham dance' by the monks of Runtok a few years back. It was prob-
ably a day of holy observance by the end of October when the monks were out to express
their esoteric confinement. The performance was in day time which appeared to me to be novel. It
reminded me of the olden days of our country when the dramatic presentation happened to be
performed in the daytime. The inner significance of such occurrence is to appreciate true
harmony between the nature and the human beings.

There has been a leader of the dance who is 'champ pon.' A 'cham pon' is not only
efficient in performing artistic celibacy but also is elevated esoteric field. 'Cham' or monas-
tic dance may be distinguished from the 'Lha mo' dance of the house holders. Usually 'Cham'
is an exposition of esoteric silence through symbolic gesticulation, whereas Lha mo dance is
performed with music.

As regards the rol mo da (rol mo sgra) there are different kinds of musical notes such as:

i. Sgra cha phra ba ka-ka li (Kā ka li)
ii. mi gsal snan pa dha na (dhana)
iii. sin tu tho ba to ra i (tara)
iv. sa ma dha ni cha lan gcig (sāra dhvani)
v. fe gi dan po Lhan (?') wān ba lā gi (valiaka) and six instruments are -
   i. can tebu (the damaru)
ii. ma du
iii. sī-khol
iv. dandi rna (drum)
v. ta rna (Nepales drum)
vi. māka rna (kettle drum, fort drum)

It is evident that the above names suggest a high order in implementation of music and
musical notes which had been probably originated out of Indian musical tradition. Padma
Sambhava is said to have the innovator of the monastic dance in the Sāntve (tīsam yas) monasteries as esoteric rituals in the 8th century A.D.
It is to add that the monastic music and dance developed in the Trans-Himalayan Tibetean plateau with the assimilation of the trends belonging to the music of the neighbouring countries like China, Mongolia, and those of the Gurgpa and Bok pa. It may require a separate study on which Nebosky has already focused some light.

In this connection about eighteen musical instruments are accompanied to make the music harmonious (sgro mthun pa) these are:

i. gar nkar
ii. bro
iii. rna bo rna
iv. rza rna
v. rna phran
vi. rna rna chen mo
vii. nkar rna
viii. P. wu ngyud geig pa
ix. rza ngs kha geig pa
x. lags kyi sêl khrol
xi. khar bai sêl drol
xii. Pi wu ngyud sum pa
xiii. rna nê kun da
xiv. sêl snan lê chan sa sun pa
xv. fag do pa
xvi. râ mês dra
xvii. Pye wân
xviii. Lîng bu

The supra-mundane spiritual perspective of 'cham is always presented by the gait, movements, careful stepping and gesticulation with awareness. In every minute action of a 'cham gom of dancers, the awareness of movement is primary and esoteric. The circumambulation on the stage (gar 'cham sêl) is also symbolic with reference to right order and reverse order (zaulthön and pratileta). The spiritual upgradation is presented through careful stepping and directed circumambulation as mentioned in the 'cham yig', the book of dance. In this respect each monastery has developed its own tradition and that is important in the growth of the culture.

RESUME
Keeping in view the limited time in presenting the paper, here it is sum up that the monastic dance presented in the Rumtek monastery preserves the heritage of the ancient performing art which had a composite culture complex in unifying India, Tibet, China and Mongolia.
FOLK SONGS AND DANCES OF SIKKIM

-Kripal Singh

We cannot but accept Washington Irving's view that the beauty inherent in the folk songs and dances have a great aesthetic value. It was his strong belief that in order to study and know the people of a certain region, it is always better to know about their songs and dances and other forms of their entertainments. Perhaps because when an individual is involved in an aesthetic performance, his mind is cleared of all inhibitions which is a free act by itself.

Folk songs have been defined by different people at different times. The international folk songs council 1954, tries to interpret it as an oral tradition which passes from one generation to another. The reason that the folk traditions still survive are many, viz. (i) Folk traditions bridge the gulf between past and present; (ii) varied cultural traditions resulting from cultural interaction between people of a community; (iii) society striving to retain folk songs and determining in what ways it should be preserved.

Like folk songs, folk dances are varied and belong to an inherent tradition of the people. The reasons for preservation of folk dances are many such as (i) folk dances have emerged as a result of sustained practice by a community; (ii) folk dances that passed from one generation to another adopted their style to the changing time and incorporated new movements. In India, folk dances may be broadly classified into two groups: folk dance performed by the men and performed by the women. However, this is not applicable in the northern states of India and such states like Madhya Pradesh and Bihar. The folk dances of such places may be classified in three categories, viz. (i) dances reflecting bravery; (ii) dances related to different socio-religious festivals and (iii) ritual dances.

Folk songs and folk dances occupy a prominent place in the culture of Sikkim. Men and women fully participate in dances to mark such important occasions like birth, weddings, rituals or any other festivals. For those belonging to the peasant & labour class the melodious folk songs and dances are indeed life giving ambrosia whose lifting tunes & rhythms pattern wipe away their fatigue, hunger & worries.

In order to analyse folk songs and dances, it is better to analyse some folk songs and dances from neighbouring states of Sikkim. In West Bengal, the dances such as “Sutti”, “Arva”, “Baya” and “Kalkadder” are performed according to the rules of the ritual books. Humorous, witty dance forms from this state are “Kudram’s headache” and “burning tobacco”. “Bhaja dance” is performed to invoke the God Indra. Another dance is called “Mandal Puja”. The important dance of West Bengal is the “Kirtan Nritta”. This dance is performed in honour of Lord Vishnu. However, the present dance form evolved from efforts made by the great saint, Chaitanya Mahaprabhu.

The “Nangklam dance” of MEGHALAYA is very famous. The “Kumark dance” from Assam is very vibrant. The “Sola dance” of Madhya Pradesh also very important. The Sarsa dance from Bihar and Orissa are also very popular. It is a pleasure to watch the dance of Santals “Collection of Indigo”. Gujarati is famous for the “Garba dance”. This dance is performed by
both men and women and are related to Krishna lila.

The South India folk dances are replete with spiritual connotations. The nomads perform a pot dance "Kukukutha" or very popular. Tradition has it that this dance was performed after Lord Krishna defeated Banaras the demon. Another dance called "Vedukam Nattu" is also performed in South India. This dance is performed by men with the intention to drive away evil spirits. This dance is specially performed when somebody falls ill. The dance is akin to the dance performed by the Jhakis of Sikkimese Nepali community.

"Nautanki" and "Ras Nritta" are popular dance forms of Uttar Pradesh. These dances depict the life of Lord Krishna and Radha. Usually in "Nautanki," dance boys dress up like girls; the boys sing on the stage accompanied by drum beats, and at intervals, others join them in chorus. In Sikkim, too, "Maaum dance" boys dress up like girls.

Another popular dance form among the village women of Uttar Pradesh is known as "Rat Nritta." This is done in order to appease the powers which drive away contagious diseases. Before any occasion, the women of this state perform "Shashti Puja." After that they sing songs and dance to its rhythm. Holi or the festival of colours is also the harvest time, so the people are full of joy and gaiety. On this occasion, the men and women make a group and dance together emphasizing the happy note.

LEPCHA FOLK DANCE "CHU-FAAT"

The age-old folk dance of Lepcha is performed in honour of the M. Kmochumonga and its four associated peaks Mt. Kahori, Mt. Paudum, Mt. Sirlum and Mt. Namong. These five snowy peaks are believed to be the repository of five hidden treasures such as salt, medicinal minerals, sacred scriptures and foodgrains.

Carrying butter lamps and green bamboo leaves, the dancers perform this ritual dance "Chu-Faat" with the devotional song.

Tecca-Chaw Pum Rung Pong
Tzer-Kong Chea Zu Rung Pong Hj. Yo-Yo.

Mum Hait Lok

It is usual Lepcha folk dance performed by both men and women to the accompaniment of devotional tunes. The Lepchas believe that the evil spirits are the cause of fatal diseases and only the "Mum" or the Shaman Priest can control the evil forces by dint of his spiritual powers. This dance depicts the Mum performing the age old ritual dance.

Hj. Ho Ho Ho Ho Hj. Ho Ho
Ho Sak Mu do ho som nu doli.

Mum-Dryuk Lok

It is Lepcha hunting dance. The Lepchas are skilled hunters. They never kill wild animals and birds for pleasure, but their approach towards hunting animals for food is highly
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ritualistic and hunt what is required.

The dance depicts the hunting style carrying bows and arrows as their weapons. When any animal is killed, the hunter cut certain portion of the flesh and offer it to the Pong Rum “Forest Deity” of hunting. They believe that such an act will meet with great success in hunting. After this, the remaining carcass taken home and distributed among members of the family and friends.

Owai Owai Owai
Mon baok na o changgyam ka ka

Tendong Faat

It is a famous Lepcha folk lore which is often narrated to the new generation in the form of lyrical poems. This folk lore corresponds to the divine occurrences as described in the Matsya Puran and in Bible as the great flood.

Folklore of Tendong Faat runs like this-

Long long ago, the mighty Tista and Rangit River became unusually turbulent and their volume increased to such an extent that everything all around, here drowned. Inmensur; panic was unleashed everywhere when men, women, children and animals were swept away by the powerful waves of the two rivers. Steady water level kept rising and small hills soon vanished from sight.

Seeing this, the Leyeha of the “Tendong Hill” in South Sikkim began offering prayers to the God. Through a sacred religious ceremony they requested the Almighty to save them from disaster.

As a reply to their prayer, the folklore says that God came as a “Kohomdo” bird and sprinkled sacred millet beer in the raging water, which did the miracle. Within no time, the flooding water receded back and was fully pacified.

Among the other Lepcha folk dances, we may consider the name of ZO MALIOK, DHABYMAIJOYOK and TANURSA ALOK.

BHUTIA FOLK DANCE “CHI-RIMO”

Chu Rimo is popular Bhutia folk dance. It is performed in praise of Sikkim - a land of eternal beauty which has been blessed with peace and happiness by great saints and Lamas. The Sikkimese are happy, prosperous and peace loving people. Therefore, they always find occasions for get-together to sing and dance in praise of Sikkim which is not only endowed with natural beauty but also with spiritual contentment. This dance is a regular feature at every happy occasion when young and old folks alike participate in it. Through this song-dance, Bhutias express their reverence to great teachers and sacred places by whose grace Sikkim has become a happy land and welcome everybody to join them.

Dhi Rimo yze pe-ne zango dita raj
Kungang thido gnomila shap jela phe
Khedu lori gnomila sang shap jela phe
GNUNGMALA-GNUNGSHEY
This is a typical Bhuita folk dance performed in praise of the multi-purpose majestic bamboo. Since the dawn of civilization when human beings slowly deserted the caves and started building houses, man used bamboo extensively for countless purposes.
As such, Bhuitas being skilled craftsmen, have also utilised bamboo in almost every aspect of life.

Gnangmala gnunghshey lela pa
Demula Zongki gnunglampa 21

TASHI ZALDHA
It is a dance depicting the Sikkimese Bhuita custom of offering scarves on auspicious occasions. The white scarf is symbol of purity, peace, good luck and prosperity. Carrying snow white scarves in their hands young boys and girls perform the dance.
So-ho-sagi kungsun chhosu
thidula goyang chag să

YAK DANCE
High among the mountains, man’s friend is yak. It is the sole means of transportation besides providing him with milk, meat for sustenance during the long winter months.
This dance depicts the yak and projects the simple life style of the herders in the mountains.
Among the other Bhuita dances we may make the mention of Dina-Depay-Nima, Rechungam, Danzeng Nerling, Ta-La-Si and Singhi.

Sikkimese Nepal Dance - Dihan Nach
This dance is a symbol of good spirit with which the farmers work hand in hand undeterred by relentless rain and scorching heat of the sun, which cause them tremendous discomfort while working on the fields. Yet they never stop their work. To break the monotony of routine field work, men and women find time to break into merry making songs and dances to overcome fatigue. Thus Dihan Nach or paddy dance has become since time immemorial, a realistic dance performed by young and old folk alike in their traditional costume, especially it is very popular with the Limboos of this state.

Dihan hais ropun chpoora chupoo
aesari mahramma dasar

Chalhung
It is himboo traditional musical instrument. This typical musical instrument is like dholak in shape but much bigger in size. The dancer hang the chalhung around their necks with the help of a string and beat the drum with an open palm on one side and with a stick on the other.
the other side. This produces two different sound which echoes very loudly in valleys and mountains.

In this fashion, groups of limboo young men dance executing delicate and complicated footwork on the hypnotic beats of the chakrung. Chakrung is a songless dance which is only the rhythmic music. But often young girls join the merry making with the soulful songs which are typically of their own.

Maruni Dance

Maruni is one of the oldest and most popular dance of Sikkimese Nepali community. This dance is always performed by young girls is colourful costumes and rich ornament on the occasion of tihar of deepawali. Soractime a serious theme can spoil the gay festival moods. Therefore, there is always a man called ‘DHATU-WARAY’ who acts the court jester wearing funny masks, awkward clothes in order to make people especially children laugh.

Tamang Selo or Damphi Dance

Tamang Selo is yet another Sikkimese Nepali folk dance patronised by the ‘Tamang’.

This dance is also known as Damphi dance. Damphi is the traditional musical instrument. This dance is performed on occasions like child birth, marriage ceremony, village fairs, etc.

Appake chhara manchangalai, yeo maya dina bunchakai
appako chhara czangbalai, mayat dina rajee cha, piratti laun rajee cha.

Among the other Sikkimese Nepali dances, mention may be made of Asare Nritya, Ratauti lok nritya, Majhi nritya, Sanguni Nritya, Balkan Nritya and Chudki Nritya.
The Dajong Kī ('bras ljon skad) Sikkimese Language

-Prof. S. K. Pathak

A small state Sikkim (derived from Sukham in Lhimp) otherwise called Dajong ('bras ljon) has area of 7096 km\(^2\) with a population above 4 505 lakhs. The country is mountainous in general having many ridges and valleys sloping southward down upto 1000 ft. above sea level.

The language spoken by the inhabitants of Sikkim is important to estimate their culture spectrum. The population of Sikkim consists of the Lepcha (Rong). Sê Bhota (Bol), the Nepali and the Mon early inhabitants residing in the slope areas in vicinity of the forests. It suggests that the Lepcha (Rong) the Bhota and the Nepali had migrated and settled in the Tista (Sê 598 stage) and Rongit in the south eastern part. The Lepchas migrated by the 12th century A.D, probably from the north eastern Bharatavarsha which has been broadly named Assam or Pragyoottisa in the olden days and their chiefs ruled the area upto the middle of the 17th century A.D. The Bol pa, the inhabitants of stol bod, which is now named Tibet, established their kingship (1541 A.D.) after defeating the Lepcha rulers. The Nepalese migrated to Sikkim when the Britishers encouraged their entry in the adjacent hill tracts since the 19th century A.D. The Nepalese have now out numbered the other described as the Census Report of India speak.

Sikkim which is described as the Switzerland of Asia for her natural beauty becomes thus a home of multithinic groups. In course of time an assimilated life style has grown among the heterogeneous inhabitants of Sikkim and therefore their speech also becomes distinct in character than that spoken by their neighbours. For instance, Bengali, Hindi, Bhutanese spoken in the east of Sikkim, while Nepali and some corrupt form of Ttean are spoken by the Dolpo and Nya tsang pa of North East Nepal.

In the olden days the inhabitants of the Himalayan tracts were much aware of geographical boundaries as determined now by the formation of political states in the Himalayas. Obviously the migration of different ethnic groups prevailed with the least resistance. These ethnic groups move from one place to other and settled in clusters. The migration of the Mongoloid people from the north towards the south occurred probably in the pre-Christian period. The spoken languages of each group occasionally suggest long instances of migration and temporary settlement heterogeneous if there be once again in course of their movement in that respect the ethnic structures of the Himalayan tracts of Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan require elaboration separately. Broadly speaking, three different speeches spoken by the inhabitants of Sikkim identify their ethnic multiplicity in spite of an intensive urge for assimilation by which Nepali overtook (barksura) The Nepalis who are now in Sikkim after the political accession of the Nepali ruler in 18th century A.D. are not always the Limbu and the Rai. Some Gurung, Kiranti, Sherpa, Tamang and Burha are occasionally met. It suggests that the Tibet-Mongoloids entered the afore said Himalayan tracts since the pre-Christian days in

search of better livelihood in the Gandaki and the Koshi river valleys of Nepal, as well as Tista and Rongsi valleys of Sikkim. The migration of inhabitants of Nepal was from west towards the hill tracts of the eastern Himalayas. The ethnic migrations in the Eastern Himalayas and those in the Central Himalayas uptil the Garhwal and Kumaon hills occurred in upward curves from time to time. Also the Bhouta or Bod pa people settled in Sikkim belongs to the Tibet-Mongoloid ethnic group as they are distributed as the Dukpa Bhouta, Sherpa, Tamang and Kagate. In the course of time the spirit of mutual acceptance and accommodation prevailed among them as a unitary designation of the Sikkimese of Dajong pa with a composite outlook. Sikkim and the Bhoutas of Darjeeling come under the purview.

The Bhoutas are divided into several clans such as Yolmo, Sharga or Serpa, Hongsapa, Ayerong, Thonglowa, Tamang and Danjongpa or Bhouta of Sikkim. Revising their migration from the Tibet region and their respective date of migration a separate study is required. Some Dukpa Bhoutas of Bhutan may also be included on account of preserving a common tradition.

As regards the socio-economic conditions of the Bhoutas a large section earn their livelihood by agriculture or local industry and commerce depending on agriculture. A considerable section is however interested in business with small capital and public service under the State Government and other local agencies. The Bhoutas are mainly Buddhist in their faith and practice Tantric Mahayana Buddhism with the Tibetan rituals. A considerable number of Christian Bhoutas are found in the areas under present study, but, the Muslim Bhouta are hardly observed in this area.

The Lepchas and the Bhoutas are distinct from another in terms of composition kinship, social origin and the selection of spouse in their social life but they hold some common traits such as a household consists a family by itself, equal distribution of family property among sons, custom of bride price and in both communities polyandry and polygams are admissible with the sanction of the local. It is further interesting to note that many instances of intermarriage among the Lepcha and the Bhouta families and that has tended to develop a high degree of cultural and religious assimilation in the socio-economic conditions of both communities. Since the present paper is devoted to trace some commonness in language and communication used by the Lepcha and the Bhoutas the above points are mentioned for reference and background of problems.

The Indo-Tibetan language bears some compound traits which are not in development with the Indian Linguistics. It has been a natural process owing to the sustained efforts in speaking the Indo-Aryan speeches like Nepali and Assamese in the Eastern Sector. Kumaun and Garhwalit and Hindi in the Central Sector and Dogra and local Kashmiri in the Western Sector by the Indo-Mongoloid and the Non-Mongoloid Austro-Asiatic people residing in the mid-Himalayas may broadly be divided into three branches.

A. Eastern Sector:
   (i) bhouta (bhouteeka) including Kagate, Serpa (tsarapa), yu-lo, Hongsapa in West Bengal.
   (ii) Dajong K'g spoken by the Bod pa in Sikkim.
   (iii) Dukpa K'g (Bhutaneese) of Bhutan

These speeches hold affinity with the དྲུག་པ་ (druk pa, k'g) spoken by the
The inhabitants of Loka and Khiam speak distinct speech as which bear affinity.

B. Central Sector:
(i) Garwhali Bhotia in Bhashar and Pithoragarh
(ii) Jad Nyamak and Marcha in Tehri, Dehradun in Upper Kanwar of Uttar Pradesh
(iii) Lahul-skad in Himachal Pradesh
(iv) Spiti skad in Himachal Pradesh
(v) Kurik skad in Himachal Pradesh
(vi) Upper Kinnaur sked in Himachal Pradesh

C. Western Sector: (broadly named as Ladakhi speech)
(i) Lahak skad spoken in Leh districts of Ladhak
(ii) Nabra skad (spoken by the inhabitants of Nabra valley after crossing Khardangla moun-
tain pass).
(iii) Skad is heard at Khargil (Mikhar dkeyl) and in Zanskar Tchusl of Ladakh.
(iv) Purik skad is spoken adjacent areas of Spu-rigs.
(v) Dogmu skad spoken by the inhabitants of Da (mua) as distinct from the speech but Hamu
and the neighboring village on the tank of Indus.
(vi) Balti skad holds distinction in speech as studied by Sprigg separately.

Though the above speeches bear some kinship with the Western Tibetan dialects be-
longing to the Nari ka (Mingaa tsh 'Khar gum skad) spoken at Hundesh, Rudhok, Gartok,
Bongshal, Yambo extending up to Tse (Manasstrovat) lake area, some variations are occa-
sionally observed. An exhaustive study on the Ladakhi speech as spoken today has been done
by Sanyuktka Kasal in recent years.

In the present context the speech of the inhabitants of Sikkim undergoes a fast change
in the race for separate literatures among the Rong or Lepcha, the Bhotia and the Nepali
speaking Unhu, Rai, whether Shiva margi or Buddha margi, are available. Lama Dawa
Samdup Kazi could foresee such trend among the Sikkimese and Bhutanese as early as in the
first quarter of century. He remarked thus: "As to the construction of the Dictionary itself, it
is simple English-Tibetan-Dictionary, the meaning being given in Tibetan characters. Care
has been taken to give the Tibetan words as correctly spell where possible, but where collo-
quial words had to be in preference to classical words, - because of the former being better
understood, - no strictly correct spelling could be adhered to, and such places have been
marked (colloquial) Names of trees, plants, fruits, animals, etc., which do not exist in Tibet,
but which are to be found in Sikkim or in Bhutan, are given in these languages, and (Sik) or
(Bhut) put in brackets against such words to show their origin."
Subsequently, my teacher George N. Roerich endeavoured to locate the variations in the colloquial speech as those observed in Ü-kê (dbus skad), Tsang Ka (gtsaṅ skad) and Khamska (khams skad) by the ferties of this century.

The statistical data in respect of different inhabitants in Sikkim other than the Bengal-speaking, the Hindi-speaking and south Indian languages, speaking ones are the following:

Nepali other than Lambu (36.18%) in contrast to the Bhota speaking 18.45%, Lepcha speaking 2.24% and Limbu speaking 3.95%. Here the Nepali speaking includes Thang, Gurung, Newar, Rai and Sharpa who have migrated to Sikkim within a span of two centuries. Linguistically however there are several dialects spoken by the above groups such as Tamang with 9 variable dialects 5.52%, Gurung (3) 5.52%, Newar (17) 11.28%, Rai (17) 11.28% and Sharpa (3) dialects 1.98%.

As regards the Dajongkê spoken among the Bhotias in Sikkim it holds affinity with the Tsang kê, especially that of the Tso valley. Tantang and Phari tending towards the Ü-kê (dbus skad). Suggestively the trends are:

(i) Sound simplification as prevalent in the Ü-Tsang dialect in Tibet by elision of the prefix, the suffix and the secondary suffix letters being compensated by the vowel sound modification as admissible by the Phonetic Laws in Tibetan.

(ii) Tendency of agglutination of monosyllables in formation of the joined words or that of the compounds while speaking.

(iii) Elision of the hiatus particles in and when necessary like agitative particles, case ending and conjugative particles.

(iv) Varieties in usage for communicating between the speaker and the listener referring to the honourable persons and the contemporaries.

(v) Minor change in spelling towards simplification tending no variations in syntax order.

(vi) Some chosed expressions in agglutinated form as shown by Lama Dawa Samdup Kazi in his Dictionary.

(vii) Occasional acceptance of loan words for accuracy in communication like baza for chutso, radio, motor etc.

Prospect of the Sikkimese Language

The spoken language of the inhabitants of Sikkim make room for assimilation of the Lepcha, the Bhota and the Nepali Speeches conveniently in the daily walk of life. Nepali or Pahari kura forms the communicative speech of the common people in Sikkim. The Lepcha and the Bhota dialect of Sikkim are also the means of domestic and social customary communication with the respective communities linguistically all the three languages belong to the Tibet-Himalayan Branch of Tibet-Burmese spoken in East Asia. The Nepali which is spoken in Sikkim and the Lepcha language are the offshoots of the Himalayan group though distinct in structure where as the Bhota group of the same Tibetan branch of language. The Tibet-Burma group holds a lien to the Classical Tibetan. The Government of Sikkim, however, has shown its broad outlook by choosing English for official use in state administration.

In view of developing the three languages prevalent in the state simultaneously the Government has already formed Text-book committees in respect to the above three languages. It is novel attempt to study Nepali, Lepcha and Denjongkê or Bhota methodically
among the new generation. Fortunately, Sikkim has got an immense treasure of human knowledge which is still unexplored. The location of Sikkim, which is in between India and Tibet has facilitated the people of Sikkim, to collect the resources of knowledge from both India and Tibet. Since Bhutan and Nepal, whose cultural heritage is akin to that of Sikkim, the Sikkimese have utilised all resources available from their neighbouring countries. In other words, Sikkim is rich in thought and wisdom.

Apart from the classical writings of the Tibetan scholars on literature, history, philosophy, medicine, astrology, astronomy and on other secular subjects, the Sikkimese have their local legends, folk tales, folk songs and traditional stories intermingled with myth and history, which speak about the prospect of Sikkim. These add more light to the culture of Sikkim to depict the integrated identity of the Sikkimese people.

One may optimistically hold that within a couple of decades, the Sikkimese will contribute more new materials for the study of the Tibetan-Himalayan languages. And, the Sikkimese literature will grow and develop in the course of time to express the innate characteristics of the land and the people of Sikkim.
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THE SIKKIMESE BHUTIA

Prof. S. Norboo

The language spoken by Denzongpas, now better known as the Bhutas of Sikkim, is called Denzongpa Ke or simply Denzong Ke. This Denzong Ke is like other dialects spoken by ethnic groups such as the Ladhakis, Lahulos, Yolmowas, Sherpas and Tamangs living in the Himalayan and Indo-Tibetan border regions in offshoot of Tibetans. The Denzongpas however living in a compact area and in small number are now trying to reduce their tongue to writing in order to preserve and perpetuate their culture and ensure its separate identity and to make it a means of mass communication. I shall say more about the language later. For the time being let us see what changes have taken place in the source language itself and how the different dialects including the Denzong Ke has deviated and assumed new forms. I am giving hereunder only one of two illustrations to compare the different dialects as it is not possible to accommodate all of them here.

Apart from the Denzong Ke, the dialects of the Yolmowas and the Tamangs have been mentioned. The name of the Yolmowas who live in the eastern region of Nepal feature in Garboon as in the hundred thousand songs of Milarepa, the great saint Poet of Tibet. The Tamangs form a substantial portion of the Nepali population and profess an old form of Tibetan Buddhism.

Now for the expression “It is my house”, the equivalents in Tibetan and other dialects will be:

Thee nge Khangpa yin - (Tibetan)
Thee nge Khym - (Denzong Ke)
Thee ngai khym yinge - (Yolmowa)
Tuu ngala dhim hunna - (Tamang)

Now for another expression say “I am writing a letter” the rendering will be -

Nge yig dgyo - (Tibetan)
Nga yigs bdro vin - (Denzong Ke)
or didovin (Denzong Ke)
Nga yigs brolde yoba - (Yolmowa)
Nga chitti braken mula - (Tamang)

From the above illustrations, it will be observed that though the words or the order of words in the different sentences is one and the same, there are differences in form and pronunciation. For “Khangpa” which means “a house”, the Denzong Ke and Yolmowa have khym which is slightly changed into “dhim” in Tamang dialect. For the word “thim” the common expression in Tibetan, Denzong Ke and Yolmowa is “thee”. For the Tamangs, however, the word is “tun”. The Tamang word “ngala” meaning “my” is a total deviation from “ngai” or “ngai” in other languages. Moreover, the word “chitti” in the expression “Nga chitti braken mula” is certainly an outside influence. Considered from the point of view of vocabularies, expressions and sounds, the Yolmowa and the Tamang dialects are very much older than the
Denzong Ke. The closest of the Denzong Ke to the Tibetan language is also established by an examination of the changes that have taken place in the "Tibetan phonetic system." Take the case of the Tibetan word Kompo and Tshog. Kompo which means "rare," is a corrupt form of Kompo whose original form was kord pho. In the Ladhaki dialect, this pronunciation is still very much there. Tshog on the other hand means an offering is pronounced as Thogs by the people of Ladhak and spiti whereas the modern Tibetan pronunciation has dropped both the last two letters i.e. ga and ni and hence it is tshog only.

Such archaic pronouncements are visible in the case of the Yelmowa and Tamang dialects. Bray which means "nice" in Yelmowa dialect and "brina" meaning writing in the Tamang dialect are "dav" and "di" in modern Tibetan. This means that the Rata subjunctive lenses have lost their original, significance. Such archaic sounds are to be met with in the Denzong Ke also but they are much less compared to other dialects. Take for instance the word "twa" which means "to do" in Denzong Ke but it is "Jay" in Tibetan though orthographically it is written tay. Thus we see that the Tibetan language spoken today is very much different from what it was at the beginning and yet despite of it, the Denzong Ke is very much close to Tibetan.

Now coming back to the subject of Denzong Ke and the efforts to give it a literary form, some progress had already been achieved as text books have been compiled and taught up to the Senior Secondary School level. It is all the more interesting to know that a newspaper in the language is already in circulation. Considering the peculiarities of the sound system in the two languages, i.e. Tibetan and Denzong Ke, as well as their closeness to each other it was very natural that the architects of Denzong Ke should have used the Tibetan Uchen characters for the purpose of their writing. It would have been very difficult otherwise to transcribe such sounds like "Cha Chha", "Ja", "Sha", "Zha" and "Ha." The pioneers in the field might come across with certain problems in the area of Orthography, grammar and diction in future. Some obstacles seemed to have already been removed by introducing some innovation in the writing system. I offer my sincerest wishes to the pioneers in the field in their efforts to raise Denzong Ke to the status of full fledged written language.
SIKKIM RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF TIBETOLOGY, DEORALI, SIKKIM

PRESS RELEASE

A National Seminar was held at the Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology under the aegis of the Institute from the 29th to the 30th of March 1995. For the first time in the history of the state a Seminar of this nature, was organized for the broader dissemination of Dharma. The participants were given the option to choose between two subjects mainly (i) Guru Padmasambhava's contribution to Sikkim and (ii) Cultural aspects of Sikkim. These are hitherto unexplored subjects into which no person or organization has deeply delved into for serious analytical research. The Seminar which was attended by more than forty delegates and observers hailing from various parts of the country as well as Bhutan, Nepal and Korea represented many universities and academic bodies of national and international fame. Prominent among them were the celebrated linguist and philologist Dr. R. K. Springle, the notedlifer of Tibetology Prof. Sanjeet Kumar Pathak, Prof. Saigha Son Singh, Head of Department of Buddhist Studies, Prof. G. Gyatso, Department of Buddhist Studies, Prof. Norboo Tsering Rinpochhe, Prof of Tibetan studies, Durbarling Govt. College, Khopje Dorchen Dorji, Principal of SHERA, Dr. Kaplachand Lekh, Lecturer, Jawaharlal Nehru University and a host of other scholars and dignitaries known for their tradition and exceptional eminence.

The inaugural function commenced on the 29th March '95 at the Institute premises amidst a festive atmosphere punctuated with delight and mirth which was set large on the faces of the people who had thronged the Institute forenoon. His Excellency the Governor of Sikkim inaugurated the newly constructed replica of Dhama-Kora Lake (Pran) by unveiling the immaculate statue of Guru Padmasambhava. In a scintillating and thought provoking discourse His Excellency in his capacity as the President of the Institute highlighted on the historicity of Guru Padmasambhava and gave a succinct resume of the venerated aspects of Sikkimese culture. He declared then "Perhaps this is for the first time in the history of the institute that a scholar, deliberation and the exchange of thought on the historical perspective of the Guru's contribution and cultural aspects of Sikkim is being organized by the SRT. I do sincerely wish that you all will leave the site with more enlightened views of Tibetology."

The Director in his address opined that "in the days of four great Universities like Nalanda, Takshashila and Vikramana sila and Undamburipan could flourished due to the tumultuous patronage given to this Institution by the people as well as the sovereign. No one, irrespective of their caste, colour, race and language used to turn away from this Institute since Tibetology is not the sole prerogative of the Tibetans alone. On the contrary, it encompasses the whole of mankind and all sentient beings". A tastefully decorated flower pavilion was inaugurated by the Hon'ble Excmo Minister who later on addressed the gathering as the representative of the Hon'ble C M who could not be present during the occasion owing to other important preoccupations. The second volume of the Bulletin of Tibetology for the year 1994 was released by the Hon'ble Cultural Minister who by virtue of his high position is also the Vice-President of the Institute. He exhorted the people to become true Buddhist through their
precept and practice and expressed his hope that the Institute should in the course of time, organize similar types of Seminars, symposia and spiritual congresses. Prof. Ahmad Sayeed was called upon to present the first paper of the seminar after which the morning session was adjourned with a vote of thanks conferred upon all those who were present by the Director, SRII.

The second and third session was presided over by Prof. S. S. Singh and Prof. S. K. Patrak respectively on the 29th afternoon and the following morning during which scholars delivered upon various aspects and dimensions of the subject. The valedictory session was chaired by the Hon’ble Chancellor of Sikkim Sri. S. N. Bhagavat, which was concluded with a vote of thanks by Smt. S. Ghosh, Asst. Director of the Institute. The chairperson Justice Shri. Bhagavat in his valedictory address elaborated the bold attempt which had been made by the Director and the staff of the Institute. He expressed his fondness to associate himself with the affairs of the Institute in the days to come and as the arbitrer of the session highlighted upon some of the cardinal points which had been discussed during the session.

This seminar did epitomize one of the cardinal objectives of the Institute which has been laid down in its charter of incorporation in Art. 10 and of its objectives and functions which suggests that the Institute was established "To organize conferences and meetings on different topics of Tibetology and to record recognition to scholars in the field by means of scholarships and prizes. The preamble of the charter clearly mentions that the Institute should work actively for the development of the knowledge of Tibet, the culture and all arts and sciences associated with origins and developments of the Churh and to set high standard of research both orthodoxy and modern, as the statute mentions!"

In this respect the seminar has been far-reaching and significant since scholars belonging to both orthodox monastic systems as well as from various Universities put their heads together.

As a result the synthetic conclusion drawn out of the deliberations were based on Tibet’s primary sources as well as other relevant sources of study. The number of the Academic council who met on the 29th of March ‘85 has now decided to revise these learned papers and bring them out in two volumes very shortly. This Seminar is definitely the beginning of many such events and hardly a new epoch in the history of Tibetology and Buddhism.
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